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Th e Wildland s Projec t

tftj Wild Ellrth is a quarterly journ al

melding conse rvation biology and

wildl and s acti vism. Our efforts to strengthen

the conse rvation movement involve the

following:

• We se rve as the publishing wing of

The Wild land s Project.

• We provide a forum for the many effective

but little-known regional wilderness groups

and coalitions in North America, and serve

as a networking tool for wildern ess

activists.

• We make the teachin gs of conse rvation

biology accessib le to non-scien tists, that

ac tivists may employ them in defense

of biodiversity.

• We expose threats to habitat and wildlife.

• We facilitate discussion on ways to end

and reverse the hum an populat ion

explosion:

• We defend wild erness both as conce pt

and as place.

Wild Earth and The Wildlands Project are

closely allied but independent nonprofit

organizations dedi ca ted to the restoration

and protection of wilderness and biodiversity.

We share a vision of an ecologically healthy

orth America-with adequa te habitat for

all native species, containing vibra nt human

and natu ral communities.

~ The Wildlands Project is the

'if organization guiding the design of

a continental wildern ess recovery strategy.

Thro ugh advocacy, education, scientific

consulta tion, and cooperation with many

regional groups, The Wildlands Project is

draftin g a bluepr int for an interconn ected ,

continental-scale sys tem of pro tected

wildlands linked by habitat corridors .
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05477; 802-434-4077; fax 802-434- 5980
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continu es on page 2

he recreational value of wilderness has been often and

ably presented, but its scientific value is as yet but dimly

understood. This is an attempt to set forth the need of

wilderness as a base-datum for problems of land health.

"Wilderne.s.s As a Laad Laboratory" was fi rst published in The Living Wilde rness (July, 1941J,
publication of The Wilderness Society, Washingto n, DC. It is reprinted here with permission of The
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Wilderness As a Land Laboratory continued

THE MO ST IMPORTANT CII ARA CTEHISTI C OF ORGANISM I'S THAT CAPACIT Y

for internal self-renewal known as health .

There are two organisms in which the unconscious automatic processes of self

renewal have been supplemented by conscious interference and control. One of

these is man himself (medicine and publi c health). The other is land (agriculture

and conservation).

The effort to control the health of land has not been very successful. It is now

generally understood that when soil loses fertility, or washes away faster than it forms,

and when water systems exhibit abnormal floods and shortages, the land is sick.

Other evidences are genera lly known as facts, but not as symptoms of land

sickness . The disappearance of plant and animal species without visible causes,

despite efforts to protect them, and the inuption of others as pests, despite efforts

to control them, must, in the absence of simpler explanations, be regarded as symp

toms of derangement in the land-organism. Both are occurring too frequently to be

dismissed as normal evolutionary changes.

The status of thought on these ailments of the land is reflected in the fact that

our treatments (or them are still prevail ingly local.

Thus when a soil loses fertility we pour on fertili zer, or at best alter its tame

flora and fauna, without considering the fact that its wild flora and faun a, which

built the soil to ,begin with, may likewise be important to its maintenance. It was

rece ntly discovered, for example, that 'good tobacco crops depend , for some

unknown reason, on the pre-conditioning of the soil by wild ragweed. It does not

occur to us that such unexpecied cha ins of dependency may have wide prevalence

in Nature.

When prairiedogs, ground squirrels, or mice increase to pest levels we poison

them, but we do not look beyond the animal to find the cause of the inuption. We

assume that animal troubles must have animal causes. The latest scientific evi

dence points to derangements of the plant community as the real seat of rodent

inuptions, but few or no explorations of this clue are being made.

Many forest plantati ons are producing one-log or two-log trees on soil which

originally grew three-log and four-log trees. Why? Advanced foresters know that the

cause probabl y lies not in the tree, but in the micro-flora of the soil, and that it may

take more years to restore the soil flora than it took to destroy it.

Many conservation treatments are obviously superficial. Flood control dams

have no relation to the cause of floods. Check dams and terraces do not touch the

cause of erosion. Refuges and propagating plants to maintain animals do not

explain why the animal fails t o maintain itself.

In general, the trend of the 'evidence indicates that in land.. just as in the

human body, the symptom may lie in one organ and the cause in another. The

practices we now call conservation are, to a large extent, local alleviations of biot

ic pain , They are necessary, but they must not be confused with cures , The art of

land doctoring is being practiced with vigor, but the scie nce of land health is a

job fo;. the futur e. .
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A science of land health needs, first of all, a base-datum.of normality,

a picture of how healthy land maintains itself as an organism,

A SCIENCE OF LAND HEALTH NEED S, FIH ST OF ALL, A BASE

datum of normality, a picture of how healthy land maintain s

itself as an organism.

We have two availabl e norms, One is found where land

physiology remains largely normal despite centuries of human

occupation. I know of only one such place: northeastern Europe.

It is not likely that we shall fail to stud y it.

The other and most perfect norm is wildern ess.

Paleontology offers abundant evidence that wilderness main

tained itself for immensely long periods; that its component

species were rarely lost, neither did they get out of hand; that

weather and water built soil as fast or faster than it was carried

away. Wilderness, then, assumes unexpected importance as a

land laboratory.

One cannot stud y the physiology of Montana in the -

. Amazon; each biotic province needs its own wilderness for com

parative studies of used and unusedland, It is of course too late

' to salvage more than a lop-sided system of wilderness remnants,

and most of these remnant s are far too small to retain their nor

mality. The latest report* from Yellowstone Park, for example,

, states that cougars and wolves are gone. Grizzlies and mountain

sheep are probably going. The irruption of elk following the loss

of carnivores has damaged the plant community in a manner

, comparable to sheep grazing. "Hoofed locusts" are not neces

sarily tame.

I know of only one wilderness south of the Canadian bound

ary which retain s its full flora and fauna (save only the wild

Indian) and which has only one intrud ed species (the wild

horse). It lies on the summit of the Sierra Madre in Chihuahua.

Its preservation and study, as a norm for the sick lands on both

sides of the border, would be ~ good neighborly act well worthy

of international consideration.

All wilderness areas, no matter how small or imperfect, have

a large value to land science. The important thing is to realize

that recreation is not their only or even their principal utility. In

fact, the boundary ' between recreation and science, like the

boundari es between parkand forest, animal and plant, tame and ,

wild, exists only in !he imperfections of the human mind. «

Aldo Leopold (1887-1948) was one of the 20th c~nLury'sfore

TTWst conservationists. Various conferences, books, and publica

tions are celebrating his enduring legacy this year, the 50th

anniversary ofthe publication ofhis classic work, A Sand

County Almanac.

• Murie, Adolph. Ecology oJ the COJ ole in the Yellowstone. Faun a series No.4 of the National Par ks of the United Stales. [Washin gton, DC: Government Printing Office, 1940.]

Photo by ea rl Leopold Courtesy Aldo Leopold Foundation FALL 1999 WIL D E AR TH 3



LETTERS

I was ,struck by Monique

Miller's comment in "Wild Earth

Update," (winter 1998/99) that

"Sometimes it seems that only a

virulent airborne virus or some other

equally cataclysmic event- by drasti

cally reducing human numbers and our

ecologically destructive activities-will

end the current biodiversity crisis. "

, Like many of us, I have speculated on

this theme 'and ha~e come to suspect

that such an event is, unfortunately,

probabl y in the near offing, Dense pop

ulations, the potential for rapid trans

mission, and the difficulty of control

set the stage for tragedy. If something

such as this does occur it will, as

usual, fall most heavily on the very

young, very old, and very poor. The

hon-or of such an event is, however,

almost incomprehensibl e. In addition,

humandiebacks, for whatever reason,

often seem to be followed by subs tan

tial population increases. '

Consequently, such a cataclysm

would not likely work to "end the bio

diversity crisis," but rather worsen it.

The answer to ecological and environ

mental problems cannot be' in this

direction. I don't claim to have any

substantive answers, but if a dieba ck

is coming the only way such a massive

4 ' WILD EARTH FA L L 1 9 9 9

tragedy will work in favor of biodiversi

ty and a healthy future Earth is if it

induces or is predated by a major shift

in the ways in which we humans think

about and relate to the rest of the '

Creation . If we are going to suffer a

massive human population decline, we

can't simply come out on the other end

fewer in numbers but ready to repeat

the cycle again. As you know, in the

past, environmental degradation has

been a major component in the decline

and fall of many civilizations from the

Near East to Central America. This

time, however, Earth itself may well be,

as far as human ity is concerned, "in
\

the balance."

TOM BAUGH

Tucker, Georgia

I was 'sorry to read Carl

Esbjornson's claim that "biocentrism"

is an oxymoronbecause,"the biosphere

has no center" ("ill Defense of

Anthropocentrism: A Wilderness

Proposal," spring 1999). Actually, the

word denotes a centrality of human con

cern. It's about priority.That the bios

phere itself has no actual center and the

fact that it contains complexities "that

humans cannot even begin to compre- ,

hend" are utterly beside the point.

, There is pressing need for a word

to express the granting by the human '

spirit of precedence to the global col

lective of life processes 'rather than to

human interests. Whether by design or

historical accid ent "biocentrism" has

become that needed word, and because

its use is on the increase its influence

is spreading. While at first contact it

may seem a trifle technical, it's really

quite easy to explain, and one sees

teenagers using it easily and with

obvious appreciation for its intent.

Esbjornson's attempt at a semantic

delegitimization of this perfectly valid

word by manipulation of definition,

and his division of the straightforward

anthropocentric concept into "ideologi

cal anthropocentrism" (bad) and "bio

logical anthropocentrism" (good), sim

ply obfuscates. And when he writes that

his "biological anthropocentrism, by

necessarily including human beings,

implies the end of the 'separate-but

equal' doctrine of wilderness that has

driven much of wilderness thought in

-this century... ," I hear the voices of 1.
Baird Callicott and William Cronon.

BILL WILLERS

Bill Willers isemeritus prof essorof

biology at the University of IVLSconsin

at Oshkosh.

In the last paragraph
of his essay, "Popul ation Growth,

Agriculture, and the Changing

American West,'~ (spring 1999) George

Wuerthner writes that "Someday an

astute demographer or biologist will

calcu'late the minimum amount of land

necessary to meet the vital needs (food"

shelter, fuel, fiber) of Americans." He

might like to know that the task has

already been done, using the method

ology of eco-footprinting. More specifi

cally, the calculations are based on the

data contained in Ecological Footprints

ofNations (1997) by Dr. Mathis

Wackernagel e(al. The carrying capac

ity results, calculated by Andrew

Ferguson of the Optimum Population

Trust in the UK, are due to be pub- ,

Iished soon in the Encyclopedia of

Human Ecology,chief ~d i tor Dr.

Kenneth Watt, University of California.

The methodology is to calculate

the number 0'£ people that the current

national supply of ecologically produc

tive land could sustain indefinitely

when .the people concerned are follow-



ing a specified lifestyle. For the USA,

the results are as follows: (a) with pre

sent lifestyle, about 114 million; (b)

with roughly half of present energy

consumption, about 200 million; (c)

with European levels of consumption .

and energy use reduced to a fifth of

what it is today, about 254 million. Of

course there is no space here to ~et out

all the parameters needed to complete

such calculations, but that is hardly

necessary, since the results are so sub

stantially at variance with Wuerthner's

prediction that it would be possible to

support- presumably he meant sus

tainably-270 million people on less

than 20% of the nation's land base. His

statement is in direct opposition not

only to the aforementioned analysis,

but also to the conclusion reached by

David Pimentel, Mario Giampietro, and

Sandra Bukkens in their 1998 paper,

An Optimum Populationfor North ami

Latin America. Their estimate for North

America was 200 million.

We have m ade comparable calcu

lations for the 19 largest countries in

Europe.

DAV ID W ILLEY

David Willey is Chairmanof the

Optimum Population Trust,

United Kingdom.

George WuertlUlcr r esponds: I am

very pleased to read David Willey's

letter ami to know ofthe Optimum

Population Trust's (OPT) useful efforts

to calculate sustainable human popula

tion levels. Mr. Willey questions my

assertion that it's likely the US popula

tion cou}d be supported on 20% ofits

land area and suggests it would take

nearly all of our land base to support

the, US population at even the more

modest European levels ofconsumption

and energy use. Since I haven't seen the

studies he cites, I can't respond directly

to them; hoioeoer; I believe one reason

for our different conclusions is our basic

assumptions. I presume that the OPT "

figures are based on meeting all

resource "needs" at current levels of

consumption, .including energy,fiber,

water, land fo r urbanization, etc. I was

talking specifzcally about the amount

ofland necessary to grow food only.

Secondly, to speculate that we

might grow all the f ood we need on a

fract ion ofour land base assumes a rel

atively meat-free diet-not mairuaining

the status quo. Most USfarmland cur

rently grows livestock f orage, notfood

for direct human consumption. All the

nation'svegetables (not counting home

garden plots) are grown on less than

three million acres ofland. Fruits and "

orchards occupy another fi ve million

acres. By comparison,"we use more than

75 million acres growing com, another

"74 million on sorghum, and 60 million

just growing hay-nearly all ofwhich

are f ed to domestic livestock. A substan

tial proportionofwheat ami other grain

output is also consumed by livestock. All

of this crop production requires a huge

input ofenergy in the fo rm of gasoline,

f ertilizers, and petroleum-based pesti

cides-i-so a sU.bstantial percentage of

our energy "needs" could also be elimi

nated by a change in diet.

In addit ion to the agricultural

lands we use to grow crops consumed by

livestock, another 300 million acresof

public land are grazed by livestock, ami

" hundreds ofmillions more acres in pri

vate ownership are usedf or livestock

pasture and rangelands.

Third, much ofthe current land

base usedfor agricultural production is

verr marginal; per/zaps it was not even

included in OPT calculations. Vast

areas ofthe arid public lands now used

f or grazing can annually supportonly

one cow per 100-250 acres, compared

to one cow per acre in moist landscapes

in the eastem United States: Elimina

ting livestock from these arid lands

would barely affect food production, but

would fr ee up hundreds ofmillions of

acresf or wildlife habitat and primitive

recreation.

Alt/wugh it 's difficult to get concise

figures (ami I am trying to nail these

doivn), it appears that Americans may

use more than a billion acres of our

country growing livestock f orage ami

for grazing by domestic livestock. Thus,

it is not unreasonable to believe that

a reduction in meat consumption

particularly beef-would free up huge

acreages for rewilding. This alone

would be a tremendous step toward eco

logical recovery, even ifnot addressing

"comprehensively the other problems

associated with our tremendous con

sumption ami waste ofresources so

well docum~nted by OPT and others.

At a time when most

Americans are in denial about the

extinction crisis we are precipitat ing,

and when too many conservationists

still argue over issues we should have

settled years ago (should we end com

modity extraction on public lands? of

course we should. .. ), Paul Martin and

- David Burney do us a great favor by

sparking debate over whether we ought

to reintroduce elephants to ~orth

America ("Bring Back the Elephants!"

spring 1999). The Overkill Hypothesis

is probably right, alas, but trying to

correct our greatest Paleolithic sin by

bringing African or Asian elephants (or

any other species that belongs in Africa

or Asia or Australia or anywhere else

outside our continent) to North America

could be a mammoth mistake--or, less

likely, could be a great gain for the nat

ural world. Here are the positive and
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the negative asp ects of the overcompen

sation program, as I see it.

Positive

1) Mart in and Burn ey's proposal

cha lle nges us to tak e the long view;

in evolutiona ry time, the Pleistocen e

ende d bu t an eyeblink ago.

2) Mart in and Burn ey impli citl y,

and Conni e Barlow more exp lici tly

("Re wildi ng for Evolution," spring '99),

adva nce an evolutionary argu ment for

Nature preservation-for big

Wild erness.

3) Th e Overkill Hypothesis edu

cates peopl e about extinction, Homo

sapiens' propensity to kill more than

nec essary, evolution, floral dynami cs

(if they keep reading), an? the urgent

need for large- scale wildl and prot ec

tion and recovery- all crucial matt ers

that our nation's lead ing presidential

candida tes for 2000 seem stud iously

to be avoiding. (Whi ch brings to mind

the qu estion, can Dan Quayle spe ll

" proboscide ans"?)

4) Elephants might do subs tantial

ly less ecological dam age than do the

cows and sheep that now overrun most

land in the American West, and many

lands in the Ameri can East.

. 5) Elephants might trample the

cows and shee p.. . .

Negative

1) If wildlife advocates were to

divert much of their attention to bring

ing back the elephants, high-priority

wildlife needs might go unm et; let's

res tore all the mammals we've extirpa t

ed in the las~ 500 years before we try to

" restart evolution" of an imals that our

forebears exterminated 10,000 or more

years ago, especially if plant communi

ties have evolved in the absence ~f the

megafauna since then.

2) Were we to import African or

Asian elep hant s (or other species from

other contine nts), we'd also imp ort

their comme nsa l species. An y large

.species comes with a whole host of

pa rasit es . Even while overcomin g our

bias agains t parasiti c arthropods, let us

beware tha t any microfaunal species

that we bri ~lg into North Ameri ca could

wreak havoc on native species .

3) Th e species being proposed for

entry into North Ameri ca ha ve n ever

been here before (evolutionarily speak

ing). African and Asian ele phants

deserve our utm ost conce rn and ven er

ation; but they do not belong in North

America.

4) Advocating a bio ta that has not

existed for at least 10,000 years , and

unfortunately can never aga in be whol

ly represented , may blur the be nc h

mark-.Conse rvation biol ogists and .

wildl~md advo cat es have largely agreed

on the "pre-Columbian" landscape of

half a millennium ago as a

target for our wildl ife protection and

recovery efforts. This is a relatively

clear, cqmprehe ns iblebaseline and,

argu abl y, a plausible goal- unlike the

. goal of restoring the pre-P leistocen e

biota . Plus, _were we to switch to a more

an cien t ben chmark , we might find

ourselves on a technological slippery

slope. Should we try to recreate extinc t

species through gene tic enginee ring,

or biotechnology? I'd say gene tic

e nginee ring is way too dan gerous a

technology to ever safely emp loy.

5) Efforts to crea te or recreate

ecosystem,:; we've never really known

perpetua te our deadly penchant for

meddling. Until people accept that .

Nature knows best, until we learn to

simply let Nature be--and beco me our

se lves ju st plain members of the biotic

community, as Aldo Leopold poetically

pu t it half a ce ntury ago-we'll be

s tuc k in the sa me manipulative mind set

that is causi ng the extinction crisis,

Let 's bring back the bison, gray

wolf, red wolf, eas tern couga r, lynx,

wolverine, woodland ca ribou, sa lmon,

dart ers, mussel s, crayfish, orchids,

lilies, and othe r wildlife that we

European America ns have extirpa ted

du ring our missp ent youth in N0I1h

America, as we try to matu re into good

(plain) biotic community members.

Let's let the poor pachyderm s be. Our

goal should be recovery as near as pos

si ble to the wild wond erful landscape

Ameri can Ind ian s were inh abiting.and

European s stumbled onto 500 years

ago. Yes, the lands of 20,000 years ago,

before the overkill by ea rly hum an

hunters, were wilder and more wond er

ful still; but let's be reasonable and

se ttle for 500 years of atone ment.

J O li N DAV IS

John Davis is Biodiversity and lVildemess

Program Offic er at the Foundation/ or

Deep Ecology; SanFrancisco, Cali/omlo.

I am fortunate to be a

teach er of chi ld ren , a position in

whi ch I ha ve the privilege of seeing

the truth of Sam Hitt 's assertion that a

shift in values is taking pla ce in thi s

co untry, a shift toward a more biocen-

. tri c worldvi ew (" Biocentric Values Go

Mainstream," sp ring 1999). To my

vie w, however, wha t our soc ie ty is

expe rie nc ing is not so mu ch a shift in

values, as much as it is a realizati on

that we must hold on to the values

that eac h and every one of us was

born with.

.Children ha ve an innate awe of

the wild world ; they are born with a

humility toward it; they are eage r to

learn about and expe rie nce it.
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POETRY

child r en , H e 'll have to im agin e what d eli ght

fro gs in even ings , and how the sma ll

e.
is
0 ,

CO ' G H A T L ATI O ' S

to Eric ami Sue Anderson. ofCuster.

WISconsin, uho won the Davis Te Selle

lithograph, "Table Rock- November."

The lucky winners entered the

drawing by sending a Wild Earth
gift subscription to a neighbor.

Thanks to everyone who participated.

E H HAT U M Geographically astute readers

may ha ve noticed a 11011_sequitur in last issue s

species spotlight on the green sea turtle. A pas

sage noting the species' status-listed by the

US Fish & Wildlife Service as Threatened,

except fo r Florida and Mexico populations that

are considered Endangered-was altered by

a typing glitch. that inserted the word "New" ,

before "Mexico." New Mexico, a landlocked

state, would indeed be a tough neighborhood

for sea turtles.

fa r greater than th is brief period lock ed

in the sterile pages of a hard-boundbook.

- A n ne Cora y

brown -gr een bodies would dart about , not

a lways elu ding , th~ h ands of the agil e

skin ned p age , study the bulgin g a mp h ib ia n eyes .

H e 'll be told how the b ogs were filled once' wi th croa ki ng

C\.v Th e Gold en Book Enc yclopedia

sa la mander, r u n hi s fin ger across the slic k -

And the ch ild will gaze a t the back of the slimy

In a hundr ed yea rs, th.e chi ld will s till h ave pict~res ,

only 'th e co lored ink d enoting ex tinctio n

will have r isen ;' true frogs , n ewts , spa defoo ts , toads

will j oin the e ryops and other a ncie n t forms.

' such a palm-hold held: we t pulse of a life

that offe red an co n, a len gth of time

C IN D Y ,G R A Y

Portola, California

Unfortunately, there are overwhelming

and pervasive influences in o~r society

that, with unbelievable swiftness, can

snuff out children's curiosity and

respect for the natural world. The vil

lains are familiar to all of us: TeeVee, '

consumer culture, economic pressures

on families, the tyranny of business

and industry in our lives.

I am troubled, however, by the

zealotry of many who believe that com

bating these villains depends on legis

lation and regulation. Many of the

remedies being proposed to "steer our

culture" include outlawing certain

behaviors and products, and using the

power of the state to punish violations.

I see little resistance to this dangerous

trend toward increased regulation, leg

islation, stipu lation, legalization, ille

galization, and categorization of ev~ry

human activity.

We certainly need legislative

efforts to protect physical Wilder

nesses (capital "W") . But there is

more-s-so much more-that we can do

to restore the cultural and spiritual.

wilderness values that our country was

built on, that Thoreau and Mui~ and

Leopold taught us is the fountain of

our freedom, and that all Americans

inherently possess. Such a wilderness

(small "w") is not as much a physical '

place as it is a spiritual place. It is

the place where we hone our innate

wilderness skills of knowing the limits

of our bodies and limitlessness of our

minds . It is the place where we are

humbled by powers much greater than

ourselves; the place where we learn to

love and be loved.

We were all, as children, deeply

immersed in this wilderness. And we

can all return there.

red-spotted ne~l by D.o. Tyler FALL 199 9 W ILD EA RTH 7



bling a jigsa~ puzzle is apt. The picture

on the cover of the puzzle box represents

the fully implemented conservation plan.

Each piece of the puzzle is laid down by

a different player;including government

agencies, land trusts , private individuals ,

conservation groups, and ot?ers . Piecesof

the puzzle include: enlarging Wilderness

Areas; changing public lands manage

ment; adopting local zoning and plan

ning regulations; pro tecting private

lands , via voluntary conservation ease

ments; purchasing key private lands from

willing sellers; finding incentives for managing

private lands to protect native species; educating

the public about the social benefits of protecting

wildlands; and promoting community awareness of rhe eco

nomic benefits of safeguarding N ature.

Due to.the large number of puzzle pieces.jmd the fact

that each piece will be laid down using a variety of imple

mentation "tools" (science, education, letter-writing, lobby

ing, legal work, fund-raising, tax incentives, erc.), full imple

mentation of conservation plans will take several decades, with

some land protected relatively qu ickly and ocher types of pro

tection accomplished much later. This year's initial crop of.

regional conservation plans will set the stage for TWP's next

challenge: defining markets and marketability.

Steve Gateuoodis executite directorand Kim Vai'arilt is

communications-outreach director for The Wildlands Project.

J UST AS THE SEASONS CHANGE, so roo does the face of The

Wildlands Project. TWP recently welcomed new additions to

,the board of directors, including Willia m Meadows, Michael

Phillips, and Gary Tabor. Leaving service on the board, with

our grat itude, are Reed Noss, Libby Ellis, and Mitch Friedman.

In addirion, this will be the last update I write as Executive

Director, as I will be leaving TWP,at the end of October. It has

been a wonderful experience to work with such an amazing

group of people for the past several years, The staff and board,

our contractors, Wild Earth, cooperating groups, and the many

foundations and individuals who havesupported our ambitious

work will continue to hold a special place in my life. As I move

on to new conservation challenges, I remain committed to the

TWP vision. I'm sure we will continue to cross paths as the

rewilding of.North America unfolds, but for now my deepest

thanks go out to all who have blazed the path this far. 1)

BY STEVE GATEWOOD
AND KIM VACARIU

Aautumn heralds another harvest

season, years of determined

reservedesign work by several

groups cooperating with The Wildlands

Project ~TWP) are coming to frui tion .

State-of-the-art reserve designs for land

scapes in Oregon, th~ Yukon, Grand

Canyori country, British Columbia,

Maine, and the Sky Islands of Arizona and

New Mexico are nearing public release.

While the first crop of such propos

als undergoes expert scientific and social
I .

revi ew, qu estions pe rsist about what

actions will be necessary to transform GIS maps

and reams of scient ific documents into physically

protected wildlands.

Wildlands reserve~esigners have always worked on the

leading edge of conservation met hodology, often developing

new techniques in response to unexpected challe~ges.

Charrette-b~ed vision mapping and use of focal species, once

novel concepts for regional conservation planning, are now

becoming accepted tools thanks to the work of TWP staff"

cooperators, and scientists across the continent. With ,imple

mentation at hand, the same spirit of innovation must now

address a new and different kind of landscape.

Current reserve mapping projects are already adapting to

the need to incorporate implementation strategies. Together,

reserve maps and proposed implem entation' steps form a con

servationplan, a holistic document that lives on a basic dietof

defensible science, but also must thrive in a world of helter

skelter social, political, and economic interactions .

So how are these organic documents actually brought to

market ? Following expert review and final 'editing , conserva

tion plans may include hundreds of pages of text , maps, charts,

graphics, and photos. The full-length versions wili be distrib

uted to local, state, and federal land management agencies,

and to other key nongovernment organizations and individ~

als wishing to comment on the plan.

A condensed summary of each conservation plan will be

publis hed for distribution to the media and public via mail,

meetings, open houses, presenrations , and other outreach

opportunities where local spokespeople can art iculate our

wildlands recovery vision. Whether this "delivery process" is

handled by a "wholesaler"-an entity skilled at marketing

such products--or directly by reserve design groups will be

decided by the principal cooperators involved.

Dave Foreman's analogy comparing th is process to assem-
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A "Wilderness View

Leopold's Legacy

~
guablY' Wild Earth has become the preeminent forum for

dialogue on the current health and future direction of

, the American wilderness movement.' A sustained and

sophisticated discussion of where that movement is and where

it's going would be impossible, of course, if it 'were uninformed

by history. Thus in these pages one often finds references to pio

neering conservationists; a quick look through the WE backlist

turns up recent articles about Benton MacKaye, Rosalie Edge,

Howard Zahniser, Ernie Dickerman,'and Margaret Murie.

These figures, along with many others of greater or lesser

renown, and a few more famous individuals with names like

Thoreau, Muir, Marshall.and Carson, laid the cornerstones and

first courses of the edifice that is American conservat io'n~both

the actual terra in comprising our systems of public 'and private

'protected natural areas, and the cognitive terrain, the way we

think about the land that makes affect i~n for living Nature am!

action on its behalf an honorable' American tradition. Aldo

Leopold (1887-1948) sits in the front.pew of this great temple.

This year, the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of his

classic work,~ Sand County Alma nac, Leopold's legacy is being

widely celebrated in journal and magazine articles, with acade

mic conferences, and in two superb forthcoming books: The

Essential AlM Leopold: Quotations and Commentaries, edited by

Curt Meine and Richard Knight (Universi ty of Wisconsin Press),

and For the Health of the Land: Previously Unpublished Essays

and Other Writings, by Aldo Leopold, edited by 1. Baird

Callicott and Eric Freyfogle (Island Press). Is all this hoopla

warranted? Absolutely. A half century afterhis death, Leopold

continues to exert a powerful, and still growing, influence on

people who love the land, and thereby on the land itself.

There are as many reasons to value Leopold's legacy as there

are conservationists. Wilderness lovers, hunters and anglers,

ecologically minded farmers and ranchers, and restorationists are

'.

all in his debt; various biological disciplines, including wildlife

management, ecological restoration, conservation biology, and

landscape ecology, are, to a greater or lesser degree, his intellec

tual spawn. Like the Bible, the canon of Leopold's writings can

give aid and comfort to many camps.

If there is a central truth to be distilled from Leopold's

expansive body of thought, perhaps it is' this: To think well about

land use and land health , one must think expansively. Nina

Leopold Bradley, writing in this issue [Aldo Leopold: On the

Path Toward Unity of Knowledge], suggests that the formidab le

challenges facing our society will he addresse d effectively only

' by people and institut ions that avoid reductionism. Her father's

work, she.notes, reflects a broadly integrative, interdisci plinary

approach that " . . .brought together Nature and culture, emotion

and intellect, philosophy and science, ethics and aesthetics."

As we celebrate Aldo Leopold's life and work-looking

back across the decades at a man who, long before such ideas

would become popular, articulated the ecological and evolution

ary basis for wilderness preservation; the social value of wild

country for recreation and spiritual sustenance; and the practi

cal and moral necessity of expanding our ~thical concern to the

larger biotic community- it is ironic that we yet remain behind

him, trailing in his shadow. Whether one thinks of him horse

back, meandering through stately ponderosa pines in the Gila,

or striding across a used-up fann field, shovel and seedling in

hand, or paddling a canoe through singing waters, Aldo Leopold

is always out in front, leaving those of us in his wake to emulate

his confident stroke, and watch the swirling eddies dance off his

paddle blade. We hear his words of encouragement- to soak in

the sights of Nature, to view the landscape we travel through

with scientific rigor and kindly affection-and, we paddle hard

er, trying to catch up.

-TOM 8 U T L E R
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Celebrating
~Leopold's

Legacy

On the Path Toward Unity of Knowledge

b y ' N 1 n a L eo p old Br a dl e y

T
oday we have begun to understand that solving problems of land use and land health .

~ necessitates 'co~necting theory, knowledge, and practice across many disciplines.

Yet we also see two powerful trends occurring in science: evolution toward spe-

. cialization and an increasing focus on microscopic and sub-microscopic levels of biological

organization. As revealing of Nature as these trends may be, there is something missing. For

example, we know that to understand the processes and ramifications of global climate change,

we must integrate the knowledge of paleo-climatologists, wetland ecologists, geo-morphologists,

agronomists, and atmospheric ~hemists-all at a macro level.

Would, then, our understandin g be complete~ No. There is still something missing: We

would need also to consult economists, social historians, political scientists, and even human

ists. Because, as we understand the mechanics of climate change and humanity's role as a caus

ing force, we must.make judgements about what we should do as well as what we understand.

C.P. Snow wrote in 1959 that the polarization between the sciences and the humaniti es "is '

sheer loss to us all. . .it is at the same time practical, intellectual and creative loss." .In his impor

tant book Consilience (1998), E.O. Wilson attempts to draw together the sciences and the human

ities. He suggests that in order to understand .our planet as a unified entity, and to meet the chal

lenges of international environmental issues, we must integrate knowledge from what. may

appear to be far-flung fields. He appeals for a powerful conservation ethic as a part of ecology

and even as a part of religion. He calls for a return to the idea of unification of knowledge.

I believe that my father, Aldo Leopold, integrated a remarkabl e range of knowledge-sci

entific, literary, biologic, and poetic. While in Germany in 1935 he expressed his concern about

the ongoing fragmentation of knowledge and the need for more interdisciplinary thinking . Sitting

in a Berlin hotel room one evening, Leopold jotted down some notes on the back of a piece ~f

hotel stationery. He expressed his concern over the compartmental tendencies in ecology:

One of the anomalies of modem ecology is that it is the creation oftwo groups, each of

.which seems barely aware of the existence of the other. The one studies the human com

munity almost as if it were a separate entity, and calls itsfindings sociology, economics,

and history. The other studies the plant and animal community and comf ortably rele

gates the hodge-podge of politics to the 'liberal arts.' The inevitable fusion of these two

lines of thought will, perhaps, constitute the outstanding advance ofthe present century:

F A L L 1 9 9 9 W I L D E A~ T H 11



Let us cons ide r some of the reasonin g and 'experiences in

Leopold's life that contri buted to his aspirations, his hopes for ~

this "fus ion" of disciplines, which he antic ipa ted to be the "out

standing advance of the present century."

Th roughout Ald o Leopold 's life he persisted in his person

al, intell ectual struggle to bett er understand the land communi

ty and his own parti cip ation in it. Recording and integrating all

!h e strands of his own first- hand experience, blending ecologi

cal sc ience with philosophy and even with bib lical history, he

came to his final statement of the land ethic, a product of the

heart as much as of the mind. With his use of the words loved

and respected we ca n alrea dy see that he was iritegrating sc ience

with a broader humanism: "Tha t land is a community is the

basic conce pt of ecology: but that land is to be loved and

respected is an extens ion of ethics ."

In tracin g Leopold 's love of the outdoors, I have reviewed

man y of his lett ers . Th e out pouring of corresponde nce to his

family in Burlin~ton, Iowa, began a.t Lawren ceville prep sc hool

in New Jersey (1904-1905) and would no t let up until long

after his college da ys. Sent off at a rat e that sometimes reached

four or five lett er s a week , Ald o's' writing was his reprieve from

sc hool work , his literary train ing ground, his naturali st's note

book , and his pri vate connec tion to his family. From Aldo's let

ters home we feel a strong fami ly bond which sus ta ined him

with' caring an d love.

Aldo's letters allowed him to explore and express his absorb

ing rela tionship with Nature. They became a regu lar chronologi

cal record of the natural events of the seasons. He took any

opport unity to put down on paper his thoughts on natural history,

sports manship, and humanity's relation to land, including the

animals and plan ts that grow upon it. He leamed to write by writ

ing. His se ns itivity to land health and to biological interconn ect

ed ness increased with the volume and quality of his observations.

And I suspectthat the blend of keepi ng records and his expand

ing writing skills made him ready to introduce the sweeping

demand s of ethics as a part of his definiti on of how people should

cherish and care for the land. In this spirit Leopold wrote:

" Keeping record s enhances the pleasure of the search and the

chance of findin g orde r and meaning in these events."

In 1945 , near the end of his life, Ald o published a pheno

logical record from his 13 years on his sand county fann. The

published pap er expressed new dim ension s in his depth of

und ers tanding:

MallY of the eients of the annual cycle recur year after

year ill a regular order. A year-to-year record of this

order is a record of the rates at which solar energyfloios
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I believe that mv father,
, ,/

AIda Leopold, integrated

.a remarkable range of

knowledge-scientific,

literary, biologic, and poetic.

to and through living things. They are the arteries of the

land. By tracing their respollSes to the SUll, phenology

may eoentually shed some light 0 11 that ultimate enig

ma , the land s inner ioorkings.

Aldo Leopold realized in 1947 , and today we know even

more clearly, that phenology is a powerful tool for monitoring the

biotic response of plant s and animals to weath er and to cl imate

fluctuation, yielding a glimpse into " the land's inner workin gs."



Leopold ill the Rio Caoilan, 1930 (left); ill Cermany, 1935 (above);

and ill his Lauirenceinlle days, 1905.

As science begins to reveal the complexity of natural sys

tems, the field of ecology is maturing, helping to describ e the

entwin ed hormonal, metaboli c, and genetic components that
J

regulate how plants, animals, soil, water, etc. opera te as a com--

munity-as a web of interdependencies. The renewed sense of

interconnectedn ess with Nature 'also expands the complexity

with which individuals must appraise their role in the new

environmentalism. That ' role is not merely technical ; it

involves judgement s of right and wrong. Again I quote from

Leopold (1935):

. . .just as important as the origin ofplants, an imals and

soil is the question of how they operate as a community.

Danoiii lacked tim e to unra vel anymore than the

beginnings of an ansioer. That task has fa llen to the

new science ofecology, which is da ily uncovering a web

of interdependencies so intricate as to amaze-were he

Iiere-e-Danoin him self, who of all men should ha ve the

least cause to tremble bef ore the veil.

Leopold was appall ed by the highly artificial management

system of the Cerman landscape. In the slick, clea n,simplified

forests, he detected not the lack of wilderness per se, but the lack

of wildness and biodiversity:

Theforest landscape is deprived of a certai.nexuberance

which arises from a rich variety ofplants fighting with

each other for a pla ce in the sun. It is alm ost as if the

geological clock had been set back to those dim ages

when 'there were only pines and ferns. I never realized

before that the melodies ofnature are music only when

played against the undertones of evolutionary history:

Inthe Gen nanforest one now hears only a dismal f ugue

out of the timeless reaches of the carboniferous.

Leopold realized that the Genn an forests were an example

of "pure. . .economic determinism as applied to land use."

Gennany was striving for maximum yields of both timber and

game-and got neither. The intricate ecological processes of

Nature had been overlooked, and greatly diminished:

In the 1930s Aldo visited the Rio ilan in northern Mexico.

This river still ran clear between mossy, tree-lined banks.

Wildfires burned periodically without any apparent damage,

and deer thrived in the midst of their natural predators, wolves

and mountain lions. "It is here," Leopold reflected years later,

"I first realized ... that all my life I had see n only sick

land ...here was a biota still in perfect aboriginal health."

Photos courtesy Aldo Leopold Foundation FA L L 1 9 9 9 W I LD EART H 13



In IllY father's essays we hear an emotional thread of consilience.

He brought together Nature and culture, emotion and intellect,

philosophy and science, ethics and aesthetics.

The vital new idea for Leopold was the concept of biotic

health, a shift from the older conservation idea of economic biol

ogy, to a new biotic ecology. Here was a biota so complex by

interwoven cooperations and competitions that "no man can say

where utility begins"or ends." This marks a new maturity in

Leopold's thinking-i-va fountain of energy flowing through a cir

cuit of soils, plants, and animals." With this experience, he

gained a new humility about the possibility of ever understand

ing how the whole system functioned. He realized that science

leads to structural understandin g, and with luck this may result

in a stronger basis for an ethic.

Aldo Leopold's land ethic expresses a moral theory that

begins, literally and philosophically, with what we know best

direct experience. Through his own participation in the land

community, he came to a deeper personal understanding and

appreciation of the land community-. On his Wisconsin sand

county farm, the Shack, he struggled to rebuild a diverse,

healthy, aesthetically satisfying biota on land that had been

abused and degraded. Here again, Leopold experienced a pro

found humility as he became acutely aware of the complexity of

factors involved in life and death , growth and decay. Ethical and

aesthetic values guided his decisions.

At the Shack , Leopold's wisdom grew as his scientific

knowledge was nourished by personal contact with the soil. And

probably most important, Aldo Leopold's land ethic was nour

ished by loving human relationships with his wife and family

loving and "being loved, living in webs of relationships that

defined and sustained him. He wrote, "There are two things that

interest me, the relationship of people to each other and the rela

tionship of people to land."

Leopold had a remarkable perception for unraveling and

dramatizing natural events. He articulated the concept of land

health and the relationships between economics, biology, and

aesthetics-a tangled web of relationships: "A thing is right

when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of

the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise."

. As Leopold's voice emerged, "Marshland Elegy" was a

breakthrough essay in terms of conservation writing. It intro

duced a sense of drama and poetry into ecological imagery:
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A dawn wind stirs on the great marsh. With almost

imperceptible slowness it rolls a bank offog across the "

wide morass. like the white ghost of a glacier the mists

- advance, riding over phalanxes of tamara ck, sliding

across bog-meadows heavy with dew. A single silence

hangs from horizon to horizon.

In a splendid essay reviewing "Marshl and Elegy," Curt

Meine noted that "Thi s was not the language of sc ience, or .

policy, or pedagogy, or philosophy, althou gh strong und er

tones of these hummed in, and in between, the lines. Rath er,

this voice ca~ied a 'certitude' not unlike that of the cran es of

which he wrote." In my father's ess ays we hear an emotional

thread of consilience. He brought together Nature and cul

ture, emotion and intellect, philo sophy and science , ethics

and aesthetics.

The renewed sense of interconnectedness with Nature and

the willingness of individuals to act on that basis may be the

core of the new environmentalism. Conservation issues are no

longer narrow and vague. They are as broad as human popula

tion growth, climate change, and the global extinction crisis-':"

and as, personal as pollution in our backyards and chemical

residues in our food. We know that environmentalism is more .

than a problem of chemistry, biology,or economics. -

Progress ~oward more integrated learning may expand ~ur

ability to recognize and act upon .our moral responsibility to the

future. In 1947, Aldo Leopold defined the necessity for the inte

gration of a wide span of knowledge, leading to humanity's eth

ical relation to the land. In the subsequent 50 years, others have

refined such statements and have helped to reinforce the need

for a unity of knowledge.

But we are only just beginning. ({

Botanist and writer Nina Leopold Bradley carries on her

family's tradition ofresearch into land health and consenxuion

action on its behalf. She is the recipient ofmany awards and

honors, and seroes on the board ofdirectors ofthe Aldo Leopold

'Foundat ion (PO Box 77, Baraboo, W/53913-0077).



Celebrating
~Leopold's

Legacy

illustration by Eva-Lena Rehnmark

b y Dav d
Ehrenfeld

'He who owns a veteran bur

oak owns more than a tree.

He owns a historical library,

and a reserved seat in the

theater of evolution.

- Aldo Leopold, "Bur Oak," in

A Sand Count)' Almanac (1949)
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AI look out the seal~d window of th~ Environmental and

Natural Resource Science Building where I work, I can

see the middle-aged students who are taking the short

course in Global Positioning System Training and -Certification.

They are pacing slowly ami solemnly about the grassy circle in

front of the build ing, staring fixedly at the GPS meters in their

hands, yellow equipment packs with stout antennas strapped to

their backs. Occasionally they pass the little bur oak that was '

planted in the center of the circle last year-s-one of only five bur

oaks on campus- and their antennas brush its leaves, but they

don't notice; it has no message for them. They are too busy, wait

ing for orbiting satellites to tell them where they are.

The world has changed in many ways since Aldo Leopold

died in 1948, perhaps most of all in the barriers we have erect

ed between ourselves and Nature. Yet Leopold's words remain as

vivid and compelling as ever, Never mind that increasi ng num

bers of Americans have never seen and never will see the mists
, -

advance "like the white ghost of a glacier. . .riding over pha-

lanxes of tamarack, sliding across bog-meadows heavy with

dew." Nor are they likely, any more, to experience "a single

silence," which "hangs from horizon to horizon."1 Leopold calls

to something deeper within us even than our personal memories,

an elemental awareness of Nature that resides in our cells and

circulates with our blood. He does this in one of the few ways left

that can penetrate the defensive shell of our unnatural civiliza

tion and reconnect us with the world outside-he does it by

telling stories.

Aldo Leopold was a storyteller, and the source of his sto

ries, his master teacher, was Nature. He admitted as much

toward the end of his life, in "Wherefore Wildlife Ecology?": "I

am trying to teach you that this alphabet of 'natural objects'

(soils and rivers, birds and beasts) spells out a story, which he

who runs may read- if he knows how. Once you learn to read

the land, I have no fear of what you will do to it, or with it. And

I know many pleasant things it will do to you."2

Most of the stories that Leopold tells are not long and for

mal like the history, recorded in A Sand County Almanac, of the

celebrated lightning-killed oak he and his wife, Estella, sawed

for firewood on his ~isconsin farm one crisp February day. That

chronology, traced through the eighty annual rings traversed by

the singing saw, took twelve pages to tell. More often, Leopold's

stories are brief, as concise as poetry: "In the creek-bottom pas

ture, flood trash is lodged high in the bushes. The creek banks

are raw; chunks of Illinois have sloughed off and moved sea-

ward. Patches of giant ragweed mark where freshets have thrown

down the silt they could not cany."3 And some of his stories are

shorter still, at least in their essential elements: "just as a deer

herd lives in mortal fear of its wolves, so does a mountain live in

mortal fear of its deer."4

The language that Leopold used is as elegant as it is effec

tive. In our ' times, when television and networks of elec tronic

communication require a ceaseless outpouring of words to stave

off the new. devil of silence, language often becomes a mere

stitching together of stale phrases. Even a Dickens might have

trouble maintaining inventiveness in the face of such an unholy

demand for utterance. -Against this drab background the words

of Aldo Leopold stand out like a snow-covered mountain peak

rising above a layer of smog. When he writes, "To build a road

is so much simpler than to think of what the country really

needs," we feel a fresh wind blowing.s We are invigorated not

only because what he says makes sense, but because these sev

enteen words and only twenty syllables exercise the full healing

power of English at its best.

Why are Leopold's words and stories so perpetually alive,

his wisdom so enduring? I am not the first to recognize that there

are two interdependent elements that mark this kind of great

writing. First, we can only state with clarity the things we know

well; and then we must find the right words to clothe our

thoughts. I do not know where Leopold acquired his exception

al ability to clothe his thoughts in words, but I think I know

where he discovered the meaning he conveyed so lastingly. He

found it in Nature.

, Aldo Leopold's genius included the gift of perceiving and

untangling the myriad, interwoven, multicolored streams of story

ill the N~ture that flowed unceasingly around him. He could read

the landscape as easily as we read the words he wrote' about it.

Leopold first developed this ability in his earliest childhood days

on the banks of the Mississippi River in Iowa and later honed his

talents in places as widely separated as the wooded hills of cen

tral New Jersey and the forests of Gennany and northern Mexico.

He saw and understood Nature everywhere, not just in wilder

ness but along railroad tracks and roadsides, in cemeteries and

in farmyards. Wherever he was, he was aware of the process and

story in the life around him. In these, as in all stories, there is not

only apresent but a past and a probable future. Leopold wrote:

"To see merely what a range is or has is to see nothing. To see

why it is, how it became, and the direction and velocity of its

changes- this is the great drama of the land."6

This essay will appear as theforeword in theforthcominganthologyThe Essential Aldo Leopold: Quotations and Commentaries editedby Curt D. Meine and Richard
L Knight. It is used herewith kirul permission oftheUniversity of WISCOnsin Press, ©1999. The book will beavailablein December1999; to order call 800-621-2736.
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Aldo Leopold

was a

,storyteller,

and the

source of

his stories,

his master

'teacher, was

Nature.

Thus the land told its stories to Aldo Leopold; he listened

and he passed the stories on. Sometimes they speak in feelings:

The sadness discem ible in some marshes arises, per

haps,from their once having harbored cranes. Now they

stand humbled, adrift in history.7

Sometimes they speak in music:

In the Gennan fo rest- that forest which inspired the

Erlkonig-one now hears only a dismal f ugue out of

the timeless reaches of th~ ·carboniferous.8

Sometimes they speak in the metaphors of art :

The landscape of any fa nn is the owner's portrait of

himself.9

Always they show us Nature flowing through time, as stories do.

From stories comes understanding, from understand ing,

love. Aldo Leopold said it explicitly: "We love (and make intel

ligent use of) what we have learned to understand." 10 This is the

message of his writing and the heart of his conservation philos

ophy. The land is safe with those who listen to its stories. «

David Ehrenfeld, a prof essor ofbiology at Rutgers UnJversit); is

the author of The Arrogance of Humanism and Beginning

Again: People and Nature in the New Millennium, and the

fou nding editor ofthe joumal Conservation Biology.
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Celebrating
'-f>Leopold's

Legacy

Terry Tempest

Wi ll ams
b y

X·s and COUTZty Almanac changed my life. It is the only book that I can remember where and,

when I read it for the first time: Dinosaur National Monument, June 1974. My mother and

grandmother were talking comfort ably in their lawn chairs, my brothers were playing on

the banks of the Green River, and I was sitting beneath the shade of a generous cottonwood tree.

AldoLeopold spoke to me.

With a yellow marker in hand, I und erlined the words: "Wi ld~l11ess is the raw material out

of which man has hamm ered the artifact ca lled civ

. ilization ....The rich diversity of the world's cul

tures reflects a corresponding diversity in the

wilds that gave them birth. " !

And a few pages later: "Ability to

see the cultural value of wilderness

boils down, in the last anal ysis, to a

question of intellectual humility."2

I closed the book having finished

the last two chapters, "Wildemess" and

ac
of umility

}
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·"The Land Ethic." I wanted desperately to talk to someone abo~t

these ideas, but I kept quiet and tucked Leopold inio my small

denim pack, not realizing what the personal effect of that paper

back copy,with itsflaming orange sunset.over wetlands, would be.

I was eighteen years o~d .

Twenty-five years later, I can honestly say it is Aldo

Leopold's voice I continue to hear whenever I put pen to paper

in the name of wildness.

The essays of A Sand COlLnt)' Almanac were published in

1949. They were revolutionary then and they are revolutionary

now. His words have helped to create the spine of the American

wilderness movement.

The vision of Aldo Leopold manifested itself on the land in

1924, when he persuaded .the United States Forest Service to '

designate 1200 square miles within the Gila National Forest as

a Wilderness Area. That was forty years before the Wilderness

Act of 1964 was signed into law.

Aldo Leopold perceived the value of wilderness to society

long before it was part of the public discourse. He has inspired

us to see the richness in biological systems and to hear all heart

beats as OI~e unified pulse in a diversified world. He understood

this as a scientist and land manager, and he understood it as a

natural philosopher.

'When Leopold writes about "the cominunity concept" and

states that "the individual is a member of a community of inter

dependent parts,"3 he instinctively elevates the discussion

above what one typically hears in wilderness debates-that the

land is meant for our use at our discretion, that profit must dic

tate public lands policy.

And when he takes this notion of interdependent parts one

step further and proposes that we "[enlarge] the boundaries of

community to include soils, waters, plants, and animals, or col

lectively: the land," he challenges us.4 In a politically conserv

ative and theocratic state like mine (Utah), this kind of thinkin g

I~ay be regarded as grounds for heresy, evidence of paganism,

the preemptive strike before black helicopters fueled by the

United Nations move in to defend public lands against the peo

ple who live there.

But what I love most about Aldo Leopold is that he keeps

moving through his lines of natural logic with eloquent rigor and

persistence. Finally, he ruptures our complacency and asks sim

ply, "Do \ve not already sing our love for and obligation to the

land of the free and home of the brave? Yes, but just what and

. whom do we love?"5

Wilderness.

In the American West, there may not be a more explosive,

divisive, and threatening word.

Wilderness. ~

The place of a mind, where slickrock canyons hold a state of

grace for eons whether or not human beings make an appearance.

Wilderness.

-The mind of a place, where perfection is found through the

evolutionary path of a mountain lion slinking down the remote

ridges of the Kaiparowitz Plateau like melted butter.

Roadless.

Ruthless.

Wildem ess.

"A resou~ce' which can shrink but not grow."6.. .Shrink but

not grow.. .Aldo Leopold's words echo throughout the wildlands

of North A~erica .

Why is this sod ifficuh for us to understand ? Why as we

enter the twenty-first century do we continue to find the notion

of wilderness so controversial?

Perhaps Leopold would say wilderness is becoming more

difficult to understand because there is less and less wilderness

to be found.·

Wilderness is threatening as a word because .it IS now

threatened as a place. '

How can we begin to understand what wilderness is if we

have never experienced a place that is unaltered and unagitat

ed by our own species? How are we t~ believe in the perfect

mind of the natural world if we have not seen it, touched it, felt

it, and found our own sense of proportion in the presence of

wildness? If there is a greatness to the American spirit, a spirit

aligned with freedom and faith; surely its origin is to be found in

the expanse of landscapes that have nurtured us: coastlines,

woodlands, wetlands, prairies, mountains, and deserts.

"Shall we now exterminate this thing that made us

American?" writes Leopold." The extinction of places we love

may not come as a result .of global warming or a meteor heading

our direction, but as a result of our lack of imagination. We have

forgotten what wildness means, that it exists, here, now. If we

continue to cut, whittle, and wager it away, stone by stone, tree

by tree, we will have turned our backs on bears, wolves, cougars,

mountain goats and mountain sheep, martens, fishers, wolver

ines, ~aribou, musk oxen, otters, sea lions, manatees, alligators,

Gila monsters, blue-collared lizards, roadrunners, song spar

rows, milkweeds and monarchs, spring peepers and fireflies and

the myriad other creatures with' whom we share this continent.

Call their names. Remember their names. When Leopold

speaks of silphium, sedge, leatherleaf, tamarack, buffalo, blue

birds, cranes, geese, deer, and wolves, one recognizes them as

family. His language of landscape evokes an intimacy born of

experience. And his experience in Nature, on the land, allowed
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We 'continue to learn from. -

Leopold-that wilderness

is not simply an idea, an

abstraction, a cultural

construct devised to mirror

our own broken nature. It
is home to all that is wild,

"a blank place on- the

map" that illustrates

human restraint.

him to test his ideas , change, grow, alter his opinions, and form

new ones. We are the beneficiaries of his philosophical evolution.

In -1925, AIdo Leopold wrote in "A Plea for Wilderness

Hunting Grounds":

There are some of us who challenge the prevalent

assumption that Christian civility is to be measured

wlwlly by the roar of industry, and the assumption that

the destruction ofthe wild places is the objective ofcivi-

. Iization, rather than merely a means providing it with a

livelihood. Our remnants of wilderness will yield bigger

values to the nat ion's character and health than they

will to its pocketbook, and to destroy them will be to .

admit that the latter are the only values that interest us,8

Brave words in an America on the verge of the Dust Bowl,

the Depression, and the post-war build -up . Leopold held the

long view in a country that was spoiled by its abundance of nat

ural resources and whose native gifts were seen as infinite. He

took his stand in and for the wilderness.

We continue to learn from Leopold-that wilderness is not

simply an idea, an abstraction, a cultural construc t devised to

mirror our own broken nature. It is home to all that is wild, "a

blank place on the map" that illustrates human restrain t.

There are those within the academy who have recently crit

_icized "the wilderness idea" as a holdover from our colonial past,

a remnant of Calvinist tradition that separates human beings

from the natural -world and ignores concerns of indigenous peo

ple. They suggest that wilderness advocates are deceiv ing them

selves, thai they are merely holding on to a piece of American

nostalgia, that they are devoted to an illusory and static past, that

they are apt to "adopt too high a standard forwhat counts as 'nat

ural." '9 These scholars see themselves as ones who "have inher

ited the wilderness idea" and are responding as "Euro-American

men" within a "cultural legacy.. .patriarchal Western civilization

. in its current post-colonial, globally hegemonic form." 10

I hardl y know what that means.

If wilderness is a "human construc t," how do we take it out

of the abstract, and into the real? How do we begin to extend our

notion of community to include all life forms so that these polit

ical boundaries will no longer be necessary? And whom do we

trustin matters of compass ion and reverence for life?

I come back to Leopold's notion of "intellectual humil ity."

We are not alone on this planet, even though our behavior at

times suggests otherwise, Our minds are meanin gless in the face

of one perfect avalanche or flash flood or forest fire. Our desires 

are put to rest when we surrender to a grizzly bear, a rattlesnake,

or a goshawk defending its nest. To step aside is an act of sub-

This essay will appear in the forthcoming anthology The Essential Aldo Leopold: Quotations and Commentaries edited by Curt D, Meine and Richard L Knight ,
It is used here with kind permission ofthe University of IVlSconsin Press, ©1999.
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mission; to tum back is an act of admission that other beings can

and will take precedence when we meet them on their own wild

terms. Our manic pace as modem human beings can be brought ,

into balance by simply giving in to the silence of the desert, the

pounding of a Pacific surf, the darkn ess and brillian ce of a night

sky far away from a city.

Wilderness is a place of humility.

Humility is a place of wilderness.

AIdo Leopold understood these things. He stepped ~ide for

other wild hearts beating in the Gila National Forest, in the

Boundary Waters, in the wetlands of the sand counties, and in the

fields of his own home lands where he must have puffed his pipe

f in admiration as the sandhill cranes circled over him at the Shack.

When contemplating Aldo Leopold and wildernes s, I '

believe we will need in the days ahead both intellectual humil

ity and political courage. We will need humil ity to say we may

not know enough to intrud e on these wildlands with our desire

for more timber, more coal, more housing and development. We

might have to bow our heads and admit that our intellectual

ceiling may be too low to accommodate the vast expanse above

and inside the Grand Canyon. We will need political courage to

say: we need to honor and protect all the wilderness that is left

on this continent to balanc~ all the wilderness we have

destroyed; we need wilderness for the health of our communi

ties, and for the health of the communities we acknowledge to

exist beyond oUT own species. We will need both intellectual

humility and political courage to say, for example, we made a

mistake when we dammed Hetch-H etchy and Glen Canyon; let

us take down with humility what we ' once built with pride.

Political courage means caring enough to explain what is per

ceived at the time as niadness and staying with an idea long

enough, being rooted in a place deep enough, and telling the

story widely enough to those who will listen, until it is recog

nized as wisdom-wisdom reflected back to society through the

rejuvenation ' and well-being of the next generation who may

still find wild country to walk in.

This is wilderness-the tenacious grip of beauty.

In 1974, as a self-absorbed teenager, I was unaware of the

efforts made twenty years earlier on my behalf by people like

Howard Zahniser, Margaret and OIaus . Murie, David Brower, _

and Wallace Stegner. They kept the Green River free-flowing

through Split Mountain in Dinosaur National Monument. Nor

did I realize as I sat by the river that summer day that it had

been threatened by the Bureau of Reclamation's efforts to dam

Dinosaur as part of the Colorado River Basin Storage Project. It

was a history no one told us in Utah's public schools. All I knew

was that I felt safe enough there to continue dreaming about

wildness . Aldo Leopold was tutoring me sentence by sentence,

showing how ecological principles are intrinsically woven into

an ethical framework of being.

Historians have said the defeat of the dam on the Green '

River in Dinosaur National Monument marked the coming of

, age of the conservation movement. Conservationists of my gen

eration were born under this covenant. The preservation and

protection of wilderness became part of our sacred responsibil i

ty, a responsibility that each generation will carry.

In order to protect that which is original in the land and in

ourselves, we can draw on the intellectual humility, the political

courage, the wisdom and strength of charac ter of Aldo Leopold.

His lifelong respect for wilderness, revealed so compellingly in

these words, inspires us not to compromise out of expediency

and social pressure, not to consider lifestyles over lifezones.

Rather, as Leopold states in "The River of the Mother of God":

In this headlong stampede fo r speed and ciphers we are

crushing the last remnants of something that ought to

be preserved f or the spiritual and physical welfare of

future Americans, even at the cost ofacquiring af ew less

millions of wealth or population in the long run:

Something that has helped build the racefor such innu

merable centuries that we may logically suppose it will

help preseroe it in the centuries to come. ll «

Writer and conseroationist Terry Tempest Williams is the author

ofseveral books, including Refuge: An Unnatural History of

Family and Place, An Unspoken Hunger: Stories from the

Field, and Desert Quartet: An Erotic Landscape.
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I n September 1936 Aldo Leopold and a friend, Ray Roark, journeyed from Wisconsin to the

Mexican state of Chihu~hua for a two.-w~ek bow h~nt in the Sierra Madre Occidental. This

" was, for Leopold, a return to the semi-and mountam landscapes where as a young forester

he first gained his professional footing as well as his ecological acumen. This was, however, his

first experien ce of the Sierra Madre, and the comparison with forests on the American side of

the border startledhim.

Accustomed as "Leopold was to southwestern forests marked by intensive grazing, loss of

grass cove r, acce lera ted rates of erosion, and other effects of recently intensified human use, he

was struck by the beauty and integrity of the Sierra Madre. The hills, "live oak-dotted" and "fat

with side oats grarna," retained their soils and their associated biological diversity. Clear streams

ran through streamside bosques of willow, cottonwood, and sycamore. Predator and prey popula

tions seemed to interact in a normal fashion. Fires occas ionally swept through the mountains

with "no ill effects," maintaining the forests in a more open state than in neighboring Arizona or

New Mexico.' For Leopold the Sierra Madre came "near to being the cream of creation."! He

would later write that in these hills he "first clearly realized ... that all my life I had seen o~ly

sick land, whereas here was a biota still in perfect aboriginal health ."2

Shortly after his return to Wisconsin , Leopold composed a brief but spirited essay in which

he celebrated the distinctive voice of the Mexican mountains-the thick-bill ed parrot. "As a

proper ornithologist," he felt obliged to describe the voice of the parrots: loud, chattering,

riotous, "full of the salty enthusiasm of high comedy.':;! Leopold submitted the piece to a "prop

er" ornithological journal, The Condor, which immediately published it in its first issue of 1937.

illustration by Nanda Currant



Perhaps because he was dealing with universals-sky, rocks, soils,

waters, -plants, and .animals; l1iStOlY'S deep found ations; the poetry of

place names and the irony of progress; human hubris and orneriness; our

self-delusion and self-awareness; our capacity for plunder and for wonder,
r ,

almost in the same moment-Leopold remains a steadfast reference.

Leopold , at fifty years old, was already well established as

a leader in the conserva tion world. He had been among the

nation's first trained foresters and served for twenty highly pro

ductive years in the US ForestService. Beginning in the mid

192 0s he had broken trail for the emerging profession of wildlife

management. He was nationall y recognized as a leading advo

ca te for more effec tive wildlife conservation policies and for pro

tection of the wild remna nts of the na tion's public domain. He

gained an acad emic foothold when he join ed the facu lty of the, .
University of Wisconsin in 1933. Yet, in 1937, Aldo Leopold .

had not yet even begun to th ink about the collection of ess ays

through whicl! millions of readers would come to know him, A

Sand Count)' Almanac.

Leopold alread y had a strong reputation as one of the con

serva tion movement's most effec tive writers. His output of pro

fessional essays, techni cal reports, policy statements, ed itorials,

and posi tion papers had begun in earnest in the late 1910s and

had never slac kened. In 1933 he publi shed his classic textbook

Game Management, which provid ed not only techn ical defini

tion but a conce ptual foundatfon for the new field. Leopold's

paper trail had crossed all thc realm s of his interest, f rom the

protection of wildern ess to the ecology of grouse, from the soci

ology of hunters to the economi cs of farming, -And there was

hardly an item in his .~ody of published work that did not con-

: tain its sha re of ironic images, playful commentaries, and unex

pected turns of phrase. For all of his outpu t, however, Leopold

had not yet fully developed the voice that would charac terize the

writer of Sand Count)' fame.

Perhaps the "roistering flocks" of parrots inspired and lib

erated the proper sci entist in Leopold. Perhaps Leopold had

arriv ed at a sec ure stage in his caree r, and felt free to perform,

like the parrots , "a sort of morning drill in the high reaches of

the dawn."4 Perhaps he had begu n to sense a growing need to

communicate not only with fellow professionals, bu t with the lay

audie nce in whose hands, heart s, and,minds he knew that con

servation's succ ess ultim ately rested. In an y event, with the pub

lication of "The ' Thi ck-Billed Parrot of Chihuahua"-Iater

revised and published in the Almanac as "Cuacamaja" ("as the

natives euphoniously ca ll ' the parrot")--Leopold wen t public

with this new and still tent ative voice.f He would try it out later

that sam~ ycar whe n he published " Marshland E!egy," his pow

erful essay 'on cranes and wetlands, in American Forestsr And

by the end of 1938 he had begu n to produ ce regu lar 'short ess ays '

on wildlife topics for the WISconsin Agriculturalist and Farmer,

abiweekl y publicat ion that went out to the state's fan ners . Th ese

writings were the seeds of the man uscript that, many stages of

growth later, becam e A Sand Count)' 7l. lmanac,7

Leopold's literary voice developed along with that manu 

script. Its inflection s would reflect ten yea rs of furth er profes

siona l growth, experience , frustra tion, and accomplishme nt; a

world war an d the firs t rumbles of the postwar economic boom;

the opin ions of close friends and colleagu es; seasoning in his

professori al arid public roles; and many a weekend , field excur

sion, and plant ing trip at the Leopold family's "shac k" near

Madison. Writing in the quiet predawn. of his ca mpus office,

Leopo ld tu rned over and over and over again the phrases that

would inform conservation novices, inspire fellow professionals,

pen etrate glazed eyes, cha llenge entrenched cri tics, and build

politica l bridges-but, above all, that would record his own per

sonal impressions and increas ing self-awarenes s. Leopold was

in fact a writer, and had been since his sc hoolboy days. As the

essay collection grew, he began to think of himself more se lf

consc iously in this role. And especially in the last se veral years

of his life, he achieved the fullness of his voice .

That voice was not entirely new, and it was not simple. Many

of the tones had long been present in Leopold's prose. Leopold

This essay will appear in the fo rthcoming anth ology The Essenti a] Aldo Leopold: Quotations and Commenlaries edued by Curt D. Meine and Richard L Knight .
It is used here with kind permission ofthe Uniiersiiy of IVrscoll5in Press, © 1999.
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wrote in ·varied modes over his lifetime, always with distinction

and flair. He experimented, within the bounds of his profession

al outlets, throughout his career. With the more nuanced and

evocative writing of his later years he was able to draw those

qualities together, to mix them, to play them off one another. He

is, at various times, sarcas tic, ironic, wry, richly allusive, sober,

bemused, intensely aural, wise, pithy, balanced, detached, bit

ing,.warm, rhythmic, metaphoric, measured, engaged, respectful.

As in a well-aged wine, the component flavors came from the sun

and soil and fruit; they seasoned within the vessel; they blended

in the vintage prose of A Sand County Almanac.

Leopold's voice has endured remarkably well, given the

accelerating pace at which knowledge has accumulated and

prose styles have changed through the intervenin g decades.

Occasionally his allusions sound more distant, his stances seem

more awkward, a fact has become dated, edges of a thought have

been frayed by time. But perhaps because he was dealing with

universals-sky, rock's, soils, waters, plants, and animals; histo

ry's deep foundations; the poetry of place names and the irony of

progress; human hubri s and ornerin ess; our self-delusion and

self-awareness ; our capacity for plund er and for wonder, almost

in the same moment-Leopold remains a steadfast reference.

We sense a solid base here, in a writer who knew the workings

of the natural world around him, and who made allowances for

the behavior of his own complicated species within it.

And one more thing. Leopold was dealing with serious mat

ters, literally of life and dea th- matters of contemporary eco

logical change whose profundity lies, like the sandhill crane's

ineffable beauty, "beyond the reach of words."~ And yet,

Leopold's writing is suffused with understated humor and a

plain joy. Just as Leopold did not like to think of being young

"without wild country to be young in," perhaps he did not like

to discuss even the darkest conservation dilemmas without

offering a bit of the wild delight that wells from within.? It is that

quality of Leopold's voice that may be the most enduring, and

the most necessary, of all. «

Curt Meine is a conservation biologist, writer, and historian

based at the International Crane Foundation in Baraboo,

Wisconsin. He is the author of the biography Aldo Leopo!d:

His Life and Work, and editor of the collection Wallace

Stegner and the Continental Vision: Essays on Literature,

History, and Landscape.
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WILDLANDS PHILANTHROPY

How Private Money

Saved Loomis Forest

Wi Ld Lan d s by Mitch Friedman

Since achieving the goal of raising more than 13 million dollars (in less .than ~ne year) to

save 25,000 acres of wildernessin Washington, I havebeen learning how many of my

friends and colleagues privately thought it 'could never be done. My modus operandi has

always been reckless optimism, so I had faith until the end that some billionaire would bail us

out. Add me to the list of false predictors.

The Loomis Forest Fund, a coalition of more than 70 conservation groups and businesses

headed by Northwe~t Ecosystem Alliance, raised over 13 million dollars without the help of Ted

Turner, Paul Allen, Doug Tompkins, or any other heretofore recognized conservation funding

titan. Even though Seattle nowhas more billionaires than almost any other town in the world, only

Bill Gates weighed in for the Loomis, and at $250,000 his gift ranked about the tenth largest.

The Loomis Forest .was saved not by billionaires. It was saved by 5000 people who gave

until it hurt. Disregarding our top six gifts, all over half a million dollars, the average contribu

tion was slightly more than $1000, even though more than 3000 of our donations were under

.$100. This means that a lot of people gave as much as they possibly could, and they did so

because they cared. In every instance, donors were delighted and thankful to have the opportu

nity to give their money to such a great cause: saving wilderness.

. The Loomis State Forest comprises the eastern flank of the North Cascades Range in remote

. northcentral Washington. It adjoins the extraordinary meadows and rock and ice peaks of the

Pasayten Wilderness Area to the west, and drops off thousands of feet to arid range and orchard

lands to the east. Between these extremes are the rounded peaks of the Loomis, covered with

lodgepole pine forests at elevations mostly over 4500 feet. These conditions make the ~mis a

critical linkage for forest carnivore populations in British Columbia and Washington's Cascades.,

lynx by Amy Grogan

/

Ameri cans want to

protect wilderness.

Americans have

money. Let the two

meet and wonderful

things can happen.
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The lodgepol e forests of the Loomis 'and adjoining

Okan ogan National Forest lands harbor the healthi est known

lynx population in the Lowe~ 480 Several of the most credible

recent sightings of grizzly bear in the North Cascades

Ecosystem have been on or near the Loomis. And for the last

three winters, fisher tracks have been documented on the

Loomis-the only fisher sign in the state this de~ade .

Moreover, the .area harbors a stable pine marten population,

nesting Goshawks,- Boreal Owl, Golden Eagle, redb and trout,

northern bog lemming, and several rare plants. Clearly, the

Loomis is an ecologically rich .area of cri tica l importance to
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protecting ' biodiversity at -both local and

land scap e scales .

As uniqu e as it is, the Loomis shares

something in common with over 150 million

~ acres of the \Vest: it is trust land granted to

a state by the federal govemment at the time

that statehood was established. This enor

mous acreage rivals the expanse of our

National Forest system, but has been man

aged even more tragically. Of the 134,000

acre Loomis Forest, less than 30,000 acr~s

remain roadless and wild. Moreover, these

are the only significant roadless lands left in

Washington's entire estate of about three

.million trust acres, which have been logged,

grazing, cultivated, and/or developed

. aggressively to provide revenues for public

schools or other dedicated purposes.

Since 1990" the Northwest Ecosystem

Alliance (NWEA) and Friends of Loomis

Forest have led a fight to protect the remain

ing Loomis wildlands from abuse. We peti

tioned for Endangered Species protection .

for the -lynx il~ 1991, and have since pur

sued every imaginable tactic-from ecosys-

tem management citizen committees to tim

ber sale appeals, from contracted scientific

reports to lobbying the legislature, from for

est plann ing participation to lawsuits. None

of these tactics had a satisfactory foresee

able solution, because the states and court s

interpret their trust obligations to mean that

they have no authority or discretion to set

aside trust lands without compensating the

designated beneficiaries.

In 1997- 98, we had an active docket of

lawsuits against the state over proposed Loomis logging. The

state was plannin g to build up to 300 miles of roads within ten

years to c1earcut virtually all the remaining wild forest. One suit

alleged water quality violations; another argued that the new

roads would lead to mortality ("take") of grizzly bears, illegal

'under the Endangered Species Act. We emerged from settlement

negotiations ' in the 'spring of 1998 with an agreement that pro

vided for permanent protection of two key areas, totaling 25,000

mostly roadless 'acres, if we could pay the market value. We were

given 15 months to raise that amount, initially appraised at $ 13.1

million. This settlement agreement gave us an end-game.

map by Gart h Mix



While ultimately conservationists must work to reform trust

land policies that compromise the heritage of our children to pay

for their education, only a conservation purchase could occur in

time to save the Loomis. Until we succeed in having state lands

recognized as a trust for all people, in the Public Trust Doctrine

sense, they will continue to be managed as fiduciary trust only

for schools, and hence more like private lands than public lands.

The agreement also gave us a philosophy: These wildlands

are worth more standing than cut. The Loomis Forest, with rare

wildlife, clean water, and inspiring wilderness scenery, has

value far surpassing that of its skimpy lodgepole logs. We bet

that this value could be converted on the market. While Loomis

is a unique situation- having overwhelming natura l values and

undenvhelming timber values-I suspect that with modern

America's buoyant economy and pro-forest values, the market is

a feasible tool for conserving many wildlands.

Running the Loomis Forest Fund was not a feat for the

fainthearted. The campaign employed about a dozen staff, along

with consultants for media, grassroots and major donor fundra is

ing, direct mail, lobbying, appraisal review, economic forecast

ing, graphic design, and much more. We also managed a volun

teer steering committee, comprised of core supporters, which

was the key to accessing large gifts. Without experience in cap

ital fundrai ~ing, we had t~ learn much of the game at each step

along the way.

Pursuing large gifts is like peeling an onion from the inside

out: Youstart with a dedicated core and move out one layer ata

time. The key question is "who knows who?" While most capi

tal campaigns are dominated by one or two gifts that cover as

much as 80% of the total goal, the Loomis campaign was-by

fate, not design-more populist in nature. We gladly would have

taken $10 million from any single donor, probably even from

Charles Hurwitz.

A few factors stand out as reasons for the campaign's success:

Media : We had extraordinary press coverage regionally

and nationally.The first hook was the shear ambition of the cam

paign itself. The second groundbreaking hook was major sup

port from the high-tech community, The third big hook was our

progress. The fourth was the majesty of the land itself. Each

played well in its turn.

Grassroots donat ions: Our goal was to raise about

$600,000 from grassroots donors through direct mail, small par

ties in donor homes, and direct solicitations (phone and in-per

son) •of mostly NWEA members. We raised $1.4 million.

People's deep concern about the fate of this forest made a huge

difference in the enthusiasm level of the campaigners and our

big donor prospects.

The art of thankin g: We thanked donors with premiums,

personal cards, and other forms of recognition, which may have

contributed to a trend of repeat donations. In fact, more than $S

million came as second (or third) gifts.

Also in our favor was that Loomis donors were offered a

uniqu e deal, for the gifts do double duty: donors could directly

protect real wildern ess-c-grizzly bear hab itat-for just

$SOO/acre, ' and their contributions would help build publ ic

schools, not pad a timber company or developer's bottom line.

Donations did not follow a .linear pattern. Many times our

accountwas stagnant and tension and despair were on the rise.

News of anotl~er huge gift, many of which were anonymous;

broke each of these plateaus. With ju st twow eeks left before

our deadl ine we rema ined four million dollars short. The

money came.

The staff, contractors, and volunteers of the Loomis Forest

F~nd performed brilliantly. All deserve much credit. The secre t

of our success, however, was the land itself: the Loomis was

worth 'saving. Americans want to protect wilderness. Americans

have money. Let the two meet and wonderful things can happen.

Not every capital campaign will encounter the same suc

cess as the Loomis Forest Fund . Clearly, Seattle's burgeoning

wealth offered almost unmatched opportunit ies for fundraising.

And the Loomis provides several socially motivating totems,

such as lynx and grizzly, that many ecologically valuable areas

lack. As always, we must pursue regulatory and management

policies that can protect ecosystems without private cost. But _
. ,

where pragmatism allows and enables, the Loomis experience

shows private dollars can be a workable option for conservation.

Of course, these dollars should not be seen as a replacement for

public funding, but an addit ion to it-there is overwhelming

need for both publicly and privately funded land protection in

every region of the country.

Perhaps the most immediate utility of the Loomis success

for conservationists is that it communicates to elec ted officials

and land managers that the American people value wildlands.

We treasure our wild places and know that they are in ever

shorter supply. The Loomis experience proves to skeptics that

we care enough even to spend our own dollars for the public

good of healthy ecosystems and our wilderness heritage. «

Mitch Friedman is the executive director ofthe Northwest

Ecosystem Alliance (1421 Cornwall Ave., Suite 201 ,

Bellingham , WA 98225; mj@ecosystem.org; iouno.ecosystem.org;

wuno.loomisfund.org}:
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The'Creation ofa

Thousand-Year-Old

Trees Protected
, by Rand Jack

'How long does it take to make the woods?

As long as it takes to mak e the world.

The woods is presen t as the world is, the

Of all 'its pas t, and of all its time to come.

-Wendell Berry
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Midway through a seemingly interminable flight from Seattle to Santiago, Chile, I sat

in the semi-darkened cabin ofthe airplane with a broad smile on my face. I was read

ing a somewhat technical report called "The Headwaters Old Growth of Canyon Lake

Creek" by Professor James Agee of the forestry school at the University of Washington. The jus t

completed report , dated November 1993 , describ ed the stru ctural and floral diversity of

Washington's Canyon Lake Creek forest, with Alaska yellow-cedar trees over 800 years old: "The

Canyon Lake Old Growth parcel is one of the oldest forest stands known in the Pacific Northwest

[andjone of the largest intact stands of its age." ,

photo by Rand Jack



In 1992-93 the Whatcom Land Trust, at the invitation of

Whatcom County, orches tra ted a large, complex ' land

exchange/purchase designed to bring several parcels owned by

the Trillium Corporation of Bellingham into public ownership.

Eventually, the deal involved Trillium, the State Department of

Natural Resources, the State Parks .Department, Whatcom

County, the City of Bellingham, the Trust for Public Land, the

Whatcom Land Trust; and thousands of acres of forest. While

some land came into public ownership for conservation purpos

es, other parcels were exchanged to consolidate timberland hold

ings, including 350 acres of the Canyon Lake Creek old-growth.

forest, which moved from Department of Natural Resource to

Trillium ownership.

When the Whatcom Land Trust expressed concern over the

transfer of this forest from public to private ownership, Trillium

pledged a good faith exploration of conserving the)50 acres of

old-growth mountain hemlock, Pacific silver fir and Alaska yel

low-cedar. At that point, little was known about this magnificent

forest. Trillium and the Land Trust agreed to jointly hire a

forestry expert to determine whether organisms or ecological

processes found at Canyon Lake Creek would likely exist in a

similarly situated second-growth forest. If so, the Land Trust

would back off. The result was the Agee finding of the extraor

dinary antiquity of the forest, with its distinguishing old-growth

characteristics, and my broad smile on a tiring flight to Chile.

After this, the forest sat quietly for several years, as it had

for millennia before. Here, in the understory, a seventy-year-old

mountain hemlock might have grown to only four feet tall ; it

waits patiently for a giant tree to fall, opening the canopy for

energy-giving sunlight. '

In 1997 , Trillium announced that it was selling most of its

t,imberland in Whatcom County, includ ing the Canyon Lake

Creek forest, to Portland-based Crown Pacific timber company.

At this juncture, two pivotal events occurred. First, Trillium

granted an option for the conservation purchase of the 350 acres

of ancient trees acquired in the 1~3 land trade. Second" the

Whatcom Land Trust ' formed a partnership with the Trust for

Public Land to pursue acquisition of the forest.

Crown Pacific immediately agreed to expand the option to

include the full 750 acres of contiguous old growth in the upper

Canyon Lake Creek basin. Our initial p lan to have the forest

purchased with federal money to become a Research Natural

Area faltered when the US Forest Service de~lined interest in

any parcel not adjoining federal land. In retrospect, this was dis

guised good fortune. Following this rejec tion, the Whatcom

Land Trust developed the idea of the Canyon Lake Creek

Community Forest, an ancient forest owned and cared for by the

community. Protected by a conservation ease ment held by the

Land Trust, the forest would be jointly owned by ,Whatcom

County an.d Western Washington University.

The community forest concept combined ' compelli ng

themes of conserving an old-growt hforest and building coml1'!u

nity. It harkened bac~ to the notion of a village commons, a geo

graphical place that helped unify the community and give it a

sense of pride and shared meaning. 'Public ownership could

, help educate the local people about the meaning and practice of

stewardship. The community forest i?e~ gaveu s a langua ge with

which to think about our project and communic~te its richness

to those from whom we would seek help .

The Trust for Publi c Land brought Seattle's Paul G. Allen

Forest Protection Foundatio n into the project. At a meeting in

the forest, Bill Pope 'of the Foundation suggested that we were

thinkin g too small. We should acquire the entire 2300-acre

upper watershed, including its 45-acre lake, not just the old

:growth. Since much of this land had been logged within the past

15 years, the cost of adding 1500 acres was relatively small.

University of Washin gton forest ecologist Jerry Franklin

confirmed that the whole upper watershed made a much more

interesting and valuable project, particularly the opportuni ty

. to study the interface of old and new forests. He noted: "The

forest and trees of Canyon Lake are extraordinary for their

antiquity. Trees of this age have rarely been found and docu

mented in the Cascade Range." Frankl in also obse rved that

almost certainly, yellow-cedars in the forest were over 1000

years old, and that if left alone, they would likely live 'another

thousand years or so.

An appraisal of the 2300-acre watershed established a pur

chase p~ce of $3,692,000, a daunting figure for a small, local

land trust. With a population of 165,000 and half of its land in

federal ownership, Whatcom County was not a likely place to

raise that kind of money for forest conservation.

TIle daunting becamepossible at a July 8, 1998 press confer

~nce among the ancient tre~ when it was announced that the Paul

Allen Foundation would make a gift of $1,846,OOO-h alf the pur

chase price--and an out-of-state anonymous donor, who had gen

erously supported the Land Trust in the past, would pledge

$1,000,000. With donations from the Flintridge and Panaphil

Foundations (California and NewYork respectively),a $5000 local

contribution, and a $146,000 price reduction by CrownPacific, we

were still $700,000 short, with time running out on the option.

At this point our best recourse was the Whatcom County

Council and its Conservation Futures Fund, money raised

through a special property tax levy and dedicated by law to the

acquisition of open space and recreational land. Despite the
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Community Forest being four-fifths paid for by private contribu

tions, the Council was cool to the project for several reasons.

First, the members were philosophically opposed to increasing

government ownersh ip of property. Second, despite proposed

r ecreational, educational, and scientific use, the project

smacked too much of wilderness preservation. Third , the

Council wanted to do nothing to offend the local logging indus

tIT or diminish the tax base. Finally, the Whatcom Land Trust

had just completed another transaction requiring the largest

expenditure ever from the Conservation Futures Fund .

However, the idea of a lOOO-year-old Community Forest

became a powerful selling point. Inaddition to the environmen

tal community, we gained support from the Chamber of

Commerce, realtors, local loggers, the Bellingham City_Council,

building contractors, an investment fi~, a grocery store chain,

the local ARCO refinery, and the school board of the district in

which the forest is located. Before voting, each council member

gave reasons for opposing the projec t, but in the end, the vote

was a unanimous yes. The dauntin g had become reality.

Giving substance to our stewardship commitment, Peter

Stein of the New Hampshire-based Lyme TImber Company

raised an additional $350,000 for the Community Forest from an

anony.mous California donor. Thus, we were able to purchase the

property, place $275,000 in a Community Forest Stewardship

Fund, and set aside $75,000 dedicated to monitoring the con

servation ease ment. After the transaction closed, Crown Pacific

granted a no-cut, riparian conservation ease ment 200 feet on

either side of Canyon Lake Creek for two miles below the lake

at the base of the Community Forest.

This successful effort to preserve a remarkable forest taught

us three lessons. First, with the right kind of help, even small

organizations in out-of-the-way places can make significant con

tributions to preserving wildlands. Second, the money to protect

wilderness may have to come from afar. Other than the public

Conservation Futures money, only $5000 of over $4,000,000

raised for the Canyon Lake Creek Community Forest came from

Whatcom County. Philanth ropic conservation funds are usually

found in areas of dense population; wildland gems at reasonable

prices are more likely found well beyond the wealthy suburbs.

Third , ~ow we think and talk about conservation property affects

people's willingness to pay to protect it. Building community

through owning and caring for a rare, ancient forest is an idea

that reaches but and draws people in.

The preamble to the Canyon Lake Creek Community Forest

Conservation Easement aptly describes what conservation phil

anthropy accomplished in the far northwest comer of Washington

State: "The purpose of this Conservation Easement 'is to protect

and preserve the old growth forest; to enhance the evolution of

the second growth trees and manage the forest to maintain hio

logical and structural diversity; to foster and protect the integrity

of ecological systems, natural biological processes and native

habitats on the Community Forest Property; and to provide

opportunities for public recreation, scientific research, and envi

ronmental education consistent with the above purposes." «

Rand Jack (rjack@cc.unvu.edu) is a Whatcom Land Trust board

member (wltnist®nas.com) who lives in rural Whatcom County,

Washington.
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illustration by Claus Sievert

by David Wal sh

e

Ap pl i ed Wildlands Philanthropy Helps Unite
Over 130,000 Acres of Forested Pub l ic Wildla!1ds

e

n the southern edge of the Pacific Northwest's temperat e rainforest, pockets of redwood

and Douglas-fir forests sta nd taller than any other living beings. It is a region where

the politics of resource management are dominated by-and extrac tion methods dic

tated as a result of- insa tiab le indu strial interest. Given the soaring values of stumpage, it's cri t

ical that conservationists work quickly and effectively to protect large undi sturbed blocks of- -
habitat. Whil e northern California has been the site of some of the most politically charged for-

est preservat ion battles of recent years, the region's activist ami academic community has con

tiritied to advocate, and has now quiet ly achieved, an unprecedented model of habitat connec

tivity relian t on core habitat protection and non-industrial, small landowner stewardship.

Spanning part of the same watersh ed as one of the most high-profile ancient forest protec

tion campaigns in the country- the Headwaters Forest acqui sition-s-o nly a few air miles to the

south, an acq uisition of similar acreage has wound its way to a noteworthy success. On Jun e 28,

1999, Governor Gray Davis made availab le $2.6 million from the California state budget to

match an equivalent sum raised from private sources. Ancient F~rest International and our part

ner Save-the-Redwoods League exercised a purchase option on 3800 indus tria lly owned acres

in southern Humboldt County, thus protecting Gilham Buite and providing. the stepping stones

of a wildlife corridor linking Humboldt Redwoods State Park to the King Range National
. .

Conservation Area. Much of the land, purchased from Eel River Sawmills, had been approv ed

for clearcutting by the California Department of Forestry.

After twen ty years of successfu l litigat ion and advocacy waged by the Friends of Gilham

Bulle and the Environmental Protection and Information Center (EPIC) to save the old-growth

Douglas-fir forests of Gilham BUlle, the struggle needed one critical final element: an acqui si

tion strategy. Ancient Forest International took up the reins to connec t a fledgling concept with

a feasible and important conservation opportunity.

As we commenced fundrais ing, we showed environmental founda tions and large donors

how, for les~ than one percent of the purchase price of the Headwaters transaction, the existing

2550-acie Bureau of Land Management Gilham Bulle Late Seral Reserve could be consolidat

ed with Humboldt Redwoods State Park , and a linkage could be extend ed to protect the forest

tracts containing late-seral stand composition between these protected areas and the wilderness

nominated King Range Conservat ion Area . The 55,OOO-acre Humboldt Redwoods State Park

contains the largest stand of intact ancien t redwood forest on Earth, the -Rockefeller Forest.

About five milessouth and west of the Park 's boundary, BLM's 6O,OOO-acre King Range National

o
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Conservation Area and Sinkyone Wilderness State Park protect

the wild mountains of the Lost Coast---one of the longest road

less coastlines in the lower 48 states.

Large tracts of primary forest are one of the rarest types of

wildlife habitat on California's North Coast. This is parti cularly

true of low-elevation coastal Douglas-fir forests, which are

esse ntially unrepresented in California's Parks and Wilderness

systems. Forest conserva tion in the redwood region over the last

century has f ocused on the cathedral-like redwood groves along

the river bottoms and freeways. The recent Headwaters Grove

and the Gilham Butte acquisitions have been a divergence from

that policy in that they are off-the-beaten-track old-growth rem

nants that are being conserved primarily for their habitat values

rather than scenic or recreational potential.

The Gilham ButteJRedwoods to Seaacquisition is an integral

part of the California North Coastal Basin Project, whosegoal is to

protect the health of the coastal forest ecosystem by maintaining

a connection from Mendocino County through the industrial for

est lands of Humboldt County, to the Klamath Knot bioregion of

the Marble Mountains, Trinity Alps, and Siskiyou Wildernesses.

The Gilham Butte/Redwoods to Sea purchase spans an eco

tone where three very different forest types-redwood, fir/mixed

hardwood, and upland coast~l-meet. The acquisition area c~v

ers a large variation in eleva tional gradients . Differences of tem

perature, aspec t, moisture regime, and forest types provide

diverse microclimates for species dependent on specific niches.

The land purchase helps consolidate one of the largest blocks of

wildlife habitat in coastal California, bridging two major water

sheds: the Mattole and the Eel Rivers . Gilham Butte is one of

the largest remainin g unroaded, unharvested forest stands in the

Mattole River watershed and is the nucleus of a wildlands mosa

IC of wilderness-managed public holdings and well-managed
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private lands. Forest composition and structure of the newly

acquired reserve is dominated by an old-growth hard~'{Qod forest

overstory of madrone, tanoak, and live oak, penetrated by emer

gent stands of ancient Douglas-fir, amid a few widely scattered

meadows. Other tree species in lower densities inclu de

California bay laurel, chinquapin, and black oak.

Seven tributaries of the Mattole and three tributary creeks

of the South.Fork of the Eel have their sources on Gilham Butte.

Both rivers and several of these streams are spawning grounds

for threatened salmon and steelhead populations. The Mattole is

one of the most southerly river systems in the Pacific Northwest

where salmon have not been extirpated during the past century.

The survival of the Mattole watershed's native salmon is due in

large part to the visionary efforts of the Mattole Salmon Group.

Started in the 1970s, it - is ~ne of the longest ninn ing citizen

based native salmon rearing and enhancement programs in the

country. Also, because of its remoteness, the Mattole is one of

C;Uif~rnia's waterways least impacted by genetic manipulation

through state-run stocking programs.

Ninety percent of the old-growth forests in the Mattole were

logged between 1945 and the present. That there are still rem

nants of this forest type today is a result of sustained conserva

tion effort. In the 1980s the Mattole Restoration Council con

ducted an exhaustive inventory that mapped the distributi on of

remaining stands. Most of the headwater areas of the Mattole

drainage are remote, and they still harbor significant stands of

protected forest and, in the case of the North Fork of the Mattole,

unprotected, unroaded, primary forest. Because of the existence

of undisturbed forest in the 3500-acre "Sanc tuary Forest" in the

headwaters of the main stem and several other sub-watersheds,

the Mattole continues to produce clear, cold water, giving the

river's Chinook and Coho salmon a shot at viability,

Other rare, sensitive, or old-growth-depe ndent spec ies in

the Gilham Butte area include the Northern Spotted Owl,

Goshawk, Golden Eagle, Pileated Woodpecker, red tree vole,

and mountain lion. Also of interest are very rare carnivores

' including the Pacific fisher and the nearly extinct Humboldt

marten. Marten and fisher tracks have been found in Humboldt

Redwoods State Park, and the Gilham Butte 'area is considered

. prime mustelid habitat.

Pure stands of old-growth fir within the acquisition are most

dense along the ridge-top corridor linking Humboldt Redwoods

State Park and the BLM Late Seral Reserve, and in the very

steep springs and-draws. Most of the remaining old growth in the

parcels is scattered along the east side of the Mattole River. A '

third parcel, the 1400 acres of cutover Four-Mile Creek, was

secured on the west side of the river to serve as a stepp ing stone

for wildlife migration. Since there is little old-growth habitat on

this parcel , there is interest in conducting some future manage

ment. Prescriptions will possibly include fire hazard reduction

and forest stand improvement to accelerate the development of

late-seral structure.

The acquisition of the old-growth core habitat from industri

al interests is significant in itself, but our efforts to ensure land

scape connectivity also involve an innovative program to help

small non-industrial landowners continue practicing good stew- .

ardship while making a livelihood from their forestlands. Ancient

Forest International is helping to coordinate a regional coalition

of nonprofit organizations working to buffer the core habitat by

enhancing conservation opportunities on private lands surround

ing the reserve~ . This program will train local landowners in ero- ,

sion inventory and control, wildlife identification and manage

ment, ecological forest management techniques, and assessme nt

of aquatic habitat. Participants will develop watershed rehabili-

. tation prescriptions and habitat protection agreements through

conservation easements and forest management plans. The pro

ject ~oal is to protect and restore h~bitat and safeguard wildlife

in the buffer area; the means is to provide landowners with tech

nical conservation skills, an understand ing of low-impact forestry

methods, and needed assistance from forestry, wildlife, and-fish

eries restoration professionals. By helping to safeguard habitat

continuity in the lowland forests of coastal California and create

shared stewardship across the landscape, the Redwoods to Sea

initiative is an excellent example of applied wildlands philan

thropy that is informed by conservation science, instigated by

opportunity,and fueled by the generosity of individuals~d insti

tutions who love the land. «
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An Example

from Yosemite

National Park

by Thomas Vale

Abstract The once-popular vision ofthe preEuropean United States as "pristine," as

a natural landscape, has bee~ largely replaced by the view that the precontact country was

"huma nized" by Native peoples. While having merit, the contemporary emphasis on ubiquitous

human agenq is overstated: Large parts ofthe United States, particularly in the American West,

may have been"essentially natural, their landscapes characterized by processesofNature rather

.than people. Yosemite Nat ional Park is Used as an example to illustrate this point. The desire to

see human ized landscapes in the preEuropean scene derives from social ideologies, rather than

careful assessment of ecological fa cts. Furthermore, that ideology also monolithically stigmatizes

wilderness enthusias"m as superficial. The model of t~ pristine landscape has merit-its applica

bility in any given locale being an empirically testable proposition-s-and it should remain as a

guide fo r management of natural areas.

Cathed ra l Rocks, Yosemite by Claus Sievert



A
mman society hewed from a state of Nature , fro~ a wil.~l

landscape, from a wilderness-for two centunes, this

vision had been central to the creation myth of the

United States. Increasin gly over the last decad es, however, this

image has been challenged, ev~n rejected, and replaced by the

conviction that the preEuropean land scap e of the country,

everywhere and entirely, was ~o(lified by Native Americans .

(Chase 1987, Pollan 1991, Pyne 1982, Budiansky 1995, Flores

199 7). Tilling rows of maize and squas h, raising houses of mud

bricks or tree bark , constructing mounds and terraces, harvest

ing wild rice and acorns, hunting deer and rabbits, digging fern

roots for fiber or cutting shrub stems for arrow shafts, ignitin g

fires over prairi e, chaparral, and forest--:-a!l of these activities

are see n as having altered Nature, creating a humanized land

sca pe. The old vision of the great Americ an wildern ess has been

declared a falsehood, and to the degree that we continue to

believe in such an ideal, we are told that we embrace a myth, the

"myth of the pristine land scape" (Denevan 1992).

Certainly, the older wildern ess imagery needed qualifica

tion-Native Americans did affect biodiversity across North

America at the local scale and, in some areas, probably modi

fied ecosystems at the.regional sca le. But to portray the cont i

nent at the time of European contact, from the Atlantic to the

Pacific and from the Great Lakes to the Rio Crand e, as a vast

sce ne of agricultural fields, expansive villages, raise d terraces,

ca refully tend ed plants, coppiced shrubs, depressed game num

bers , and burned-over forest-in total , a landscape so altered

that its characteristics were a consequence more of human

agency than of natural process-is to engage in exaggeration of

another sort. Lest we be labeled antiquarian for holding onto an

ideefixe, perhaps we desert our former convictions too unequiv-

~ ocally in our rush to embrace too warmly and too uncriti cally

this " idee nouveau." We have simply replaced the old myth with

a new one: the "myth of the humanized land scape."

The replace ment of one land scape vision by another is

eased by the ambiguity of the critical, defining words (Haydon

1997). For example, "pristine" could mean no human effect or

simply little human impact. It might genera te a mental image of

a land scap e without any humans in view, or one with people but

whose presence modifies the sce ne only minimally. It could

,stress either ecological criteria- have humans changed the

characteristics of Nature?--or psychologicalfhumanistic stan

dards---does the landscape mean anything, regardl ess of the

degree to which people have modified natural feature~, to those

who interact with it? It could connote an objectified and dis-

tanced naiural sce ne or a land scape of home. Endless debate

reverberat es among those with .differing mean ings in mind.

, Whatever the intellectu al virt ues of that debate, a common and

casual defin ition will be pursued here: A state of Nature, a pris

tine landscape, a wilderness condition mean s, simply, that the

fundamen tal cha rac teris tics of vegetation, wildlife, landform ,

soil, hydrology, and climate are those of natural, nonhum an

,processes, and that these conditions would exist whether or not

humans are present. Given this criterion, a land scape might be

judged, through empirica l and scientific effort, to be, in whole or

in part, pristine or humanized.

Honest assessments to und erstand where, how, and to what

degree the preEuropean landscape was a product of people and

their activities need to be undertaken, unencumbered by commit-
. .,

ment to a preconceived notion of the ubiquity of human agency.

For some areas this empirical assessment will be eas ier than for

others; for many 'places serious ambiguities will remain. I would

guess, nonetheless, that the.evidence will suggest that the model

of the pristine land scape will have applicability in certain locales,

most likely (although not exclusively) in the western states, where,

compared to the eastern parts of the country, smaller numbers of

nonagricultural peoples inhabited landscapes more prone to

lightning fires. More specifically (although not restrictively), I

might further predict that the American wilderness will remain

most appropri ate as a vision in those very areas long admired for

their perceived charac ter as "natural," the units of the National.

Park System and the Wildern~ss Areas on the National Forests

disproportionately represented by landscapes of high elevation, of

mountain and ice, of rock and canyon, of low biological produc

tivity, of flammable vegetation, of only seasonal human occupan

cy. Whether they actually represent pristine conditions and

whether landscapes of other characteristics truly were humanized

are matters to beevaluated with scientific asses sment.

Ecologi cal Understanding:
A Natural Yosemite?
A place to explore the applicability of the dichotomous views of

"pristine" and "humanized" land scapes is one of the icons of

protected Nature, Yosemite National Park . My purpo se here is

not to make a full assess ment of Yosemite, declaring it to be nat

ural ; rather, it is to suggest, judging from existent knowledge,

that the Yosemite landscape at the time of Europ ean contac t

could well have bee n mostly pristine, mostly a product of natur

al, rath er than human, processes, or, at the very least, that its

landscape was a mixture of pristine and humanized conditions.

Reprintedfrom Natural Areas Journ~118(3): 231-236 with permission of the Natura l Areas A:s:sociation.
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The contrary perspective, the belief that Yosemite of either

1492 or 1851 (the year of its formal discovery by outsiders) was

.a humanized landscape, has' become theconventional wisdom.

Olwig (1995), for example, talks of the "environmental steward

ship" of "Indian gamekeepers" who regularly burned Yosemite

Valley not only to improve habitat for certain mammals but also

for "field games." (Olwig, then, makes 'Yosemite analogous to

Three Rivers Stadium or Lambeau Field!) Similarly, Solnit

(1992) describes the landscape of Yosemite Valley as "trans

formed" by the native Miwok people, who both "burned the

meadows" and "gathered its largesse.: .there never was a whol

ly 'natural' landscape there." Perhaps Anderson and Nabhan

.(1991) express the most strident view:

These Yosemite landscapes [were}shaped by centuries of

Indian burning, pruning, sowing, weeding, coppicing,

tillage, and selective harvesting... .Not only the

Yosemite trails [lolui Muir} walked upon but the vege

tation mosaic he walked through were the legae'); of

Miwok subsistence ecology.

Native Americans themselves espouse the dogma; after

describing former Indi~n villages in Yosemite Valley, a modem

Miwok proclaims his people's devotion to "care of the land ... the

so-called wilderness was being looked after by the Indians for

thousands of years" (Diringer 1997).

These asse rtions of widespread humanization are question

able. First, they all focus on the small valley called Yosemite,

rather than the expansive mountainous landscape that sur

rounds it. The 1,813 hectares comprising Yosemite Valley--one

of the few areas in the park where Indians occupied permanent

settlements- are not characteristic of most of the 303,305

hectares of Yosemite National Park, through which Indians

passed 'as. transients or entered only seasonally; even if Indian

activities " transformed" the valley, it is not necessarily the case

that such transformation occurred elsewhere.

Second, the mere acts of "pruning" a big leaf maple (Acer

macrophyllums "so that it will produce straight, sienna-hued

sprouts" or digging "rhizomes of a bracken fern" (Anderson and

Nabhan 1991) do not necessarily mean that Yosemite Valley's

fundamental ecological character or basic landscape appe~ce

was altered from what would have existed in the absence of these '

subsistence people. On the other hand, a definition of wilderness

.that precludes any human imprint whatsoever, however modest,

would render Yosemite Valley as humanized by these activities.

A third observation involves the reference to a human activ

ity that is always the crucial cog in the humanized landscape
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argument-Indian burning. Clearly, the Miwok set fires in

Yosemite Valley.To note this, however, is not sufficie~t to support

the claim that such burning altered the fundamental character of

the landscape, either in the Valley or in the park more generally.

A more honest assessment should ask whether or not the human

ignitions were in addition to, rather than a substitution for, nat

ural ignitions, and whether or not fires set by Indians changed the

landscape from that which otherwise would have existed.

. For Yosemite, even a cursory look at appropriate ecological

data suggests that the preEuropean fire regime in the National

Park might be mostly attribut able to natural factors. Almost two

thirds (61.2%) of the park area-the higher-elevation red fir

(Abies 'magnifica) and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) forests,

and all of the subalpine and alpine environments- burned

rarely, if at all, .in spite of fairly common lightning ignitions

(Wagtendonk 1986); this absence of fire suggests that the condi

tion of the vegetation-a natural factor-determined the fire

regime, not the number or the source of ignitions. The lower-ele

vation chaparral and mixed conifer forest (totaling 37.8% of the

park area) burned frequently, with return times of a d~cade or

two documented for these vegetation types both in Yosemite and

elsewhere in-the Sierra Nevada (Rundel , Parsons, and Gordon

1977, Warner 1980, Wright and Bailey 1982, Wagtendonk

1986, Swetnam 1993). Over the last two thousand years, in the

southern Sierra, tree ring analysis indicates temporal variability

in these fire frequencies, with burning closely tracking weather

conditions-an indication that natural factors, not humans,

determined fire occurre nce .(Swetnam 1993 , Caprio and

Swetnam 1995). Over the last century, in Yosemite National

Park, the formal record of lightning fires suggests that natural

ignitions might account for the fire regime: For the period

1930-1983, in the lower-elevation vegetation types of the park,

fires averaged 187 per decade Jas mentioned above, ten years is

the approximate return time for fires in these types); actual fires

might have been more numerous, moreover, because of less .

sophisticated detection methods early in 1930s and 1940s

(Wagtendonk 1986). Lightning fires in the National Forests

adjacent to Yosemite's western boundary (the forests include the

same vegetation types that occur in the park, although the pro

portion of low-elevation forest and brush is larger) add to the '

total number of ignitions that might have burned park land in

the absence of fire suppression: 475 per decade for the

Stanislaus NF and 977 per decade for the Sierra NF (US Forest

Service 1972-1987). Even without fire suppression, not all of

these ignitions would have resulted in large areas of burned

landscape, with previously burned vegetation a critical con

straint to the spread of fires (Wagtendonk 1986), a fact that again



;

hints that natural factors determined the basic fire regime.

Overall, then, the number of ignitions from lightning was high;

whether or not ignitions caused by Native Americans altered the

natural fire regime in Yosemite in a way that changed the fun

damental appearance of the landscape, either regionally or

locally, is, at the very least, a question.

Still, it may be possible that small areas were burned more

frequently by the Miwok, resulting in local humanized land

scapes; Yosemite and Hetch Hetchy Valleys would have been

the most likely such locales. In a comparable valley in the

southern Sierra (the Kings River canyon), Warner (1980) docu

mented a presuppression return time for fires of 11.4 years and

suggested that Indian burning was "at least partly responsible

f<;Jr the observed frequency" (even though his own analysis indi

cates one lightning fire every 5.7 years ,in the 'study area).

Perhaps the valley bottom meadows and the surrounding forests,

close to permanent settlements, burned more frequently as a

consequence of Indian ignitions than did the regional vegeta

tion; such a pattern of increased burning close to Indian villages

California black oak by Claus Sievert

would be consistent with at least some inter

pretations elsewhere (Russell 1983, Whitney

1994). As in other matters of Indian impacts,

empirical work could help resolve the ques

tion of the spatial patterns of naturaln ess in

the landscape.

Other Miwok activities mayor may not

have altered the basic character of' the

Yosemite landscape. TIle agricultural 'plots

and' constructed earthworks that character

ized the native cultures in the Midwestern

prairies and some of the eastern forests of the

United States were not elements of the indige

nous people of Yosemite. Their dependence

upon the acorns of the oaks, especially.those

of Quercus'JreLloggii, is indisputable, although
./

even if the Miwokplanted and tended the oak

groves, it was an activity restricted to a mod

est part of Yosemite Valley and perhaps a few

other locales elsewhere. Local modifications

to the forms of some shrubs or the occurrences

of certain herbaceous species would similarly

seem most likely near villages. The Miwok

hunted deer and other mammals, but whether

such harvesting changed the long-term num

bers of animals or whether those altered pop

ulations in tum influenced the vegetation

.cover would be speculation.

An unequivocal alteration of the park landscape associated

with native peoples was the building of settlement structures.

Certainly, some villages were impressively substantial-bark

covered shelters in winter, cone-shaped brush shelters in sum

mer, "large, semi-subterranean dance or assembly houses, fo~y

to fifty feet in diameter, dug to a depth of three or four feet," cir

cular sweathouses, granaries for acorn storage, and small coni

cal grinding houses (Greene 1987). Such settlements were, nev

ertheless, restricted to a few locales in the lower-elevation envi

ronments of the park, particularly parts of Yosemite and Hetch

Hetchy Valleys, Wawona, Big Meadow, and Lake Eleanor

(Bennyhoff 1956, Hull and Mundy 1985, Greene 1987, Hull

1989). Even within Yosemite Valley, village sites seem to have

been highly localized: the largest was "belowYosemit~ Fall and

stretched southwest for three-fourths of a mile"; other settlc?

ments lay just to the east, "in the largest tract of open, level

ground.. .at the mouth of Indian Canyon" (Greene 1987).

Away from these village sites, occupancy was ephemeral.

Archaeological surveys have found artifacts, typically projectile
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Fig u r e 1 Yosemite National Park, befo re European

contact or settlement, was a mosaic of landscapes bot h

natural (whe re essential characteristics we re determined by

nonhuman proce sses) and humanized (w here fundam ental

characteristics were altered by native peopl es). The small

dark areas represent frequent fire sites surrounding vi llages.

ambiguous situation- might the preEuropean fire regime have

been controlled by natural processes, or was it partly influenced

by Indian burning? Other parts of the eastern forests may have

been changed from what would have existed in the absence of

Native Americans (Cronon 1983, Olson 1996), but the impacts

of indigenous peoples "were still localized.. . .[with large areas]

almost devoid of Indian activity" (Whitney 1994). The grass

lands on the Great Plains existed even before the arrival of

humans on the continent (Holliday 1987), indicating that the

basic ecosystem structure of that large area was not a conse

quence of Native American activity. Within the nonagricultural,

spars ely-settled forests of the West, the fire regimes-whether

very infrequent crown fires or more common ground fires (Vale

1982 , Barbour and Billings i988)-easily might have been a

consequence of natural, ra~her than human, processes. The

same seems likely for the West's vast shrubby vegetation types.

The general point, then, is that the preEuropean landscape of

the United States was not monolithically humanized, not "a

managed landscape, much of its look and ecology the product of

points, other rock tools, and features associated with seed grind

ing, in many locales elsewhere in the park . Bennyhoff (i 956), in

his classic survey of the archaeological resources of Yosemite,

identified °former Indian camp sites, occupied only temporaril y

and seasonally; by the presence of obsidian flakes on the ground

surface and the lack of numerous mortar holes (which for him

suggested a house or village); he documented 188 such "camp" .

.sites in the park , mostly in the higher elevations. The total area

represent ed by all of these 188 sites was less than 260 hectares,

compared to about 187,800 hectares of high-elevation terrain in

the park; these Indian ca!Jlp sites may be comparable to the area

used by campers in the Yosemite backcountry today. Moreover,

the environmental alteration of most of these camping locations

was modest: Two-third s of thes~ sites necessitated a "lengthy

sea rch. .. to obtain any sizeable sample of obsidian flakes," indi

cating to Bennyhoff a "small camp" used infrequently. In sum,

humanized settlements, whether villages or camp sites- howev

er important from an archaeological perspective, however effec

tive in evoking a sense of the Miwok past-were obviously

extremely localized.

In total, the map of Yosemite National Park reflects a mixed

picture of "pris tine" and "humanized" landscapes. Village sites

o were substantially humanized by the everyday life of Indians;

groves of oaks or stands of bracken fern may have been modified

in fonn or extent, for variable lengths of time, by Native peoples;

some areas oflow-elevation meadows and forests could have been

altered by Miwokburning, although lightning fires seem adequa te

to account for the preEuropean fire regime; the middle and high

er ~levations, by contrast, were changed only superficially by

Indian peoples. Even given the most generous interpretation of

what was "humanized," much of the park was "na tural"-in the

sense that its landscape characteristics were determined by nat

ural processes. With a more conservative interpretation of

"humanized," most of Yosemite was natural, was wilderness.

Overall , then, the model of primeval Nature-a Nature

molded by nonhuman forces-se~ms realistic for at leas t part ,

and perhaps much, of Yosemite National Park. In other land-

o scapes, it mayor may not be applicable. The landscapes of vil

lages and agricultural fields in parts of the East and Southwest

clear ly were humanized- the characteristics of such areas were

substantially modified from what would have existed in the

o absence of humans (Chapman, Delcourt, and Delcourt 1989).

So, too, for the tallgrass prairi e and savanna of the Upper

Midwest, where the frequent burning essentia l to the mainte

nance of those systems seems to have requ ired Indian ignitions

(Curtis 1959). The pine forests of the Southeast , where lightning

fires are more common than in the Northeast, present a more

lower
elevation

environm ents

o

SCA LE

10 mi les
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the human presence" (Flores 1997), but, rather, a patchwork, ~

mosaic, at varying scales, of pristine and humanized conditions.

A natural American wildern ess, an environment fundamentally

molded by Nature, did exist. Just 'where and how much is an .

ecological question, subjec t to empirical investigation.

Social Ideology: Rationale for
the Humanized Landscape
The 'desire to see a humani zed landscape in the preEuropea~l

scene, whether in Yosemite or elsewhere, may be prompted by

commitment to a certain social ideology. Several concerns man

ifest that commitment. First, to envision the impacts of Native

Americans as ubiquitous and fundamental is to grant them their

basic humanit y, to make them one with other people, particular

ly those who have transformed the country's landscapes over the

last two hundred years (White 1985 , Limerick 1987). Second, to

see indigenous Americans as modifiers of the landscape of 1492

also incorporates them into history, recognizing their presence

and completing the view of the past (Cronon 1983). Third, this

historical inclusion legitimizes the Native peoples' claims, both

legal and emotional, to the land (Morehouse 1996). Fourth , the

asse rtion that preEuropean peoples humanized the landscape

reinforces the argument favoring active ecosystem manipu lation

and undermines "naturalregulation" (Budiansky 1995).

. A fifth intellectual stance asserts that native Americans

whether preEuropean or contemporary- and nonnatives view the

wild landscape in distinctive ways. These differing perspectives,

sometimes characterized as polar opposites, contrast through the

seeing of a detached, objec tive wilderness-a landscape of recre

ation-and, through the viewing of personal, subjec tive home--a

landscape of everyday living. Such a polarity frames many ~od

em issues involving people and Nature: the absence of "land wis

dom" among those in modem society and the "stewardship"

among indigenous peoples (Callicott 1985); the seeing of Nature

only in wilderness, which remains distant and apart, and the

ignoring of Nature in the familiar and everyday (Cro~on 1995); the

culturally learned aesthetic reaction to place--associated with

the visual sense, public symbolism, and scenes that command

human attention-and the personally experienced "field of care"

reaction to place--linked to various senses, private farniliari.ty,

and settings that evoke individual affection (Tuan 1979).

Modern Wildem ess-A Landscape
for R ecreation or as Home?
For some observers, the concerns stemming from social ideolo

gy so dominate the interp retation of contemporary wilderness

that any enthusiasm for the pristine or the natu ral suggests

superficiality, relegating that enthusiasm to the impulse for

recrea tion rather than for everyday living. But such chara cteri

zation belitt les the diversity of the modem experience . The con

temporary visitors to Yosemite, for example, includ e those for

whom the wild landscape, through all the senses, is' intimately

known and emotively valued (do I dare allege with as much

"spirituality" as the Miwok experienced?). Examples from writ

ten sources , even in just the last few years, abound. Ranger-nat

uralist .Will Neeley reflects that "th e mountains have become
('. .
familiar and have revealed pattern and fonn . . .never before have

I felt so at ease with them.. . .I was intoxicated with [them]"

(Shields 1994); his fellow naturalist Carl Sharsmith developed

"a love of nature so cultivated, so refined, so carved by wind and

shi ned by dew that it has become a treasure" (O'Neill 1988).

Yosemite artist Steven Lyman "kn ew the value of time in a

place .. .to be comfortable in the adversity of the elements, which

he saw as natural processes to experience and embrace" (Snyder

1996). Concessionaire-worker Howard Weamer "wondered last

. night, watching the ridge go black and white in the dusk,

whether I had seen it too often . . .[but] it's still very exciting, just

familiar" (Weamer 1996). Long-time Yosemite author Shirley

Sargent, thinkin g back to her childhood, formed a multi-sensed

image of a distant landscape of affection:

- It wasfelt in the cool July breeze, seen in the expansive,

river-cut meadows.. .heard in the sound of rushing

water, bird-cry and wind. . .scented in the pine-needled

image of the Sierra. (Sargent 1993)

Summer visitors from a variety of non-Indian cultures simi

larly express th e warmth tliat comes from knowing the Yosemite

landscape; a volunteer laborer "having been enriched by

Yosemite many years.. .[found] it was a pleasure 'to give some

thing back'" (Sanford 1995), and a journal writer found herself

"reminiscing about the mountain terrain that our group has moved

through- and that has moved through me" (Rabkin 1995). Can

John Muir's knowledge of, and bonding to, t~e Yosemite land

scape be ignored? Or David Brower's (1990)? Might I include my

own familiarity with and love of this spec ial place (Vale and Vale

1994)? The failure to recognize such reactions stigmatizes unfair

ly contemporary people, leaving the wil derness landscape forever

removed from intimate human knowledge and warmth, leaving the

wilderness visitor forever "a person who does not belong, a

stranger in Paradise" (Solnit' I992). Such omission creates a

stereotype no more valid than that of the uncaring savage: For at

least some, perhaps many, Americans, even those lacking an

Indian heritage, wilderness is a part of home.
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A Middle Ground
The preEuropean landscape of North America was both pristine

and humanized, varying through space and time, varying in

degrees of conformity to the extreme conditions of the purely

naturalistic and the purely anthropogenic. Similarly, the pre-

·sent-day wilderness is both a landscape for "the stranger in

Paradise" and a home place, a "field of care." It is intellectual

ly dishonest, pragmatically divisive; and more than a little silly,

to treat the two dichotomies of pristin elhumanized and

· strangerlhomebody as if they were categorically exclusive, as if

we were choosing up sides for a game of kick ball. Decisions

about the management of our natural areas should involve a

thoroughness of context that honestly recognizes the ecological

models of both the pristine and humanized landscapes, and

attempts to disentangle.the applicability of each through eco

logical ~sessment-as well as the humanistic reactions--:-in all

· of their varied richness, whether in the past or the present-to

wildness, to naturalness. We need more than blind and unthink 

ing allegiances to ecological myth or social ideology. «

Thomas R. Vale teaches in the Department ofGeography at the

University of WISconsin (Madison, WI 53706). He is the coau

thor (with Geraldine Vale) ofTime and the Tuolumne

Landscape: Continuity and Change in the Yosemite High

Country and editor ofProgress Against Growth: Daniel B. ,
Luten on the American Landscape,
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by William Thomas

Guinea

BIODIVERSITY

A
lthough slogans like "Cultural diversity equals biological diversity" may see m to be intu

itively true, very little research has documented the connection between traditional

lifestyles and the conservation of biodiversity. .Various studies have documente~ the

depth of indigenous knowledge and the importance of biodiversity to .local people. However,

much research into indigenous environmental knowledge has obvious economic motivations,

and, not incidentally, the potent ial to harm traditi onal cultures . While the search for new medi

cines ami crop varieties is important , science still ·knows very little about the effect of indige

nous people on the resources they exploit (Stearman and Redford 1992). The extent to which

indigenous lifestyles can become templates for conservation has not been established.

Although it may seem almost heretical to question ~ traditional society's ability to live in

harmony with its surroundings" mounting archaeological and historical evidence suggests that

these societies are capable of dramatical-

ly ' altering ecosystems. In the face of

mountin g global extinctions, the uncriti- I n dig en 0 U s K now1e d ge and
cal accep tance of the notion that tribal

societies balance iheir needs with those · Con s e r vat ion Pol icy I n
of the countless other organisms in their

environn;ent will amount to ratifying an

updated version of the "noble savage"

stereotype. The early reports on the abili

ty of indigenous cultures to conserve their

homeland s after being incorporated into

park management sche mes are ' not

encouraging. For example, consider the

concluding comments by the editors of

the 1991 volume Resident Peoples and

National Parks: "We suspect that the

. interna tional conservation movement is

in for a second major revolution based on

shock therapy in the face of harsh reality.

It is not quite so easy to harmonize natur

al protec tion, cultural preservation and

true rural development for residential P N
peoples" (West and Brechin 1991) . Since . ap u a ew
these wildland s represent humanity's last

chance to save a significant portion of the

planet in its natural state, it is vital that they are not sacrificed to political correc tness.

TIle realization that human activities can be compatible with biologicaldiversity has often made

allies of conservationists and indigenous people. TIle practice of conserving land by removing the

residents has protected only fragments of our natural heritage. To date, preserving land in park and

reserve systems has conserved only 4.~o ofthe planet's terrestrial area (Ryan 1992). Very few of

these parks-particularly in the tropics-are ecologically or socially viable. Moreover, there has

been a growing recognition that a policy of evicting an area's original tenants is shortsighted (West

and Brechin 1991). Humans may be an integral component of the ecology of these remaining areas.

In fact, we now understand that some of the landscapes park planners sought to conserve have actu-

ally been shaped by human activities. Ecologists now realize that fires set by native Australians,

once thought to be harmful to wildlife, encourage the biological diversity and wildlife assemblage
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that is assoc iated with wild Australia . Likewise, Maasai cattle graz

ing, when interwoven with elephan t browsing, produces a mosaic

that is more "biologically diverse than parks that separate humans

from wildlife (Western 1997). These findings have helped conser-. .
vati,onists to gain a greater appreciation for the role humans have

played in shaping the landscape. However; it remains to be see n

whether tradit ional land-use practices such as these are susiain

able, or can be employed as b lueprints for biodiversi ty conserva

tion in the face of growing human populations.

As an anthropologist who studies the potent ial contributions

of traditi onal societies to the conse rvation of their homeland s, I

have conducted over ten years of research near the headwaters of

the Strickland River in Papu a New Guin ea's Central Ran ge. Thi s

is one of the most remote wildemess areas on Eart h, In 1993, the

government of Papua New Guinea (pNG) and conse rvation orga

nizations i'.lcluding the World Wildlife Fund and TIle Nature

Conserv an cy co nduc ted a nati onal Conservation Need s

Assessment. They describ ed the Central Range as "unexplored"

and listed this area as the sec ond highest conservation priority for

the nation (Swartzendruber ] 993). The most mgged area of the

Central Ran ge, stre tching from the .spine of New Guin ea to the

Sepik foothill s, is the homeland of the Hewa (pronounced

Heywa), a tribe so remote and little-kn own that they are still

acc used o~ cannibalism by their neighbors.

The focus of my research has been the effect of traditional

activiti es on biodiversity. Alt hough New Guin ea conta ins some

of the largest tracts of tropical forest in the world, all of this for

es t is the homeland to one of the thousand s of cultures that

inhabit the island. Most of these areas are difficult to squee ze

into the US definition of "wilde rness." While humans do not

control these forests, their activities help to shap e the diversity

of organi sms found there. Most researchers expec t that indige

nous knowledge (IK) will be an effective tool for conducting bio

logical inventories in these areas . However, while IK is seen as

rich in und erstanding indi vidual compone nts of an ecosystem,

ecologists often describe IK as weak in und erstanding ecologi

cal processes (Baines ] 993).

Nevertheless, I believe that in addi tion to developing bio

logical inventories, IK can be directly translat ed into conse rva

tion action. TIle same knowledge and obse rvation skills that

allow informants to hunt and garde n successfully can be tapp ed

byresearchers to identify the und erlying dynami cs of the forest

and provide the basis for sound conservation planning. To dat e,

my research has conce ntrated on the Hewa knowledge of birds.

Birds are one of the most studied and best und erstood taxa on

Earth , Since birds are considered the primary agents of see d dis

persal in New Guinea's forests, they are espec ially important to
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conse rvation (Beehler et al. ] 986) . The Hewa knowledge of bird

behavior is produ cing a dynamic portrai t of one of the most bio

logically diverse regions in PNG.More important, the Hewa are

providin g a link between human ac tivity and biodivers ity that

may enable us to combine cultural and biological preservation.

Conservation in Papua N ew Guinea
New Guinea is the world 's largest tropica l island and contains

some of the most extens ive wildlands on Earth. Although in area

_the largest nati on in Melan esia, it contains a popul ation of less

than four million peopl e and much of the island remains unex

plored. More than 70% of the country is covered with rainforest.

These forests contain many endemic spec ies, as well as tree

dwell ing kangaroos, ostrich-li ke bird s known as cassowaries ,

the world's largest pigeons and butt erflies, the world's longest

lizard ; nearl y three thousand spec ies of orchids, and ] 0,000

spec ies of flowering plant s. With at least 1000 languages spoken

in New Guin ea , it is also one of the last bast ions of cultura l

diversi ty on the planet.

Papua New Gui nea comprises the eas tern half of the islan d

of New Guin ea and also includes the Admiralty, Bismarck,

Trobriands, Louisiade, D'Entrcasteaux and northern Solomon

archipelagos. PNG is in many ways unique among the world 's

developing nations . While the forests and oth er natural

resources in many countries are considered state property, PNG

has decid ed to legally recognize traditional land -rights a~d

resou rce-use patterns: Th e constitution of PNG "vests local peo

ple with the ownership of these resources, irrespective of any

docum entation or registration" (Swartzendruber 1993). Today,

97 % of its total land area remains 111 traditional -hands '

(Swartzendruber 1993).

PNG has not, however, esc aped the pressure to exploit nat

ural resources for development. Logging, min ing, and commer

cial agriculture are beginning to transform the landscap e.

Landowner groups are demanding action to remedy the eros ion,

water pollution, and loss of spec ies that accompany some forms

of resource extraction, In order to short-c ircuit the cycle of habi 

tat and biodiv ersi ty loss that grips much of our world, the PNG

government requ ested in ] 993 that the United States Agency for

International Development conduct a Conservation Nee ds

Assessment (CNA) of the country.

The CNA made it clear that Papua New Guin ea, as one of

the world's most significant centers of biodiversity, represen ts a

glob all y significant opportunity for conse rvationis ts

(Swartzendruber 1993). Within PNG, the Central Range--

which contains an array of habitats ranging from lowland s to

subalpine forest and considered to be a nat ional hotspot of ter-
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restria l biodiv ersity-was singled out as one of sixtee n biologi 

ca lly unk nown areas (Swartzendruber 1993). From 'the moun

tain s of the Central Ran ge spri ng the headwaters of the Fly and

Sepik rivers, the country's largest watershed. Thi s " major ter

restrial unknown" was targeted for exploration and conse rvation

ac tion by the authors of the CNA (Swartzendruber 1993).

Th e Heux: Project
My research was conduc ted 111 PNG's Central Ran ge, at the

headwaters of the Strickland River (142°30' E, 5°10 ' S: elevation

500-3000 meters). This is the infamous limestone country

avoided by the colonial era exped itions se nt to penetrate the

Central Range. Although the Conserva tion Needs Assessment

describes the Central Range as "wildern ess with low human

popu lation," it is the homeland of the Hewa (Swartzendruber

1993). There are no roads into this region and no bridges span

the Strick land, the Om, or the Lagaip rivers in the Hewa territo

ry. Although in 1992 Lutheran missionaries cut the first air strip

in the area , the continuing isolation of the Hewa presents an

excellent opportunity to explore the relationship between tradi

tionallifestyles and wildlands conse rvation.

The mountainous terrain has isolated the Hewa and dra

maticall y slowed the pace of cultural change that has greatl y

affected other societies in New Guin ea. Today, the Hewa remain

subsistence -oriented swidden horticulturists. The estimated

2000 Hewa live in scattered households separated by a walk of

thirty minut es to one hour. Their territory is extens ive, coverin g

the northernmost portion of PNG's Southern Highlands Province

and extending to the Sepik basin . With no police or sc hoois.a~d

unti l recently, no western medi cin e, indigenou s knowledge is

still an importan t asp ect of the Hewa culture.

map by Allaire Diamo nd

The Hewa affect biodiversi ty in severa l ways. They hunt

birds, mammals, and reptiles for food, adorn ment, and exchange.

They are swidden horticulturists, engaging in a cycle of cutting

gardens and allowing each garden to lie fallow for 20-25 years.

Like many forest gardeners, the Hewa prefer to cut secondary

forest for gardens. Once an area has been cleared- preferably a

site between 700-1000 meters above sea level-the Hewa will

continue to make garde ns on the same land. This practi ce short 

circuits the process of forest regeneration; that is; und er ideal

conditions the land is not allowed to return to primary forest.

Altl~ough these gardens eventua lly become patches of secondary

forest while in fallow, secondary forest in New Guinea is gener

ally , poorer in avifauna than primary forest (Schodde '1973) .

Research elsewhere also indi ca tes tha t while managed or semi

wild gardens may be repositories of agrod iversi ty, they are less

diverse than both secondary and primary forests, especia lly with

regard to wildlife (padoch and Peters 1993).

PNG has accepted -the idea that human activity and con

se rvation can be compatible and is committed to incorporating

traditional forms of land management into conse rvation of its

resources (Swartzend ruber 1993). Therefore, the Hewa were the

logical s tarting point for this project. TIle Hewa are es pec ially

knowledgeabl e about birds; they hunt birds for food and adorn

ment and have an encyclopedic knowledge of the trees bird s uti- .

lize for nest ing and foraging. Faunal conse rvation in New

Guin ea is linked to vegetative conse rvation (Schodde 1973).

Becau se bird s are the primary age nts of seed dispersal in New

Guin ea , the forest is as dependent on the bird s for survival as

the bird s are dependent upon the fruits and seeds produ ced by

the trees. The greatest human impact on the Central Ran ge is

the forest clearing to create and main tain gard ens. It is this
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dynamic-people's need to garden for survival, the resulting

cultivation practices, and its effect on avian diversity-that

most directly affects biodiversity conservation efforts.

So far, my researc h has recorded 128 Hewa categories for"

birds (three of which I "have yet to identify), corresponding to

171 .species. Like western ornithologists, the Hewa associate

species with altitud e and habitat. Experience has also taught

them that some species can live only in primary forest, while

other birds can make use of only primary forest and the oldest

secondary growth (i.e., forest that has been growing for 20 years

or more). According to the Hewa, cutting primary forest will

eliminate 56 species of birds found here; that is, once the forest

is cut and the gardening cycle begins, 56 species will not return

to the secondary forest even after the 25-year fallow. Shortening

this fallow period is pred icted to eliminate another 42 species.

In all, 57% of the spec ies of birds native to this area are thought

to be intolerant of human disturbance, During my research, I

conducted transect counts to determine the accuracy of my

informants' data. The data obtained through these counts corre

sponded with my informants' observations of bird habitat and

altitude preferences.

Of particular interest to conservationists is the effect of gar

dening on fruit- and nectar-eating birds. New Guinea's forests

have twice as many fruit- and nectar-eaters as are found in the

Peruvian rainforests (Beehler 1986). According to the Hewa, their '

gardens create an environment that is hostile to most species of

fruit-doves (Ptilinopus sp.) and lorikeets (Channosyna sp.). Both

are thought to be vital to forest regeneration. Perhaps as impor-
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tant, even when accompanied by a fallow period of 20 years, gar

dening eliminates many of the species that are identified with

New Guinea's forests. The Vulturine Parrot, Pheasant Pigeon,

Blue-collared Parrot, Brush-turkey, Hombill, Flame Bowerbird,

and Purple-tailed Imperial Pigeon are just some of the 'species

that will find secondary growth incompatible with their.needs.

Consequences for Conservation
Conservation is primarily a political process. Adopting a policy

of including indigenous people in the conservation of their lands

makes perfect sense--politically. However, much of the enthu

siasm for the inclusion of indigenous societies in the conserva

tion process is based on the perception that they have developed

the ability to balance their needs with those of biodiversity con

servation. Yet, the simplest interpretation o(the information pro

vided by the Hewa is that their activities are a source of ecolog-

./ ical disturbance, not an attempt to maintain ecological balance.

Still, research indicates that biodiversity is in part a product of

disturbance (Reice 1994). On a small scale, swidden horticul

ture actually increases the diversity of this landscape. Bycutting

small plots of forest and allowing them lie fallow for over 20 '

years, the Hewa are creating a mosaic that is more diverse than

the original landscape. The primary forest has been transformed

into a patchwork of old growth, various stages of regrowth, and

gardens. This mosaic represents a greater diversity of species

and environments than the original forest. However, the aim"of

these gardeners is to scra tch a living out of an otherwise inhos

pitable forest, not to encourage biodiversity. As far as the Hewa



are conce rne d, most of their food comes from the least biologi

cally diverse environment-s-the ir garde ns . In thi s case, biologi

cal divers ity is the by-produ ct of garde ning by a smal l, scatte red

hum an population an d ~ot a strat.egy for the mainten an ce of bio

diversity. With one of the largest tracts of tropical forest on Earth

at sta ke', we ca nnot afford to ass ume that the Hewa man age their

land with the intention of conse rving biodi versit y.

Nothing I uncovered indicates that the Hewa ha ve devel

oped trad itions that will effec tively limit the scale of human dis

turbance if their pop ulation increases. Th e Hewa do not attempt

to lim it garde ning in ei the r primary or secondary forest , taboos

do not prohibit the consump tion of birds, and kin smen may cut

as many garde ns as they need on clan lands. There are no sac red

lands that cannot be cut for garde ns . I was unable to find an area

the Hewa deem ed sacred that was larger than a pool of water or

a grove of ba mboo. Areas this small would provide san ctuary for

only the smallest organisms and would not meet the minimu m

requirement for a viable population of any bird species .

Presently, the limiting factor on human disturban ce is pop

ulation size. Fecundity is constrained by the trad itional postp ar

tum taboo and high mortal ity; an es timated 70 % of Hewa chil

dren die before their second birthday. Although there are no birth

records for the Hewa, average life expectancy for men an d

women in the surro unding Southern Highlan ds communities was

36 years in 1970 and had only increas ed to 41 years by 1980

(Gille tt 1991). Th e postpartum taboo requires that couples do not

engage in sex while the mother is breast-feeding the chi ld; this

can effectively space births by two to three years. H istorically,

these factors have combined to keep the population below 2000

individuals in PNG's seco nd largest wild ern ess area.

Conservation agenc ies hope that by involving the inh abi

tant s in the conse rvation of thei r homelands they will be ab le to

tap traditional knowledge for clues to preserving both traditio nal

soc ieties and the lands that sustain them. The Hewa are provid

ing data on the effects of their ac tivity on birds that will be vital

to conserving the forest. More important, the Hewa's si tua tion

provid es a general prescription for combining c~ltural and bio

logical conservation: We must not only conserve the processes

that prod uce diversity, but also the scale of these processes. Th is

presents a dilemma for cons erva tionists. The traditional gard en

ing tech niqu es employed by the Hewa are likely sustainab le and

diversity-enhanc ing when practiced by a small, mobile popula

tion scattered over a large area . These practices were developed

in a precontact sta te; they may well be untenable in the future for

an expanding population fac ing a shortage of arable land.

Neithe r the Hewa nor the government of Papu a New Guinea

will accept a conserva tion program that requires the Hewa to

remain -frozen in this precontact state. It will be up to conse rva

tionists to design a new system that will limit hum an disturban ce

with out 'denying the Hewa some of the ben efits of modem life. The

Hewa would like to see the govern ment es tab lish a school a~d

medi cal aid post in their territory. Th ey also want a source of

income, such as government-sponsored trail mainten ance.

Although the Conservation Needs Assessment has made

the conse rvation of thi s area a priority, I would recommend that

P NG emphasize the economic valu e of the watersh eds that orig

inate in the Central Ran ge, rather than appealing to its value as

a biodiversity reserve. Th ese mountains are the headwaters of

the Fly and Sepik rivers , the two largest waters heds in PNG, and

.the source of fresh water for many New Guineans. Th ese ,rivers

feed very producti ve coas tal fisheri es that are worth milli ons of

dollars to PNG. For a small investm ent in wages, sc hoolbooks,

medi cal supplies, and birth control, the govern me nt of PNG

could employ the Hewa as "guardians" of their territory. With

thi s national investm ent and a finan cial stake for the Hewa in

practicing conservation, there is a good possibility that the area

ca n be save d. However, any poli cy that rel ies on the ability of

the Hewa to balance thei r needs with biodiversi ty conse rvation,

while ignoring the potenti al for trad itional activities to simplify

the environ ment, will ulti mately dest roy both the Hewa cu lture

and the landscap e it was int ended to conserve. «

William H. Thomas (PNGexplore@aol.com) is an anthropolo

gist and independent researcher. Since 1988 he has been record-.

ing the traditional knowledge of the Heuia ofPapua New

Guinea, attempting to determine the compatibility ofmodem

conservation. with trad itional lifestyles.
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B laD I V E R"S I T Y

Threats to

the Yamal

Region's

Cultural and

Biological

Diversity

by Bruce Forbes

Northwest Siberia i~ u~dergoing " lar~e-scaleindustrial development at a rapid pace. The

" Yamal-Nenets Autonomous District, although home to one of the largest untapped

sources of natural gas in the world, has only recently been introduced to the outside

world via major coverage in the"popular and business/finance media (Specter 1994a , b, Fuhrman

1995, York 1997 , Deutsche Morgan Grenfell 1998, Montaigne 1998). Russia has been designat

ed a "Cooperation Partner" country within NATO, and Western oil companies and the World Bank
" .

have pledged billions of dollars to develop the resources of the Yamal Region (Greenhouse 1993,

Specter 1994b, Anonymous 1997). The Yamal gas development is easily as controversial (albeit

much less known) as its closest analog, thebattle over petroleum exploration in Alaska's Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge. A series of pipel ines are planned that would eventually dissect the east

central Yamal Peninsula (see map). An alternati ve plan is to ship the gas out by tanker/icebreak

er convoys via the Northern Sea Route (Golovnev et al. 1998). The regional state-contr~lled petro

leum company Nadym Gazprom has been actively pursu ing this $4O-billion project since the

1960s (Golovnev and Osherenko 1999)-the last of the Soviet-style mega-projects (Deutsche

Morgan Grenfell ·I998). Insummer 1996 Gazprom and its former American partner Amoco (since

merged with BP) called a 5-10+ year moratorium on further construction on the Yamal develop

ment, one of several major projects underway here and in the adjoinin g East European Arctic.

The regional scale of habitat destruc tion in northwest Siberia , includ ing the Yamal

Peninsula, was recently summarized by Vilchek and Bykova (1992, see also ViIchek 1997). They

observed that plant cover is already completely destroyed on over 450 km2 within gas and oil

fields and on 1800 km2 along the main pipelines. They estimate the total area of destroyed vege-
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tation to be about 2500 km2. If the overland pipeline is buil t:

ViIchek and Bykova (1992) asse rt that the area of,explored gas

and oil fields will increase to 16,200 km2 and the portion with

completely dest royed vegetation will increase to 5500 km2• (If

the gas is shipped out by tank er, only short pipelines will be built

to the coast near Bovanenkovo [see map]; however, this will still

require completion of the road/railway and the combin ed result

will be conside rable habitat destruction.) The aforementioned ,

figures are likely to be low estimates becau se they do not include

the further degradation that is expected to occur due to overgraz

ing by reind eer or cumulative impacts such as altered hydrology

and blowing samVdust from roads and quarries (e.g., Forbes

1995). The three most widespread types of disturbance are off

~'oad vehicl e traffic, exploratory drillin g, and sa nd excavation

(ViIchek 1997, Khitun 1997) . Assisted revegetation programs

designed to control erosion on affected areas h~ve met with lim- .

ited success due to their immense expanse and the prevalence of

nutrient poor, well-drained, and highly erodable sands, in con

junction with the cold, dry clima te (Forbes and Jefferies 1999).

This region is the homeland of the largest remaining

nomadic pastorali st group in the Arctic, the Yamal Nenets. The

basis for their indigenous economy is the seasonal exploitation

of extensive tund ra "pas tures" by their reind eer. However, nat

ural gas exploration has result ed in the direct withd rawal of.

large areas of tundra for infrastru cture development , and associ

ated disturbances have led to cumulative impacts on thousands_ ,

of additional hectares of land . The land withdrawals have

pushed an increasing number of reindee r onto progress ively

smaller parcels of pasture, causing excessive grazing and tram

pling ofl ichens, bryophytes, and shrubs and , in many areas, ero

sion of sandy soils via deflation (Khitun 1997, Vilchek 1997) .

Furth ermore, cumulative negative effects of an as-yet- unfin

ished year-round road/railway corridor to facilitate movement of

materials and people are already manifesting themselves in

southern Yamal (Forbes 1995, 1997, Forbes and Jefferies 1999).

The moratorium on further development, if it holds, may provide

opportunities for more detailed baseline scientific resea rch and

to marshal polit ical support for the Nenets should either the

pipelin e or sea route project proceed as plann ed. It cannot, how

ever, erase the damage of three decades of gas/oil exploration

with few attempts at mitigation of impacts.

Traditional Economy atui
- Ecology in a Modern Context

In the Nenets' own language, "Yamal" means roughly "the end

of the earth" or "land's end." The Nenets have survived for ce n

turies (Golovnev and Osherenko 1999) through perseveran ce

and prid e and. . durin g this ce ntury, in the face of demand s

imposed by the communist regime. Even while forced to attend

Russian schools, the Nenets have retained their langu age and

culture a~d have made consistent efforts to be good stewards of

the land and its wildlife despite decades of ac tive mismanage

men t und er the collec tive system.

The so-call ed brigade system is an artifa ct of the Stalin era, '

when everything was "co llectivized." The Soviets attempt ed to '

break the Nenets' system of reindeer management , with its c1an

based ownership, by enforcing the collec tive ethic and state

ownership. The Nenets were expecte d to provide reinde'er meat

. to the Russian "market." When the communist regime colla psed

ill 1991, the subs idies for meat distribution disappeared and the

artificia l market was exposed. About half the animals have since

returned to private ownership, but many herds are still operated

as collec tives with Russian (nonnative) managers. Nenets must

now barter directly, with either fish or "ponti"- the v./elvet cov

ering the reind eers ' antl ers that is coveted as an aphrodisiac in

Southeast Asia---;-for goods like tea, bread , sugar, jam, and other

items available at the few regional trading posts. An export mar

ket has quickly developed and can be highly lucrative for greedy

Soviet-era regional managers who maintain'control over the col- .

lection (by heli copter) and distribution of the "ponts."

From an ecosystem persp~ctive, the most damaging aspect

of the enforced collec tivization has been the establishment of

ri gidly bounded (but not fenced) brigade routes and the utili za

tion of virtually every square kilometer of available tundra for

reind eer grazing. There are no rese rve or "fallow" pastures. For

many decades, each brigade's annual migration of several hun 

dred kilometers has taken place along the same path . This has

robbed the Nenets of their traditional abili ty to alter the routes
, "

accounting for changes in pasture conditions and climate, thus

exacerbating the grazing impacts. Unfortunately, the regional

authorities are res istant to dismantling the ecologically and cul

turally destru ctive brigade system.

At present , the total numb er of semi-domestic reind eer in

publi c (collectiv e) and private ownership in the entire terri tori

al division or okrug is about 460,000, including 180,000 on the

Yamal Peninsul a. Massi ve outright land withd rawals by

Gazprom and exploration and development act ivities-particu

larly at the Bovanenkovo Gas Field where 127,000 hectares

(1270 km2) of tundra comprising reind eer pasture land had been

lost by 1990 (Martens et at 1996)--hav~ pushed -a relaiively

consistent numb er of animals onto increasin gly smaller areas of

tund ra. It 'is now estimated that the number of semi-domestic

reind eer on Yamal is already 1.5 to 2 times grea ter than the opti

mum for the region (Vilchek and Bykova 1992 , Martens et al.
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1996). Overgrazing and industrial developmentcombine to cre

ate a scale of actual and potential surface disturbance not found

anywhere else in the tundra biorne.

R eindeer B iology
As a species, Rangifer tarandus has a circumpolar distribution.

North American caribou are mostly wild, whereas the Eurasian

reindeer comprise an abundance of both semi-domestic and

wild types. Various subspecies occur in the eastern and western

hemispheres (Syroechkovskii 1995, Pruitt 1996). Reindeer have

been introduced in many places around the globe; occasionally

on islands, but nearly always.with disastrous consequences for

the target ecosystems that either 'evolved without them (see

Leader-Williams 1988 for a fine review) or have not been

exposed to any grazing for several generations (e.g., Nishi 1993).

According to Podkoritov (1995) and Haakanson (1996,

pers. comm.), supplemental winter feeding does not occur on

Yamal as' it does in Finland, where it helps to maintain herds at

artificially high (and damaging) levels. However, this may not

prevent ecosystem dysfunction. As Manseau et al. (1996) have

discovered in northern Quebec, Rangif er spp. can depress the

'plant productivity of their summer range even in the presence

of wolf populations not subjec t to human control. Caribou and

reindeer can have a significant effect directly on plant biomass

and indirectly on the distributi on'of the food source at the land 

scape level. In winter they feed mostly on carbohydrate-rich

lichens, as well as senescent leaves, shoots, and twigs of,vas

cular plants, but switch to protein-ri ch grasses, shrubs (dwarf

willow and birch), leguminous herbs, and sedges in late spring

and summer. They are also extremely fond of mushrooms.

Excessive grazing over many years tends to favor graminoids

and ruderal (weedy) mosses at the expense of lichens and cer

tain preferred dwarf shrubs and is an ecologically important

limiting factor in the regenerat ion of many vascular plant

spec ies, thus alterin g the course of vegetation change on areas

recovering from disturbance.

Via ble Wild life Populations -
Substantial populations of terrestrial wildlife inhabit this region,

but some fur-~earing species 'are subjec t to hunting .and trap

ping. Pelt output-a very rough measure of population dynam

ics-is available (rom 1962 to 1988 (Vilchek 1992) for wild (not

farmed) arctic fox, fox, ermine, wolf, squirrel, otter, wolverine,

sable, muskrat, and hare. Although the dangers of using such

data to estimate actual populations are well-known; the pelt out

put trends for some mammals reveal steep declines. Brownbear

and moose are both very rare on the tundra. Polar bear and wal-
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j~, $~~~'~~u nd;ng ·up the reindeer at a Nenet.carnp.ln winter. Note
coats, boots, rope, and "c hum" (tent) coverings-all from reindeer skin.

rus, both protected, may come ashore in places in late summer

(Chernov 1997). Three types of ptarmigan or grouse (Lagopus

spp.) occur, along with wild" ducks and geese, and these are

, hunted for sport and game by nonnative and native populations,

respectively. Raptors include a variety of owls, eagles, and

hawks, all of which are common in the tundra zone except the

peregrine falcon (Chernov 1997).

Wolves (Canis lupus albus) are distributed everywhere, but

population densities are somewhat higher on the so-called south

ern tundra (central Yamal) compared to the northern tundra

(northernmost Yamal) and the forest-tundra. Hunting from heli

copters peaked after World War II (413 animals taken 1948- 58),

but then eased up and populations had recovered by the 1970s.

The total population for the Yamal-Nenets Region was recently

estimated to be about 500 wolves, with densities ranging from

about 0.7 individuals per 1000 km2 in the forest-tundra to

1.5/1000 km2 in the tundra (Korytin et al. 1995). Most wolves

depend on reindeer for their sustenance and therefore follow their

annual migration to a great extent. But for wolves in the far north

and along the coast, ptarmigan are also important in their diet.

Although wolverin es also range throughout Yamal

Peninsula, population densities are much lower than wolves, as

is the case elsewhere in the circumpolar North. They are slight

ly more numerous in the southern tundra and forest-tundra. The

density for the region is estimated to be 0.05 individuals per

1000 km2. (Korytin et al. 1995). They sometimes prey on rein

deer, taking only weakened or sick adults and calves, but Nenets

do not consider them a threat to the herds. It is more common for

them to feed on carcasses left by wolves, though they also prey

on smaller mammals and birds and ,consume hoards of berries in

season. When they are hunted, it is usually by non-Nenets seek

ing their extremely valuable pelts. Wolverine pelt outputs vary

greatly-from a high of 148 in 1969 to ,a low of seven as recent

ly as 1983-with no clear pattern (Vilchek 1992). '

The arctic fox is considered to be particularly at risk. The

number ofarctic.fox pelts produced between 1962--64ranged from
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Th e Future of Yamal~ Nature and Culture
Although this ecosystem is extensively manipulated by humans

and see mingly overrun by semi-domesticated animals, the

23,324 to 32,406; in 1988, the number was 4334 (Vilchek 1992).

In the early phases of intensive gas field development, 13% of fox 

dens were substantially or totally destroyed during the construction

of roads, facilities, and quarries, in addition to uncontrolled off

road traffic by tracked vehicles. Since then the pace of develop

ment has increased substantially, as has poaching by crew work

ers; and there is concem for the long-term viability of the central

Yamal arctic fox population{Dobrinskii and Sosin 1995).

TIle full suite of this region's indigenous wild animals has

survived in the context of reindeer herding for several centuries

despite increasingly intense hunting, trapping~ fishing, and indus

trial pressures from non-Nenets in the last several decades. Still,

it is likely that most mammal populations are less robust as a

result of habitat loss and reindeer grazing. Industrial development

threatens to degrade more habitat and negatively affect wildlife.

2'

Vamal Peninsula
• Populated place ,

~lIl'-l Gas/oil field
- Proposed pipeline
.. ... . Proposed railroad

- Completed rail road
- W inter road
- Sovkhoz boundary

1

-.

Map of the Vama l Pen i ns u la in Northwest

Siberia, showin g the locatio ns of the rai lway/road corridor,

known gas deposits, and propo sed pipel ine routes. A lso indi 

cated are the "sovkhozy," lands mana~ed by the combi ned

collec tive/private reindeer breeding units. The annual rein

deer migration begins at treeline, along the Ob River delta,

and moves north onto the tundra in the spring. After util iz ing

the tund ra as summer pasture, the Nenets and the reindeer

return to the south in the fall , except for in the Yamalskii

sovkhoz, w hich exists entirely w ithin the tundra region.

region retains viable populations of wolves, wolverines, eagles

and other wildlife indicat ive of wildland s (many of which survive

on the ampl e semi-domestic fodder). Wildemess devoid of

humans is largely nonexistent outside of Antarctica, and the

concept is alien to indigenous northern cultures (Klein 1994).

Humans have long been- and temain- a major part of the most

produ ctive arctic land scapes , and are thus integral components

affecting ecosys tem stru cture and function. Conservationists can

benefit from acquainting themselves with those places where

humans live in .relat ive harmonywith the natu ral world. The

Yamal Nenets certainly qualify on this score, and , as good stew

ard s of-their lands, they deserve whatever support the outside

world can muster in the face of massive ind ustrial developmen t.

Accordi ng to Cazpro m's plans, the Yamal gas development

.project is to be construc ted in stages . The "las t and most expen

sive" (i.e., damaging) stage, which they estimate at $18 billion,

is not scheduled to begin unti l around 2005, and the actual

petroleum reserv es are not " needed" unt il beyond 2010, possi

bly later (Deutsche Morgan Grenfell 1998) . This potentially

buys some time, but not much. If BP-Amoco or some othe r

Western company retums , pressure ca n be brought to bear

where it counts most, in the med ia and the marketplace--an

unfortuna te sce nario, but one that could bring' necessary atten 

tion to this often overlooked, but ecologically and culturally

rich , arc tic region. «:

Bruce Forbes is senior scientist in environmental science

and policy at the Arctic Centre, University of Lapland

(bfo rbes@levi.urova.fi) . In addition to ongoing work on the

Yamal, he is currently leading investigations on recreation

impacts and restoration ecology in northernmost Fennoscandia,

and advising a project on bison reintroduction in northern

Sakha Republic (eastern Siberia). He wishes to thank Bill

Howland for fi rst introducing him to northern science.
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- M i r i a m D yak

there in the snow a pool of gold a chrysalis of spirit

out ofwhich nothing ever known will be born

when f ever streaks through camp like a f ox

and stored meat runs low

men of the tribe wake at the wrong hours

from dreams ofthe bear entering her

everything they have seems old and lost then

c > like dried nuts rattling in their shells

Woman
aBe a r

a ho u t the
Ma rried

T e ll
w ho

~ They

what they don't know is how she

entered him

how he opened to her like a blood drumming sky

how she could play his thunderfrom inside the heart

and then how she learned to roar

they don't see as the sun turns at the solstice

these two rise to fill the cave the mountain the entire night

woman moon bear moon

full to bursting vanishing into root substance

spilling into beads of light

that he came to her like a man

lef!. her to the best berry patches

helped fill up her basket and when

she had lost track oftime

he fired lip her dark with ~ heat too delicious (and too late)

to question

they pictur~ herfloating on the crest ofwinter

like a small ship saf e in the harbor ofhis cave

imagine how she learned 10 live on memory and sleep

the way bears do

howfurred children thickened inside her

how the gods of people and bears struck bargains fo r magic

and sealed their secrets away fo r good
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B el ow th e

Fall Li n e

LANDSCAPE STORIES

Longea .

TilE LANDSCAP E T IIAT I WASHOHN TO , T HAT OWNS MY BODY:

the upland s and lowlands of southern Georgia. The region l ies

below what's called the fall line, a half-im aginary demarcation

avouched by a slight dip in the land , above which the piedmont

cl imbs to the foothill s of the Blue Ridge, then up that mount ain chain to the eas tern continental

divide. The fall line separates the piedmont from the Atlantic coastal plain-a wide flat plateau

of pineywoods that sweeps to a marb le sea.

My homeland is about as ugly as a place gets. There's nothing in south Georgia, people will

tell you, except stra ight, lonely roads, one-horse towns, sprawli~g farms, and tract~ of planted

pines. It's flat, monotonous, used-up, holler than hell in summer and cold enough in winter that

orange trees won't grow. No mountains, no ca nyons, no rocky streams, no waterfalls. The liv ers

are mudd y, wide and flat, like somebody's feet. The coastal plai n lacks the stark grace of the

desert or the umber panache of the pampas. Unless you look close, there's lillie majesty.

It wasn' t always this way. Even now in places, in the Red Hills near Thomasville, for example,

and on Fort Stewart Military Reservation near Hinesville, you can see howsouth Georgia used to be,

~fore all the old longleaf pine forests that were our sublimity and our majesty were cut. Nothing is

more beautiful, nothing more mysterious, nothing more breatht aking, nothing more surreal.

Longleaf pine is the tree t l~t grows in the upland flatwoods of the coastal plains. Miles and

miles of longleaf and wiregrass, the ground cover that coevolved with the pine, once covered the

left hip of NOIt h America-from Virginia to the Florida penin sula , west past the Mississippi

River: longleaf as far in any direction as you could see. In a longleaf forest, miles of trees forev

er fade into a brilli ant salmon sunset and reappear the next dawn as a ballalion marchin g out of

fog. The tip of eac h needle carries a single drop of silver. The trees are so well spaced that their

limbs seldon~ touch and sunlight streams between and within them. Below their flattened

branches, grasses arch their tall, richly dun heads of seeds, and orchids and lilies paint the

ground orange and scarlet. Purpl e liatri s gestures across the landscape. Our eyes seek the flow

ers like they see k the flasl;es of birds and the ca reful crossings of forest animals.

You can still see this in places.

Forest historians estimate that longleaf cove~ed 85' of the 156 million acres in its south

eastern range. By 1930, virtually all of the virgin longleaf pine had been felled . Now, at the end

of the twentieth ce ntury, abou t two million acres of longleaf remain. Most is first- and second

growth, hard-hit by logging, turpentining, grazing, and the suppression of fire.

This em,y combines three cltapters jrom [anisse R" y s j urthcumillg book Ecology or a Cracker Child hood (.I1illm ·eed

Editions, ©/ 999 by [ anisse Ray} "",I is used with kind pe rmis sion uj .l1ilku·eed Editions [wuno.milkioeed.org],

longleaf pine and wiregrass (deta il) by David William s ~ F A L L 1 9 9 9 W I LD EART H 51



Forest

Beloved

Less than 10,000 acres are virgin-not even 0.001 percent

of what was. There's none known in Virginia, none in Louisiana,

none in Texas, none in South Carolina: About 200 old-growth

acres remain in Mississippi, about 300 in Alabama; and almost

500 in North Carolina, in four separate tracts. The rest survives

in Georgia and Florida. An estimated 3000 acres of old growth

in Georgia lie on private land , precariously, and the largest hold

ing of virgin longleaf, about 5000 acres, belongs to Eglin Air

Force Base in Florida.

In a 1995 National Biological Service assessment of biolog

ical loss, ecologist Reed Noss classified the longleaf/wiregrass

community as "critically endangered." Ninety-eight percent of

the presettlement longleaf pine barrens in the southeastem

coastal plains were lost by 1986, he said. Natural stands-mean

ing not planted-have been reduced by about 99 percent.

Apocalyptic.

This was not a loss I knew as a child. Longleafwas a word

I never heard . But it is a loss th~t as an adult shadows every step

I take. I am daily aghast at how much we have taken, since it

does not belong to us, ·and how much as a people we have suf

fered in consequence.

Not long ago I dreamed of actually cradling a place, as if

something so amorphous and vague as a region, existing mostly

in imaginati on and idea, suddenly took form. I held its shrunk

en relief in my arms, a baby smelted from a plastic topography

map, and when I gazed down into its face, as myfather had

gazed into mine, I saw the pine flatwoods of my homeland .

MAYBE A VISION OF THE ORIGINAL

longleaf pine flatwoods has been

endowed to me throu gh genes,

because I seem to remember their

endlessness. I seem to recollect when these coastal plains were

one big, brown-and-tan, daybreak-to-dark longleaf forest. It was

a monotony one learned to love, for this is a place that, like a

friend, offers multipli ed loyalty with the passing years. A forest

never tells its secrets but reveals the~ slowly over time, and a

longleaf forest is full of secrets.

I know a few of them.

Longleaf pines are long-lived, reaching ages over five hun

dred years. As trees mature, their heartwood becomes so heavy

and thick with resins that saw blades bounce away from it, and

if saw teeth manage to enter the grain, they quickly gum up and

dull. Heartwood mills a strong everlasting timber the color of
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ripe amber that eamed longleaf the name "heart pine." Parcels

of the tree, especially stumps arid the area of the heart , are more

heavily tamped with resin, and that wood is called "fat

lightered," though people use the two names interchangeably,

"heart pine" and "fat lightered,' and sometimes they say only

"fat," as in "Put another piece of that fat on the fire." It is so rich

with concentrated, cured sap that it bum s like a flare and has

long been used, in very small pieces, as kindling; the resinous

knots were early lantems.

In the heart rests both the tree's strength and its weakn ess.

After about ninety years, pines often are infected with red heart,

a nonmortal fungus that makes the heartwood softer, more

porous, and more flammable, and that often hollows out the pine

and makes of it a refuge.

You DON'T THINK An·OUT DIVERSITY WHEN ·YOU LOOK AT

longleaf. In a fully functioning longleaf woodland, tree diversity

is low. A single species of pine reigns in an open monologue of

tall timbers (except on sandhills where occurs all understory of

turkey, post, and bluejack oak). The trees grow spaced so far

apart in pine savannas, sunshine bathing the ground, that you

can see forever; they are as much grassland as forest. The limbs

of longleaf pine are gray and scaly and drape as the tree matures ,

and its needles are very long, up to seventeen inches, like a piano

player's fingers, and held upright at ends of the limbs, like a bride

holds her bouquet. In 1791, .naturalist and explorer William

Bartram, in his Travels, called the southem pineland s a "vast for

est of the most stately pine trees that can be imagined." _

The ground co~er, a comforter laid on the land, contains the .

diversity. Wlregrass dominates-j-it's a flammable, thin-leaved,

yellowish bunchgrass that grows calf-high and so thick it resem

bles a mop head. From this sinewy matrix of wiregrass all.manner

of forbs, gfasses, and low shrubs poke up. At every step, another

leaf shape or petal form begs examination and documentation.

Meadow beauty. Liatris. Greenq es. Summer farewell.

Bracken fern: Golden aster. Sandhill blazing star. Goats
rue. Yellow-eyed grass." Purple balduina. Beautiful pawpaw.

Pineland hoary pea. Wlreleaf dropseed. Hair grass. Little

bluestem. Lopside Indian grass. Toothache grass. Briuon s bear

grass. Gopher apple. Dwarf live oak. Low-bush· blueberry.

Blackberry. Runner oaks: Splitbeard bluestem. Honeycomb head.

Croton. Clamrney weed. Dog tongue. Raylessgoldenrod. Narrow

leafsunflower. Black-eyed Susan. Dwarfwax myrtle. New Jersey

tea. Inkberry. Dwarfchinquapin. Cooley's meadowrue. Chaffseed.

Sandhills milkvetch. Spurge ipecac. Wlreweed. Sanduion. Blue

lupine. Wlnter-jlowering pixie-moss. Clasping warea. Pigeon

wing. Toothedsavory. Hairy wild indigo-.



H allowed
G round

One hundred ninety-one species of rare vascular plants are

associated with longleaf/wiregrass, 122 of these Endangered or

Threatened.

When John Muir conducted what he termed his "floral pil

grimage" to the Gulf in 1867, somewhere on the fall line

between Thomson and Augusta, Georgia, he described "the

northern limit of the remarkabl e longleafed pine, a tree from

sixty to seventy feet in height, from twenty to thirty inches in

diameter, with leaves ten to fifteen inches long, in dense radiant

masses at the ends of the naked branches."

"The wood is strong, hard and very resinous," he wrote. "It

makes excellent ship spars, bridge timbers, and flooring." Later

he added, "I thank the Lord wiih all my heart for his goodness

in granting me admission to this magnificent realm."

What thrills me most about longleaf forests is how the pine

trees sing. The horizontal limbs of flattened crowns hold the

wind as if they are vessels, singing bowls, and airstirs in them ·

like a whistling kettle. I· lie in thick grasses covered with sun

and listen to the music made there. This music cannot be heard

anywhere else on the Earth.

Rustle, whisper, shiver, whinny. Aria, chorus, ballad, chant.

Lullaby. In the choirs of the original groves, the music must have

resounded for hundreds of miles in a single note of rise and fall,

lift and wane, and stirred the Red-cockaded Woodpeckers nest

ing in the hearts of these pines, where I also nest, child of soft

heart. Now we strain to hear the music; anachronous, it has an

edge. It falters, a great tongue chopped in pieces.

SOMETIII NG HAPPENS TO YOU IN AN OLD-GROWTH FORE ST.

At first you are curious to see the tremendous girth and height

of the trees, and you sally forth, eager. You start to saunter, then

amble, slower and slower, first like a fox and then an armadillo

and then a tortoise, until you are trudging at the pace of an earth

worm, and then even slower, the pace of a sassafras leafs turn-

longleaf pine and wiregrass (detail) by David Williams

ing. The blood begins to languish in your veins, until you think

it has turned to sap. You hanker to touch the trees and embrace

them and lean your face 'against their bark , and you do.' You

smell them. You look up at leaves so .high their shapes are

beyond focus, into far branches with circumferences as thick as

most trees.

Every limb of your body becomes weighted, and you have

to prop yourself up. There's this strange current of energy run

ning skywar?' like a thousand tiny bells tied to your capillaries,

ringing with your heartbeat. You sit and lean against one

trunk-it's like leanin g against a . house or a mountain . The

trunk is your spine, the nerve centers reaching into other worlds,

below ground and above. You stand and press your body into the

ancestral and "enduring, arms wide, and your fingers do not

touch. You wonder how big the unseen gap.

If you stay in one place too long, you know you'll root.

I drink old-growth forest in like water. This is the homeland

that built us. Here I walk shoulder to shoulder with history-my

history. I am in the presence of something ancient and venera

ble, perhaps of time itself, its unhurri ed passing marked by

immensity and stolidity, each year purged by fire, cinched by a

ring. Here mortality's roving hands grapple with air. I can see my

place as human in a natural order more grand, whole, and func

tional than I've ever witnessed, and I am humbled, not fright

ened, by it. Comforted. It is as if a round table springs up in the

"cathedral of pines and God graciously pulls out a chair for m: ,

and I no longer have to worry about what happens to souls.

T HE F IRST T IME I SAW A RED

cockaded woodpecker was the first

time 1 saw a real longleaf forest. I

was grown. It was an April dawn in

the biggest tract of virgin longleaf left anywhere, a private quail

hunting plantation embedded in the Red Hills of southwest

Georgia. The light was dim beneath the pines, the wiregrass

rinsed in spring dew.There were no mid-story shrubs, just acres

of widely spaced pines of all sizes scattered across the land

scape like children on a soccer field. Most of the trees wer:e of

a diameter of a size twenty dress, ci-rcum~cribed by a rug of wire

grass, on and on.

Birds sang: Bachman's Sparrow, Pine Warbler, Carolina

.Wren. As I walked I came to openings in the forest where a tree

had fallen after being struck by lightning, and in those patches,

new pines regenerated.
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I was looking for the creature most connec ted with this for

es t, the Hed -cockaded Woodpecker, which survives best in old

growth longleaf pines. As mature pines and extensive pine bar-. .
rens have become fragmented and ra re, so have colonies of the

once-common bird , plummetin g from perhaps 500,000 in a his

toric range that spanned from eas t Texas to Florida and as far

nort h as Missouri , Kentucky, and Maryl and, to some 4500,

mostly in Florida.

Largely eliminated on private land , it remains on a few

National Forests and military bases in the Southeast. Althou gh

federall y listed as Endan gered in 1970, in the 1980s the bird

decl ined by 20% and it continues to decli ne, despite the efforts .'

of dozens of researchers working to save it. If forest fragmentation

and convers ion of natu ral forests to pine plantations persist , sci

entists warn, recovel)' will not happ en . Th is, as ecologist Bruce

Mean s passionately writes, "is ano ther chapter in the son)' tale

of the unbridled exploitation of our nation 's natural resourc es."

Where the light was blighter, I stopped and looked up at a

pine with a hole thirty feet up. 1 knew it immedia tely to be a

• Red-cockaded Woodpecker ca vity. I could tell by the swath of

white resin ' that had dried like a dripping candle beneath the

hole. Cavity trees, in fact, are referred to as ca ndle trees. After

excavating a cav ity, the woodpec ker worries the reddi sh sa p

wells around the opening until they ooze fresh resin that dries

opalescent , fonn ing a scabby quagmire that help s protec t the

woodpecker nest from rat snakes and othe r predators. If a cavi

ty tree is inactive. ithe sap dries, turns yellow or gray; it can be

· reactivat ed by the bird's peck ing at resin wells.

Unlike most woodpeckers, which nest in dead trees, called

· snugs, Red-cockadeds excavate nesting holes twenty to fifty feet

above ground in live Southern pines. They will use severa l

spec ies of pine--Ioblolly, shortleaf, and slash at least seventy

years old and longleaf over ninety. Cavity bui lding is slow, hard

work; whittling chip by chip, this woodpecker may spend over a

year and sometimes se veral years on its ca vity. For this reason,

Red-cockaded Woodpeckers prefer to nest in old-growth longleaf

infected with red-heart, which does not kill the tree but does

· make the heartwood softer. Once complete, the cavity is not read

ily surrendered or abandoned. Woodpeckers may occupy a cavi

ty for decades if they can successfully deter the Pileated

Woodpeckers, fox squirrels, and Wood Ducks; who would enlarge

the hollow and move in. Once enlarged, cavities are rarely used

by Red-cockadeds, In a typical colony, some cavities are under

construc tion, some are active, and some are abandoned.

A family group, or clan, cons'ists of a breeding pair and

sometimes one or more helpers, typically young males that don't

leave home. In this social system, two to se ven of the birds live- ·
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, "

together in clu sters of cavity trees---:-C0lonies- within an' area of

ten to twenty acres in the forest, where they defend territory and

communally raise young. When young females (and some of the

males) go forth to see k unmated bird s, they prefer not to travel

far, usually only a couple of miles. Red -cockad ed Woodp eckers

are tenitorial, highly allegiant to place: They do not migrate.

Mating bird s bond for life, until one of the pair dies. And for

such peti te birds they're long-lived, often surviving for eight

years or more.

The birds roost one to a cavity at night. If holes are in short

supply, they will roost in sca rs in pine trees, cavities between

limbs, or in holes in dead trees.

Red- cockaded Woodpeckers are sociable and gossip with

clan members a spell before beginning the day's harvest of roach

es, ants, butterfly larvae, and spiders, found by scaling bark and

digging into limbs., Food supply 011 pines is limited , so a clan

requires a foraging territory of 100-1000 acres, dependin g on the ,

quality of habit at. On occas ion they eat blackgum or wild chen)'
, .

fruit or even enter fields to devour COlll ea rworm s. Clans forced

into smaller foraging areas have difficult y raising young.

,As ornithologist Todd Engstrom put s it, Red- cockad ed

Woodpeck ers have three levels of need : tree, for roosting and

nestin g; forest, for foraging; and landscape, for exchange of clan

members. Smaller cla ns farther apart make it d ifficult for sin

gle woodpeckers to find mates. When one member of a group

dies, an indi vidual from a nearby group ca n fill the gap, main

ta ining socia l struc tures . For thi s rea son Red -cock ad ed

Woodp ecker researchers recommend protecting longleaf on the

level of land scape.

Tall Timbers Rese'Urch Station near Tallah assee, Florida,

where l bdd works, manages this old-growth forest I am in.

End~wed by a northern industrialist and excelle nt natural ist.

Hen ry Beadel, Tall Timbers is most famous for its resea rch in

fire ecology, espec ially in the longleaf pine ecosystem. Much of

the Red Hills surrounding the station is in vas t plantat ions kept

by wea lthy northerners as hunting preserves, and the intactn ess

of the longleaf ecosystem there can be attri bu ted to that se lf

serving but tremend ously effective method of preservation, sport

hunting by the well- off.

Scientists gloat about the ecological community surround

ing Tall Timbers and conside r 'this particul ar old-growth forest a

blessing. A miracl e. It is burn ed on a regu lar rotation, obvious

from the blackened boles of trees, and here researchers study

forest regenera tion, fire regime, wildlife and plant diversity,

meth ods of restoration, and so forth in longleaf pine. The

research station continues to mak e strides in ecological

research. ot long ago folks there discovered that wiregrass c~n

be regenera ted from seed, an insight that solves what was once

a big problem for restorers of the pine system;

" You have to spend a lot of time in longleaf to appreciate

it,",Todd had sa id to me, his ce rulean eyes gone dark . "This is

my twelfth year studying it. You have to see it at different times

of the day and of the year, different seasons, differen t wea ther.

Then you understand wha t a truly extraordinary forest it is."

A VELVET HEAD PAUSED AT T IlE CAVIT Y HOLE MOilIE NTA

rily, then dashed out into the moming. Because I was below, the

bird moved away posthas te, but Red-cockadeds chattered nearby.

In that short glimpse, I'd seen it was just a bird , zebra

backed, as Peterson's field guide had promi sed, about seven

inches long with a black cap and wl;i te chee k. 711e tiny red cock

ade of the male is hard to see. No flashiness. Nothing about it

could be sa id to l;e high-profile or chari smatic. Not spectacular.

It was a working-class sort of bird , trying to make,ends meet in

a failin g avian economy, depend ing on its cla n, and in these

ways and also in the way history bind s it to place, it reminded

me of my Cracker kin. The bird was spec ial in the man ner a

molecul e of oxygen is spec ial to air.

I leaned against the stout trunk of a longleaf, its bark flak

ing nibsinto my hair, wondering at the tree's age. It had to be a

few hundred years , Co!'e samples had been taken from the trees,

and some were more than four hun dred . Four hundred years :

these trees had beel; alive in' a .d. 1593. In evel)' d irecti~n I

looked I could see nothin g but virgin grove.

Here was tree. Here was forest. Here was landscape. If left

alone. it would function like the children on the soccer field ,

spaces closing and opening on a slow-ticking biological clock

a centuries-long game. A tree would fall and in its vaca ncy in

the puzzle of sky, a sapling wolJld sprout.

The sun was risin g on another dar Bachm an's Spa rrow,

Eastern Blueb ird, Pine Warbler, Brown-h eaded Nuthatch,

Yellow-brea sted Cha t, Red -h eaded Woodpecker, Eas te rn

Kingbi rd, Common Ground Dove, qu ail. Th ere was work to do,

back in town. Walk ing out of theforest, I stopped at ~ downed

tree to rest, startling a coyote that went bounding away into what

see med like eternity, «

Naturalist, writer, and environmental activist [anisse Ray grew up

ill a junkyard ill rural Georgia. She is a cofo under ofthe regional

consertatlon group Altamaha Ritcrkceper (PO Box 2642, Darien,

Gil 31305; 912-437-8164; stewart!s@altamahariverA·eeper.org),

which is working to restore the Altamaha River watershed. Her

Ilew book, Ecology of a Cracker Childhoo<L jrom which this

essay is excerpted; will bepublished ill November. .
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CONSERVATION STRATEG Y-

WHY IS CRATER LAI( E
National Park Service Fire Policy in the Post-Yellowstone Era: Part Three of Three

INTRODUCTION

"The stirring up of conflict

is a Luciferian virtue in

the true sense of the word.

Conflict engendersf ire,

and like every otherfire

it has two aspects-that

of combustion and th~t

of creating ligh t."

- C.G . J UNG,

FOUR ARC HE TYPES
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The first two parts of this essay asserted that the National Park Service (NPS) is making

. good progress in restoring fire as an ecosystem process in many of its parks. I looked at

SequoialKings Canyon (WE fall '96) and Grand Canyon (WE summer '97) National

Parks, where innovative fire programs continue to undo the consequences of a failed federal fire

policy of full suppression. This final installment deals with a once-strong program that has suf

fered a reversal.

This essay is critical of some aspects of NPS management. Since it concerns a program I

know well and a landscape that I love above all others, composing it has been painful. I have

been accused by s~me of personalizing the issues. I plead guilty to taking Crater Lake's man

agement personally. I waited 13 years for the Park Service to take action on behalf of Crater

Lake, then spent three more years gathering the depressing details of the story sketched here.

What follows is my opinion butiressed by a wide variety of perspectives and experiences of oth

ers intimately involved in these events. I interviewed all the key players who would consent to

speak with me, with one exception. I did not try to contact-Bob Benton, Crater Lake's superin

tendent from 1983-1992, whose role I consider a matter of historical record. Those who feel my

assess ment of his administration is inaccurate are free to offer counter arguments.

I've been asked why it is necessary to discuss actual managers. My answer is simple: We

are bearing witness. The first installments ~f this essay celebrated NPS success stories. This one

aims to critique a failed program in order to call attention to agency problems and suggest reme

dies. Without specifics to.illustrate 'alleged weaknesses there can be no sound basis from which

to advocate change. Accountability is a major problem across all federal agencies. It is the

responsibility of citizens to create it where it doesn't exist.

Finally, I would not like to leave the impression -that Crater Lake is, or has been, entirely

bereft of quality management over the past 15 years. During my tenure at the park I worked with

many outstanding stewards of the public trust who Iought-s-often risking their careers-to blunt

the effects of a sometimes stifling and mean-spirited management structure. For this group espe

cially I attempt to answer the question posed in this essay's title. When we cease to be passion

ate about those places we love, then we deserve the world our polite silence creates.

illustration by Evan Cantor





DRIVE-BY MANAGEMENT
MEETS THE PETER PIUNCIPLE
Every National Park has its list of cliched questions that inter

preters are repeatedly aske d. At Oregon's Crater Lake National

Park, site of Americas deep est lake, one suc h ques tion is: Why

is Crater Lake so blue? I pose that ques tion here in an entirely

new context. This is not a' s tory about water quality, lake depth ,

and absorbed light, but about a languishing fire,program and the

reasons for it.

In his book World Fire, historian Stephen Pyne says of the

Yellowstone fires of 1988: "Th: real ecological tragedy [of the

fires] was the loss of marginal programs and the damage to pre

scribed burn ing that was experienced outside the Greater

Yellowstone Area." Pyne maint ains that the infamy generated

by the Yellowstone fires hampered the efforts of well-m eaning

managers elsewhere in the country. Real ity, I would suggest, is .

more nuanced.

Many fire programs have been strengthened by needed

"institutional reforms und ert ak en because of the Yellowstone

fires. In some cases, though, the events of '88 'have provided

convenient political cover fOl: managers who do not support fire

as an ecosys tem process or who lack the expertise to confident

ly integrate fire into their programs . If Yellowstone taught these

timid public employees anything, it is that fire is ri sky and may

damage career ambitions. In parks with once-viable fire pro

grams where such "managers" have been larded into the system

in significant numbers , real se tbacks have occurre d, Crater

Lake Nationa l Park, I believe, is one suc h example.

While interviewing Interi or Secretary Bruce Babb itt in

1996 , I used the term "chive -by management" to describe prob

leins caused by the preferred method of climbing the career lad

der in the Park Service. Oversimplified, the system works like

this: In order to move up within the NPS, you have to move

around. Many view positions at mid-sized parks like Crater Lake

as stepping-stones on the journey to a,"destination" park. There

is little incentive in the present system for a manager to remain

long term at a mid-sized park, learn the resource needs of the

landscape, and thus have a real basis for management de~isions .

Even excellent manag~rs need time to establish themselves, and

their management priori ties often do not accord with those of

their predecessors, nor are their priorities always picked up by

those who come later. The resul~ is what one of my sources

called "management by personality," a disoriented approach

that produces a variety of reinvented wheels, often at great envi

ronmental and fiscal expense .

Babbitt was not keen to take up this issue. " I think you've

framed this one right," he sa id. " I'm just choosing to disassoci -
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ate myself from it." He commented vaguely that the NPS system

was "derived from the military model" and that it had advan 

tages and disadvantages, which is certainly true. When it works

. well it infuses a park's management with fresh ideas, blunting

the group-think typical of bureaucracies dominated by head-
. .

down, long-term plodders. Crater Lake benefited from fonva!'d-

thinkin g managers prior to the onset of its present malaise.

But this coin has another side. You may recall the book The

Peter Principle, which argued that managers rise to the level of .

their own incompetence, then stall there or go into lateral drift.

Over iime, parks with a run of bad hiring decisions can be domi-.

nated by those who lack the abilities to move on. Absent an eval

uative process to move them out, they lodge there like obstructions

in the arteries of a once healthy organism. If there are administra

tive remedies, ihey.require implementation by the very people who

would be threatened by them. You begin to get the picture.

This is Crater Lake's recent history, but it hasn't always

been this way.

illustration byEvan Cantor



PAST PERFECT
I first encount~red fire in the Crater Lake backcountry while

running an 18-mile loop aro und Timber Crater in the park's

northeast come r in August of 1980, the firs t of 11 summe r sea

sons I'd spend in the park. The Timber Crater Trail was one of a

se ries of fire roads gouged into the backcount ry du ring the

1930s and 4Os. These trail s weren't originally for hiking access,

but to allow motorized attack on tha t putative ban e -of mitural

systems: wildfire.

By 1980 Park Service managemen t at Crater Lake had

begun using these trail s as preex isting fuel breaks to contain

management ignited presc ribed fires (MIPFs) or prescribed nat

ural fires (P~Fs), including the western flank of the fire I'd ju st

stumbled upon. Call ed the Sharp Peak Fire, this large pre-

. sc ribed bum had been ignited two month s ea rlier along a stretch

of the park 's eas tern bound ary and would eve ntua lly under burn

1500 ac res of ponderosa and lodgepole pine. It was the second

major fire aimed at restoring Crater Lake's largest stand of old-

growth pond erosa pine. The North east Comer Burn , the park 's

first large-scale prescribed fire, had been ignit ed in JUlie of

1978 and se nt low-in ten sity fire beneath 2000 ac-res of the pin e

sta nd just north of the Sharp Peak un it.

Dr. J im Agee, a promine nt fire eco logist from University-of

Washington , had been colla borating with Crater Lake's manage

ment team since 1975 und er the auspices of an arra ngement

ca lled The Cooperative Park s Studies Unit, a kind of sc ientific

joint venture between the Park Serv ice and academia. Agee's

199 4 book, Fire Ecology of Pacific Northwest Forests, draws

extensively from his 15 years of research at Crater Lake, and the

fire management program he helped develop at the park became

the model for other Northwest National Parks. .

The prescribed fire program at Crat er Lak e focu sed on

three part icul ar landscap e goa ls: to resto~ the pond erosa/white

fir forests of the pa rk's so-called Panhandle/Sun Creek zone; to

rei ntroduce fire to the ponderosa fores ts of the park's northeast

comer; and, most controve rs ial, to. allow natu rall y ignited fire

its role in maint aining forest ecosystems in more remote sec

tion s of the park .

Prescribed fire was used prim aril y near pa rk boundaries.

Besides its immediate benefit s? this program aimed to provide

a buffer of redu ced fuels for future free- ranging nat ural fires to

bump into, grea tly redu cin g the cha nces of landscape-scale

fires in forests regularly visit ed by lightning. Park managers

understood that a mosai c of bums in the park 's interior would

provide furth er chec ks aga inst potenti al future' wide-ranging

ca tastrophic fires. In the summer of 1978 park managers inst i

tuted the th ird part of their s trategy, de claring a lightn ing fire

on the flank of Crater Peak a prescribed natural fire-the first

in the Pacific Northwest.

Named the Goodb ye Fire, the blaze was ce lebrated by park

managers as the return of a critica l natural process. Cra ter

Lake's fire program, while facin g conside rab le disdain from

some of its Forest Service neighbors, was' touted by the park's

interpretation team as an example of visionary wildlands man

age ment: interpretive disp lays .told of the consequences of fire

exclusion and the prom ise of its reintroduction; regular eve ning

interpretive programs discussed this theme; and the park eve n

stationed an interpreter at a roadsi de overlook with a view of the

Coodbye Fire to exp lain park policy to the public.

These were heady times at Crater Lake, and they would

continue unabated for another five .years. The cooperation

between Dr. Agee and the NPS team at Crater Lake stands in

stark contras t to the history of obs truc tion, bull ying, and deceit

that has typified Crater Lake's management struct ure since the

arriva l of Bob Benton as superintendent in 1983.
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THE UNCOOPERATIVE
PARK STUDIES UNIT
Legend has it that senior members of Crater Lake's staff

rece ived a sympathy card from Benton's previous post. True or

not, the reasons for the story soon manifested themselves.

During his nine-year tenure at Crater Lake, Benton se t about

dismantling a successful management struc ture, Whether this

was by design or simply a by-product of hispersonal ity is diffi

cult to say. We are l~ft to poke through the wreckage for clues.

. For several years the fire program carried on more or less

, unchanged, a testament to a management team committed to its

implementation, but new Bento~ appointees meant incremental

losses, The arrival of Kent Taylor as Chief of Interpretation

meant the end of fire-related interpretive displays and of the

evening program focused on the role of fire in park ecosystems,

but for awhile the prescribed burns in the Panh andie continued.

In 1986 that too began to change. ' .

On August 4th of that year a typical summer lightning

storm passed over the park and ignited a series of fires along the

west side. Four fires burn ing in remote locations were managed

as prescribed natural fires u'nder the park's ' fire management

plan (FMP). By any measure, the 1986 season was a major fire

management success at Crater Lake. Using the old system of fire

roads looping through the backcountry as preexisting fire

breaks, a relative handful of fire personnel held 2500 acres of

fire within preordain ed perimeters with little need of interven

tion. Nonethel ess, a policy shift blew across the park like a wet

winter wind. In a recent interview Dr. Agee recalled Benton's

role in dismantl ing Crater Lake's fire program. "After the '86

season," Agee said, "I think [Ben'ton] felt that he had done

en~ugh [with fire] on his watch, and he made sure that [nothing

more] happ ened ."

In Jun e of 1987 Benton tried to cancel a burn in the

Panh andl e on which a key part of Agee's research depended.

After regional intervention , a ten-acre remnant was carved from

the 50-acre unit to allow Agee's research to go forward, but this

was the last prescribed fire allowed in the Panhandle. In a 1988

publ ished research report co-authored by Agee and research

assistant Michael Swezy, they sounded an unambiguous warning

on the consequences of Benton's actions :

The mixed conifer f orests of the Panhandle and the

nearby Sun Creek area stand as important relatively

undisturbed remnants ofaforest ecosystem whose range

was once extensive. Fire suppression policies in this cen

tury have seriously alt~,:edforest structure and composi

tion sucli that some management action is required to
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perpetuate the presence ofponderosa pine. The use of

prescribedfire to achieve these aims is not only the most

viable option, it is an important ecosystem process, crit

ical to the ma intenance of a 'natural' f orest.. . .

Suspension of the fire management program would

mean continued development of a ' highly flammable

white fir-dominat ed f orest, and the end of open pon-

, derosa pine-dominated forests in Crater Lake National

Park.

Pressure was applied at the regional 'level to force Benton

to abide by Crater Lake's fire management plan; which meant

allowing fires that met certain criteria to be managed accord

ingly. In 1988, a yearin which most of the west was pound ed by

lightnin g, Crater Lake had just one natural start. Called

Prophesy, the' fire was declared a PNF and allowed to burn ,

though it was only a mile from the park's eas tern boundary.

Prophesy started with a strike to a small mountain hemlock on

a north-facing slope and took a week to creep through its first

shady acre. The fire eventually worked its way into heavier fuels

and after four weeks had grown to 350 acres.

On August 22nd, with events' in Yellowstone and dry east

winds at Crater Lake ratcheting up the political stakes daily, the,

park invited a team of fire behavior specialists from neighboring

National Forests to visit the Prophesy Fire. The team, headed by

Gene Rogers, a respected fire behavior specialist, subsequently

gave the Prophesy Fire a less than five percent chance of leav

ing the park, but a wind shift began pushing th e fire eas t toward

stands of beetle-kill ed lodgepole pine, which carried it beyond

the park 's boundaries: by noon of the next day, Prophesy pushed

, across the line along a quarter-mile front with flame heights in

excess of 150 feet. In the end Prophesy burned some 2000

~cres, roughly half of it on Forest Service land, becoming the

largest fire in Crater Lake history.

When Prophesy left park land on August 23rd , 1988, it

took Crater Lake's fire program with it. As with many of the fires

of that critical seaso n, Prophesy remind s us of the ambiguiti es

of fire reintrodu ction. Some argue that Prophesy illustrat es the

need for a full suppress ion program. To me it illustrates the dan

ger of fuels going unmitigated when science-bas ed management

is absent, and remind s us that natural forces do not respect

political boundaries.

Following the Yellowstone fires of. '88, all parks were

required to revise their fire m.anagement plans to integrate

lessons learned from that se~on . At Yellowstone, where a mil

lion acres burned (and where Prophesy would barely have qual

ified as a spot fire), the park was doing some limited burn ing by



1990 and its fire program was fully in place by 1992. The same

is true of Yosemite, Grand Canyon, and Sequoia/Kin gs Canyon,

among others. An astounding 11 years later, Crater Lake is only

now coming on line with it fire management plan. Here's why.

PRESENT TENSE
Superintendent Benton's administration did not so much end as go

to seed. When he retired in 1992, his progeny remained in a num

ber of key posts. Four positions are important to this discussion.

The Chief of Interpretation educa tes the publi c (or fails to)

about the need for fire use. Kent Taylor, a Benton appointee,

curtailed an excellent fire ecology interp retive program when he

arrived in the mid-1980s. There are signs that this may be

changing, so perhaps Taylor senses a shift in the political winds.

The Chief Ranger hires an? supervises the fire management

officer (FMO) and so is responsible for what happens (or fails to)

in the entire fire program. Following the Yellowstone fires of

1988, all parks were required to revise their fire management

plans, usually the FMO's responsibility. The absence of such a

plan at Crater Lake for 11 years is the heart of this discussion.

The Chiefof Resources Management must work with the

US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) under the Endan gered

Species Act-to provide documentation that the park's fire plan

won't adversely affect listed species. At Crater Lake these

species include the Northern Spotted Owl, bull trout, Peregrine

illustration by Evan Cantor

Falcon, Bald Eagle, and an assortment of rare plant spec ies.

Without such "compliance" documentation a fire management

-plan cannot be approved.

All of the above posrtions are supervised by the

Superintendent , who must sign off on the Fire Management Plan

before it is sent -t9 the regional office for final approval and

implementation.

GEORGE BUCKINGHAM BECAME CRAT ER LAKE ' S CIII EF

Ranger in 1989 and remains there today. Unlike his predeces

sors, he has not been an advocate of fire use in the park.

Buckin gham hired Al Augustine as his new Fire Management

Officer in ] 992, an inexperienced manager . from a nearby

National Forest. After working with Augustine in '94, my view is

that he landed a job beyond his capabilities, but one he might

have grown into under more.nurturing circumstances .

August ine's most positive ac t, tak en shortly afte r his own

appointment, was hiring Chri s Chiverton , an expe rience d

and out spok en fire man ager from the Southwest who would

act as Assistant Fire Man agement Officer and supe rvise the

day-to-day operations of the fire cre w. Chi verton soon

emerged as a critic of the management team he found him self

mired under. He has put his ca ree r at risk to ca ll Crat~r

Lak e's probl ems to the atte ntion of his superiors out sid e the

park. A fath er of four and someone low on the Park Service

food chain, how Chivert on emerges from thi s fiasco will for

me determine the int egrit y of a fed eral age ncy which so loves

to wear the white hat.

I met both -Augustine and Chiverton in 1992 and made

plans to return to the fire crew for the '94 season . Benton's retire

ment rais ed hop es, but his replacement, incoming

Superint endent Morris, proved at best neutral regarding fire. In

the absence of leadership the status quo won out and-the-pro-.

gram remained stagnant.

Crater Lake's revolving door kept spinning. In Jun e of

] 99 4, Mac Brock becam e the new Chief of Resources

Management. Shortly after the '94 season, the revolving door

spun again-Superintendent Morris was gone, Superint endent

Al Hendricks tumbled in to replace him, and the latest cas t of

Crater Lake's dysfunctional soap opera was in place .

WHEN I INTER VIEWED I\L\C BROCK IN THE SUMMER OF 1996,

he made it sound as though no one was more eage r than he was

to revitalize Crater Lake's fire plan. He said the right .things

about returning fire to the park and spoke of the dangers to

which suppressio n act ivities exposed wilderness ecosystems.

He then admitted to me that he had only ~'dabbled in fire" at his
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previous posts and laughed nervously when .I suggested that he

could gain some good fire experience at Crater Lake. As was

soon evident, he had other plans.

. " I'll be quit e frank with you," Brock sa id, "as I have been

with everyone else who lias asked abou t it. We still have to con

vince the US Fish and Wildlife Service that there will not be sig

nificant adverse effects to listed spec ies because of the [fire]

- plan ." His tone sounded ominous, as though USFWS was intent

on foiling the park 's fire plan. Several sources have suggested to

me that Brock used the consultation process with USFWS to .

hold up fire plan approval.

Once Al Hendricks arrived as superintendent, the power

struc ture within the park changed. Brock and Hendri cks had

worked together at another park and may have decided between

them to delay approval and implementation of the fire manage

ment plan for as long as possible. With a compliant chief ranger

and a fire management officer in over his head, the stage was se t

for epic foot-dragging. I began interviewing outside experts to

test the validity of this thesis.

Linda Kerr works for Tom Nichols at Pacific Great Basin

Support Office in San Fran cisco. Nicholscoordinates National

Park Service fire management Issues for the Pacific West
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Region. I interviewed Ken' after speaking with Nichols, but

chronologically her part of the story precedes his. When

Chiverton pushed Crater Lake's fire management issues onto the

regional radar screen in early 1996, Nichols sent Linda Kerr

north to visit the park and instructed her to offer fiscal incen

tives to get the program moving forward. At a meeting attended

?y Brock, Augustine, and Buckingham, Kerr "flipped open the

checkbook, figuratively spea king, and asked them what they

needed ." Most parks, being perpetually cas h-strapped, will

embrace such incenti ves to move their resource goals forward .

Kerr recalls Brock 's reply : "[Brock] basically sa id, 'No. This is

going to be done my way.'"

As part of a carrot and stick strategy, Nichols had authorized

Kerr to suggest .that the park could lose the funding for its fire

management officer (Augustine's position) if the program contin

ued to "lack complexity." That prospect apparently accorded

with Brock's plans. Kerr recalls, "Brock turned to Augustine and

said, ' I'm sorry, AI. I don't care ' if I lose the FMO position.?'

Brock's bluster didn 't stop there: "[Brock] told [Augustine and

Buckingham] right up front: 'Y?U know,.at my oId park the fire

management officer was friends with the superintendent, so he

got his way, but this is going to be different here.'"

ill ustration by Evan Cantor



,
And thin gs ha ve bccn di ffcrent ind ecd . DUling the Bent on

years the fire program ' was abl e to limp ah ead because the

ranger and resource di visions were unit ed in their desi re to

bring sc ience -based man agement to the par k. But with the chief

of reso urces apparen tly united in a belli gerent pact with the

supe rintende nt, the cost to Cra ter Lake of " management by per

sonality" became brut all y apparent. (Brock veh em ently deni es

any memory of the comments qu oted above and havin g a ny SOli

of " pact" with Hendricks. Lind a Ken', urider heavy pressurc

from Brock to revisi t her memory of these events, stands by her

comments.)

I asked Nichols how this charade could continue for as long

as it has. He sa id that Augu st ine and Brock both kept saying that

a plan was coming, and that even the illusion of progress will

forestall conse,quences for a long-time. Several sources claimed

that Brock was slow to supply 'required inf6nn ation to Fish and '

Wildli fe, inclm!ing locations of owl , nest sites, and that tum

around times for various requ ests were stretched out as long as

possibl e on the park's end. A source close to this process told me

on condi tion of anonymity that the Fish and Wildlife ploy was a

commonly used stalling tact ic: "Fire man agers are often told tha t

'you can't do that with fire beca use Fish and Wild life won't let

you.' [Some] resource manager~ use [complian ce laws'] as power

tools to frust rate fire managers. That's what Brock is doing. He is

using these laws to control the progra,m." I ask ed Nichols about

the stories of delays cause d .by Fish and \~ildlifc. " I hear one '

thing from Fish and Wildl ife and another from the.park," Nichols

said. " I have a hard time figuring out wha t's going on."

When I called Dave Peterson of USFWS, who was workin g

with Brock on compliance issu es, he tol51 me: " We're not the

han g-up. \Ve support the program." In a subsequent e-mail,

Craig Tuss, Peterson's supe rvisor, went into more deiai!. " I rea l

ly wish I could understan d wha t th is issue is about. From the

very begin ning we have been tell ing the park that we support

fire [use]. We have never ' told them that we oppose wha t they

want to do."

Brock 's apparent foot-d ragging on compliance document a

tion was only part 'of a pa ttern of obstruction too len gthy to be

detai led here.

As for the one- two punch, Su perintendent Hen dri cks had

to sign off on the revised fire plan itself before it could move

toward impl ement at ion, and he was in , no hu rry. Th ough

Hendricks artfully avoided speaking with me, both Augustine

and Chivert on told me that the superintendent would hold the

latest version of the plan on his desk for months before return

ing a mark ed-u p draft with suggestions for changes . Augu stine

spoke of the superintendent's fondness for "cross ing fs and dot-

ting i's," an apparently ·never-end ing process, for at last count

the plan had gonc through 22 drafts, which , accord ing to both

Chiverton and Ken, has created a document hopelessly com

promised by authors morc conce rned with politics than sc ience.

As for C hief Ranger Buckingham" his insecure fire manag-

. er was se rving him just fine. Buckingham had no interes t in see

ing a plan impleme nted and could ju st si t back while cvclyo ne

blamcd everyonc ~Ise . According to Chiverton, Buckingham's

favorite express ion was: "The re's always next summer."

Dr. Agee summed up this sony chapter in Cra ter Lake's

history: "All of th is in conce rt means that noth ing gets done up

there 'in terms of fire.: which is really d ish eart ening to me,

Everyone at the park blames everyone else. .. .1don't c<tre whose

fault it 'is."

" Of a ll the pa rks I' ve worked with in the Paci fic

Nort hwest," Agee contin ued , "Cra ter Lake has the most poten

tia!. We've gone beyond the problems of '88 now. Th e polit ics

will support a fairly wide range of fire activity. We need to have

a man agement plan and a man agem ent team put in place that

can reali ze that potenti al."

Agee made these comments more than a year after a meet

ing he attended at Cra ter Lake with Nichols and oth er top fire

minds. Hendricks, Brock , Augustine, and Bucki ngham were

there to rep resent the pa rk. Supe rintendent Hendricks pro mised

the group to have a plan in place no laterthan January I , 1997.

As of thi s writing in Au gust 1999, Hendricks has been re moved

from his post , and there is s till no approved fire management

plan at Crater Lake.

ENDGAME
Things have changed recently at Crater Lak e, and more changes

are likely. Superi ntendent Hendri cks has been transferred to

' another park because of his treatment of a couple of seasonal

whistle-blowers" Brock is applying 'elsewhere. Buck ingham's

end less refra in of "nex t summer" ends th is yea r with his retire

ment. When Augustine moved to a smalle r but more fire-friend

ly post , Nichol s mad e good on his threat to ret ract funding for

the fire man agement officer at Crater Lake, but later relented,

hopeful that yet another change of lead ersh ip in the park may

usher in responsible management.

" I have a lot of parks clamoring for FMOs," Nicho ls said

last summer. "After ten years without a fire plan' a t Crater Lake,

you ha ve to ask yourself if you want to put an other person in

there and let them get ,chewed up by the process."

Whether the park's new FMO, Craig Letz, prosp ers in his

post is largely up to Cra ter Lake's new supe rintende nt, Chuck

Lundy, an d his supe rior, Deput y Regional Director of the Pacific
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West Region, Bill Walters. Bill Walters told me it is his job to

intervene in situations where management disputes threaten

professional working relationships or resource values, as he'

apparently has done at Crater Lake. Several sources have

described Walters as a forceful behind-the-scenes advocate of

the fire program who has made it clear to Brock and others that

. the program will be revived. While Walters would not discuss

the sudd en transfer of Hendri cks, he did laud Hendri cks's suc

cessor as someone who would move the fire program ahead:

"Chuck Lundy, the [new] superintendent at Crater Lake, knows

exactly what our desires are, and I think you're ·going to see him

make sure that [they are achieved]."

My April 1999 interview with Lundy seemed to underscore

Walters ' c~nfidence. I recalled for Lundy the_situation i~ 1986

that may have caused Benton to pull the plug on the park's fire

program-four fires burning in the backcount ry, sending smoke

columns into otherwise blue skies for months on end-and

asked him how he woul~ handle the publ ic and instituti onal

pressures that might result from such future fires.

"You have to have confidence in the people runnin g your

program," he said, "which is why I am interested in having a

strong Fire Management Officer." He said the park's interpretive

division should play a strong role in educating the public, laud

ing as "vital" the innovative program Crater Lake had in place

prior to Benton's regime. Lundy made clear that all divisions

within the park would support implementation of the new fire

plan. "Corne up to the park this summer," he invited, "and I hope

we can stand on the road together and watch the smoke rising."

But that may or may not happen. Lundy's Jun e deadline for

a signed plan has c.ome and gone, making his stated g?al of get-_

ting fire on the ground this summ.er less likely. Ina very positive

sign, Lundy returned my query about the fire plan's status to say

that it reached his desk on August 9th for his review and signa

ture. He said he hoped to read and sign it in the days t~ follow,

then send it on to Walters for his signature. Once that is done,

the very real challenges of implementation will begin.

According to Deputy Director Walters, a 1995 streamlining

of the National Park Service bureaucracy ceded more discre

tionary powers to park superintendents, which will allow them to

take controversial steps to advance resource goals . Recent lead

ersh ip shown by Grand Canyon's superintende nt in support of

his proactive fire program is one such example. Like any supe r

intend ent , if Lundy wants a successful fire program, he can ere

ate conditions that will lead to one. Hmv should he go about it?

In our 1996 interview, Secre tary Babbitt argue d that the

most important tools to ensure capable resource management

are clear management plans buttressed by unambiguous posi-
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tion descripti ons for each manager, laying out goals to which

career advancement is linked . ''The beginning of accountabili

ty," Babbitt said, "is to have standards, and standards are [set

forth] in management plans. Secondly, we've got to do a better

job [of letting managers know that they] will be rewarded for

[managing fire] well, rather than being ignored or penalized for

it. We recognize that there are some risks, but [those] who are .

willing to acknowledge those risks and move forward must in

fact be rewarded," Babbitt said. .

I asked if he was saying that managers ought to be hired to

implement an approved plan and promoted solely on their ~uc

cess in doing so. "Amen!" he said. "Amen, amen!"

Babbitt was careful to remain on the positive side of these

issues, but strong disin centives must be put in place to discour

age chicanery as well. Repeated failure to meet expec ted stan

dards, or arrogant disregard of those standards, should result in

. demotion or reassignment. Lundy can take this approac h at

Crater Lake by building fire-related goals into the position

descriptions of his underl ings and insisting that they do likewise

for those they supervise .

The alternatives to this type of approach are manifested in

Crater Lake's recent history. Says Chiverton, Crater Lake's

I embattled Assistant Fire Management Officer, ''The manage

ment of [Crater Lake] has spent most of its time [in recent years]

covering ·up blund ers. We should demand that all managers

have the proper qualificat ions to do the jobs required of them.

Deviation from that standard leads to decisions based on inex

perience, fear, and avoidance . We impact resources by hiring

the wrong people to manage them."

On tile question of competence, Deput y Director Walters

said, " I think of it this way: There are one-quart, two-quart ,

three-quart jobs out there, and one-qu art, two-quart and three

quart managers....You can [occasionally end up with] a two:

quart person in a three-qu art job. We hope that wouldn' t happ en,

but let's face it, sometimes it does."

As key positions open, o.n~ hopes Superint endent Lundy

will pay careful attention to the "capacity" of his managers, hir

ing highly qualified people who will engage the park beyond its

political terrain. An intimate relationship with the landscape

undermines both agency and individual hubris and leads to bet

ter management. It also reduces both "d rive-by management"

and the effects of the Peter Principle. Consistent , well-articulat

ed goals reduce turnover among good managers and make it

harder for weak managers to .cover their tracks. "Management

by personality" will cease if managers are hired to implement an

ongoing management plan and are promoted accordingly.

The alternatives to such changes are not pleasant. Crater
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Lake's failure to put a fire program in place leaves it culpable for

any future loss of life and/or ecosystem damage from fuels left

unmitigated by science-based management. Th~ foot-dragging

at Crater Lake and elsewhere loads the gun for fires that could

devastate sensitive landscapes and the species that depend on

them. Nichols noted that in the aftermath of the South Canyon

Fire, where 14 firefighters died in 1994, Secretary Babbitt did

"a tremendous service by linking hazard fuels reduction to fire

fighter safety." Even Congress, Nichols said, seems to under-

.stand at last that reducing fuel levels is the key to mitigating

wildfire impacts. II follows that an active fire program will

reduce legal culpability for destructive fires in the future.

At present, federal fire-management successes remain as

random as lightning strikes in a wilderness of rules and diver

gent personalities. Failing reforms that replace petty power

struggles with a consistent, cooperative approach to fire man

agement, the only certainties are that fuels will continue to

accrue and that fire will have its say in a world neither natural

nor subject to our control.

THERE HAS BEEN SIGNIFICANT PHOGRES S IN TIlE BATTLE

to reform federal fire policy since I began work on these essays

in 1994, but without constant attention to individual programs

and national goals, such progress could prove ephemeral.

Wildlands advocates should avoid the misleading view that

some agencies are better than others .(e.g., the Park Service as

. compared to the Forest Service): Conservation activists and

advocacy groups working to improve, public lands manage

ment- and to restore ecological processes such as wildfire

across the landscape-should instead concentrate on finding

managers within all agencies who are working for reform and

ally themselves .with them. There are a lot of brave souls out

there fighting in obscurity. To the extent that we give articulate

voice to their struggles, we offer them both hope and equal mea

sures of protection and legitimacy.«

Robert Hunter Jones (106306.3711@Compuserve.com) spent five

seasons on Crater Lakesfire crew, active in both research and

suppression, and three more seasons on the Arrowhead Hotshots,

a National Park Service type-one fire crew based at

SequoialKings Canyon National Park. He now teaches and

writes in Vien~a, Austria. .

Addendulll Crater Lake's fire management plan was

approved in early September; a 415-acre prescribed bum is

planned for this fall.

WHAT SA WFU
(and why shoulda

conservationist care)?

by R on Steffens

I 'VE JU ST WALKED OUT FROM TIlE LITTL E

Granite WFU in Wyoming's Gros Ventre Wilderness.

I monitor fires in the summer, and a WFU--short for

"wildland fire use fo; resource benefits" (and pro

nounced "woo-foe" by, t~ose who 'use the phrase

often)-is the sort of fire that this Wilderness needs.

For those who used to support PNFs Qightning-ignited

. prescribed natural fires). a WFU is the bureaucratic

replacement for a PNF. Unlike some government label

switching, this is a good change for your local federal

forest, if only because a WFU offers some tricks that

make wildfire more palatable to local fire managers.

Let's assume ' that you already know about fire

ecology.the past 90 years of active fire exclusion on

public lands , and the formidable bureaucratic pres

sures to suppress natural ignitions. You should also

know about WFUs/ The Little Granite will, like many

WFUs. remain small. (A week after my visit, it was

rained out at half an acre). But a WFU might smolder

for weeks until a wind kicks it to 20. 300, maybe 3000

acres. II's my job to predict such fire behavior; oftenI

succeed, and often the fire disproves my hubris. But

last week, on the Little Granite, which was smoldering

after a thunderstorm, I forgot about predictions. As I

monitored the weather and fire behavior, I was hoard

ed by long-homed beetles and wood-boring wasps.

which swarm to charredtrees, and soon I was monitor

ing all manner of avian visitors: Gray Jays whistling in

imitation of the passing Red-tailed Hawk. Clark's

utcrackers, nuthatches, chickadees, Western

Tanagers, a flitting Pine Siskin, a hammering Hairy

Woodpecker. A Sharp-shinned Hawk in the trees

below; above the ridge, three Swainson's Hawks mar- .

shaled a Golden Eagle ofT to another drainage.

uch activity' is not unusual on WF s, whether

they are small mosaic-producing fires like the Little

Granite or landscape-scale crown fires. Always, as the

CO TI T ES
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fire cools, as the seasons pass and the vegetat ion returns,

the habitat seems to be more utilized by wildl ife, more eco

logically vivid for the cha nge that fire brings . A fellow fire

monitor refers to our job as "managing the aesth etics of

entropy." Energy in the fuels is ~eleased to ash , the ash

enriches the soil, seedin g new growth which becomes the .

fuel of future bums-and with eac h change in the cycle ,

the loca l cri tters take a bit of energy as their commission.

If you und erstand fire ecology, you prob ably support

fire's rein t~oduction into your ecosystem. For that to hap

pen on most of our federal lands, the initial requirement

is bureaucratic: your . local landscape must have an

approved Fire Management Plan (FMP). Thisis the legal

(and ecological) bedrock for managing fire; without a

FMP, ~ fed eral jurisdi ction cannot apply an y mana gement

response othe r than suppress ion. A large number of

National Forests have not felt it necessary 'to encumber

their operati ons with su ch 'a demanding docum en t. Even

the Nationa l Park Service, conside red a leader in natural

fire (and also, I might add , my summer employer), has

many ' units , ·that must suppress all . natural ignitions

becau se they don't have FMPs.

Within most FMPs, the agency will

identify areas at risk (tile front-country)

where fires will usually be sup

pressed, and areas in which natural

ignitions might be managed as

WF Us. Even . in these WFU

zones, the fire may be sup-
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.pressed if droug ht or winds are too severe, or if the region

is s\~amped with fires, or if the fire promises to escape the

boundaries of its MMA (maximum manageable area).

, Here.is the key, and the significance, of the new WFU

designa tion: let's say you have a IO,OOO-acre MMA and

your WFU has edged up to the eas t ridge. In the old days

of PNFs , you had to declare the fire a "wildfire" and sup

press the whole thing . Under the new WFU guidelines , a

fire manager may suppress one side of the fire, to keep it

within its MMA, while allowing the rest of the fire to bum.

The old PNFs were pure, with no actions allowed but those

of Nature. This may have been more ecologically and aes

thetically correc t, but in practice, it meant less flexib ility

for the fire manager, and thus many fewer PNFs were

declared and allowed to burn , With a WFU, wildemess fire

can be more acce ptable to a manager because he or she

may suppress one side of the fire while allowing the other

. side to bum. Equally important, since all fire is now to be

managed with the most appropriate and resourc e-beneficial

management teohniqueau WFU can be managed from the

same pot of money that pays for suppression actions.

How can you help support these fires in your neigh- '

borhood? Befriend your local Fire Mamigement Officer (the

FMO). Better yet, accompany the Assistant FMO or the'

Prescrib ed Fire Techni cian on a tour of fuels and old fires.

Praise their efficiency at suppress ion while urging them to

manage fire for resource benefits . Chat with the district

rangers and forest supervisors and park superintendents,

lettin g them know that you will link up with local elk

hunters to support the habitat

benefits of-fire, and that you' ll

defend the fire mana gers

when folks start to complain

'about smoke. And after a

good lightning storm, look for a

small tower of smoke and watch

(from a safe distan ce) as it grows,

day after day. .({

In the summer, Ron Steffens

(rste.ffen@soIlJhwestem .cc.or.us) is a wildlandfire

monitorfor the National Park Service. In the ojJ

season, he teaches journalism at.Southwestern Oregon

Community College in Coos Bay; Oregon.

Go lden Eagle by Evan Cantor



CONSERVATIO N STRATEGY

by Doug Shinnema n

T he Southern Rockies are world-renowned for their n.atural beauty and.-abund ant wildlife.
- ~

The region's rugged and diverse topography is matched only by its diversity of ecosys-

tems: includi ng alp ine tundra, coniferous and deciduo us forests, shru blands, grass

lands, wetlands, lakes, and streams, which offer habitat for wildlife species such as bighorn

sheep, mountain lion, elk, mule deer, black bear, cu.tthroat trout, boreal toad, Bald Eagle, and

Peregrine Falcon. The Southern Rockies maintain such an abund ance of life, in part , because

they still contain significant stretches of relatively wild, remote, and undeveloped lands. Yet the

Southern Rockies have not escaped the effects of heavy human use, and an assessment of their

ecological condition is long overdue. .

The State of the Ecosystem Report for the Southern Rockies Ecoregion (to be released fall

1999) provides a first-ever ecological assessment of the Southern Rockies Ecoregion (SRE), a

large expanse of land (63,654 square miles) stretching from southern Wyoming through Colorado

to northern New Mexico. The report examines land-use history, social and economic settings,

species diversity, terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem conditions, and the status of protected lands

and wilderness areas. It also encourages a landscape-scale framework within which to promote

further conservation planning and.ecosystem protection efforts.

Land-Use History and So cial and Economic Settings
Since nomadic hunters and gatherers first arrived on foot to the Southern Rockies from Siberia

around 10,000 years ago, humans have altered its ecosystems. However, while Native

Americans may have locally affected the SRE's ecosystems (e.g., sett ing fires to drive game),

recent settlement by Euroamericans has led to far more extensive and damaging ecological

changes via widespread and often intense levels of trapping, mining, grazing, logging, and agri

culture. Moreover, the region's human population has grown rapidly, from less than 500 ,000 in

1900 to over 2.8 million people today, with another one million expected by 2020.

Editor's note The folloioing executive summaries of State of the Ecosystem Reports (SERs)

continue a series ofarticles begun last issue with "State of the Ecosystem Reports: A ~ool[or .

Wildlands Advocacy," which described how several conservation groups have used such

documents tofurther their campaigns fo r ecological reserves. The SERs already produced have

differed significantly in methodology.format, cost to produce, and distribution-but are alike in

that they aim to advance regional conservation plann ing.

illustrat ion by Amy Gro gan FA L L 1 999 WI L D EAR T H 67
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Status of the Southern. Rockies Ecoregion
based on human impacts and ecosystem protection leve ls.

Lighter areas represent land scapes that are more heavily

developed (roads , urbanization, agriculture) and are more

likely threatened by development due to lower protection

levels . Darker areas are less heavily devel oped and have

higher levels of protection (e.g., Nation al Parks and

Wilderness Areas) ,

Today, the vast majority of the region's inhabitants do not

depend on agriculture, logging, or mining for their livelihoods.

Combined, these job sectors constitute only two percent of

employees and total payroll for the region. Spurred on in part by

tourism and population growth, today's economy is dominated

by the retail and service industries . This new economy also has
. (

negative consequences, particularly rampant development.

Fortunately, numerous polls show that the people of the SRE
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favor strengthening environmental laws and protec ting natural

landscapes. For instance, a recent poll indicates that nearl y two

third s of Colorado resid ents are willing to raise taxes to buy and

protect open space and natural habitat.

Species Diversity
The Southern Rockie s Ecoregion holds a great diversit y of life:

335 ; xtant vertebrate spec ies and subspec ies are tightly associ

ated with the SRE's foothill , mountain, and valley habitats,

incl udin g 203 birds, 90 mammal s, 19 fish, ten reptiles, and six

amphibian species . When "peripheral" spec ies are added to

this list, the total grows to over 500. The region also has a rich

diversit y of plant s, plant communities, and invertebrates. For

instance, with over 270 species of butterflies and an estimated

5200 spec ies of moths, the SRE is the second leading hotspot in

North -America for the insect order Lepidopt era . This diversity

is not evenly distributed among the major ecosystems, however,

as species divers ity is much higher in wetlanclJriparian habitats

and lower-elevation ecosys tems (e.g., pinon-juniper woodlands,

shrublands) than in higher-elevation ecosystems (e.g., spruce-fir

forests, alpine tundra).

Two vertebrate animal subspecies native to the SRE are

known to be extinct (yellowfin cutthroat trout, New Mexico

Sharp-tail ed Grouse), at least five spec ies are conside red extir

pated (bison, grizzly bear, gray wolf, black-footed ferret, and

wolverine), and other extirpated species have been reintroduced

(e.g., the lynx ,and river otter). Eleve n vertebrate animal and

three plant spec ies are listed as federall y Threatened or

Endangered und er the US E~dangered Species Act, including

the Preble's meadow jumping mouse. Other spec ies not listed

but at risk include the borea l toad and Gunnison Sage Grouse.

In addition, there are hundreds of species of invertebrates,

plants, and natural communities in the SRE that are listed as

rare and imperil ed by state Natural Heritage Programs.

Ecological Assessments
Impacts, Past and present land uses have taken their toll on

native ecosystems and , if left unchecked, will continue to

degrade the Southern Rockie s Ecoregion's natural areas and

native species. Some key findings include:

• Urban development in the SRE is among the fastest in the

nation. By the year 2020, nearly one-fourth of the region's .

native ecosystems will be replaced by urban/suburban land

scapes, modified by "rural" housing development, or within

one mile of development (and thus prone to urban "edge

effects" such as songbird predation by household pets).



• Roughly 30-90lfo of the SRE's public lands (and significant

private land areas) are grazed by livestock, thus reducing

native species diversity, degrading water quality, and

destroying riparian habitat.

• Low-elevation, old-growth ponderosa pine forests in the

.SRE have been nearly eliminated in most areas by historic

and current logging practices. For example, only one per

cent of ponderosapine in the Arapaho-Roosevelt National

Forest in Colorado is considered old growth.

• Millions of acres of ponderosa pine forests are at risk of cat

astrophic fires due in part to the collective impacts of fire

suppression, logging, and grazing.

• Higher-elevation lodgepole pine and spruce-fir forests have

often been highly fragmented by clearcut logging and

extensive road-building.

• Tens of millions of visitors on SRE federal lands, includ ing

motorized recreationists, are causing significant impacts to

native ecosystems, such as erosion and wildlife distur- .

bance. All-terrain vehicle (ATV) use in Colorado alone has

increase d over 300% in the last seven years and is expect

ed to continue to grow rapidly.

• Exotic plant and animal species (e.g., e heatgrass, intro

duced trout) are widespread in the SRE, often displacing or

harming native species, even within protected habitats. The

increase in development , roads, and human recreation into

remote areas will continue to spread exotic species. .

• Intense water use, principally for agriculture in ':learby

semi-arid regions, has 'resulted in the construction of thou

. sands ofdams and water diversions that negatively affect

river hydrology, water quali ty, aqua tic h~bi tat , and native

fish includi ng cutthroat trout.

• At least one-third of all SRE streams are within 500 feet of

a road; 600,000 acres of development and agriculture occur

within 500 feet of SRE streams and rivers. Thus, thousands

of miles of streams and thousands of acres of species-rich,

riparian habitats are subjected to road pollution run-off,

increased sedimentation, channel straightening, and com

plete conversion to human-domin ated landscapes.

• With over 10,000 active and abandoned mines (many leak

ing dangerous pollutants such as acids and heavy metals

i!1to nearby waterways), numerous SRE aquatic ecosystems

have been significantly damaged or destroyed.

• Point source pollution (e.g., industrial and municipal

wastewater discharges) and non-point source pollution

(e.g., agricultural run-off)have resulted in the classification

of nearly 4000 miles of SRE streams as "impaired" (under

the Clean Water Act) by state governments.

/ '

Sta tus of P rotected Lands and Wilderness. Despite the

ecological problems outlined above, the Southern Rockies have

tremendous conservation opportunities. Currently, 11% of the

ecoregion is within protected la~ds (e.g., National Parks and

Wilderness Areas): These protected areas are disproportionate

ly steep, cold, high-elevation landscapes (70% above 10,000

feet), with short growingseasons and poor soils, and support less

biodivers ity than lower-elevation ecosystems.:Therefore, while

over 50% of alpine tundra is represented in protected areas,

most lower-elevation ecosystems, such as ponderosa pine

forests, have under five percent of their total area protected.

However, there is still a tremendous opportunity to ade

qua tely protect all of the SRE's major ecosystem types. The

ecoregion contains 5.5 million acres of unprotected roadless

public lands, and many of these encompass lower-elevation

ecosystems. In fact, almost all of the major ecosystem types

could be protected above a ten percent level if these roadless

lands were designated as Wilderness. Moreover, when combined

with the roughly four million acres of existing protected lands,

nearly one-quarter of the ecoregion could have Wilderness sta-

. tus, including several relatively large areas (e.g., the roughly

700,000-acre Weminuche Wilderness/roadless complex). These

areas potentially could provide habitat for the reintrodu ction of

top-level, wide-ranging predators such as grizzly bears and

wolves. Additionall y, the closure of a few roads in key areas

could greatly expand total wilderness acreage.

Next Steps
In the coming months, the Southern Rockies Ecosystem Project

(SREP) will release a draft reserve network proposal for the SRE

that will be designed to protect all of the region's native ecosys

tems and species. SREP will also continue to work with conser

vation groups, land managers, and other interested stakeholders

to promote this conservation vision and encourage the use of

sound ecosystem management principles. Because much of the

region's biodiversity faIls onto private lands, SREP will also sup

port cooperative measures with private landowners, especially

land purchases and conservation ease ments. The Southern

Rockies offer one'of the best opportuniti es to protect and restore

an ecoregion's entire natural diversity. We encourage all to join

us in this crucial conservation effort. «

For more information, contact Doug Shinneman, interim execu

tive director ofthe Southern Rockies Ecosystem Project (PO Box

1182, Nederland, CO 80466; 303-258-0433;

dougshin@indra.com).
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CON S E R V AT ION S T RAT E G Y

by Lawrence E . Stevens , Kelly Burke, 'and Kim Crumbo
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The Grand Canyon Wildlands Council, now in its third year, consists of scientists and

conserva tionists interes ted in preserving and restoring an ecoregion that encompasses

50,000 squ~re miles of the southern Colorado Plateau in northern Arizona, southern

Utah , and northwestern New Mexico. This topographically and ecologically diverse landscape

extends from the headwaters of the Little Colorado River across Grand Canyon and west to the

Grand Wash Cliffs at the edge of the Basin and Range geologic province, and from the Mogollon

h i~hlands on th~ south to the High Plateaus of southem Utah. The hydrologically-based reserve

design area is bounded by the drai nage bas ins of the Colorado River's major tributaries in the

vicinity of lower Glen Canyon and Grand Canyon. The Grand Canyon Ecoregion wildlands

assessment, scheduled for publi cation in 2000, provides a conservation science-base d evalua-

, tion of the distribution and condition of the area's many ecosystems.

Our wildlands assessment is based on the core -area-corridor-transition zone model devel

oped by conse rvation biologists and applied by The Wildlands Project. 1his conserva tion model

is grounded on the premise that large habitat areas are requ ired for the long-term survival of

wildlife species, part icularly top predators, which often regulate ecosystem processes. The core

areas in the Grand Canyon Ecoregion include Wilderness Areas and some of the world's best

known National Parks. The buffer or transit ion z~nes surrounding those core areas are primari

ly managed by the National Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and the National

Park Service as multiple-use or recreation areas, and presently retain largely natural ecological

conditions. The region includ es tremendou s erosional escarpments and monoclinal folds, which

direct migratory raptor migration and terr estrial wildlife movement. Other natu ral corridors

include streams and assoc iated riparian habitats along more than 1000 tributaries of this 400

mile stretch of the Colorado River.

Although the core and buffer areas are primarily federal lands, they have been managed as

isolated units, with little to no coordination of common conservation goals. As a consequence, pat

terns of regional biodiversity and species loss have received little attention. For example, at least

12 vertebrate species have declined precipitously or disappeared from the ecoregion this centu

ry, with nine vertebrates lost from the Colorado River corridor in the past 25 years. At least 25

state or federal Threatened, Endangered, proposed candidate, or sensitive species of plants and

animal s occur in or near Grand Canyon National Park alone. These data foreshadow a substan

tial reduction in biodiversity in this World Heritage Site over the next century. The Grand Canyon

Wildlands Council aims to improve coordination of ecoregional conservation by providing land

managing agencies with credible scientific information on the status of their biological resources.

The Grand Canyon Ecoregion contains extraordinarily diverse terrain (>11,000 feet of topo

graphic relief), resultin g in Powerful elevational effects on temperature and precipitation in this

arid landscape, and has a complex biogeographic history resulting from interactions of biota from

illustration by Lezle Williams
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four NOIth American biomes. These factors generate a remark-

able array of ecosystems, ran ging from desert springs to vast

montan e forests to alpine tundra. Th ese ecosys tems are occupied

by a diverse biota that in~ludes wide-ranging western ungulates

(e.g., desert highorn sheep, desert mule deer, pronghorn ant e

lope, and introduced Rocky Mountain elk) and predators (e.g.,

Peregrin e Falc on, Northe rn Goshawk, mount ain lion, black bear,

and coyote). Many predatory spec ies have been extirpated from

the ecoregion. The Colorado pikeminnow, extirpated in 1976 ,

migrated from the lower to the upper Colorado River basin to

spml1l and grew to nearly two meters in length and 30 kilogram s

in mass. It and the Colorado River otter (also extirp ated or

extinc t; sign of this nati ve mustel id was last found in 1984) were

the top piscivores in the Colorado River. At higher elevations,

grizzly bear, Great Basin timbenvolf, and jagu ar roamed the

forested plateau s prio r to 1920. Th e loss of top terrestrial preda

tors strongly affects trophi c struc ture in man y of the region's

large, widespread ecosystems. Protect ion, enhance me nt" and

restoration of large spec ies' habitat~ and populations are prim a

ry goals of the Grand Canyon Wildl ands Coun cil because pro

tection of "umbrella" spec ies , which have large home and migra

tory ranges, may serve to protect many othe r species.

The Grand Can yon Ecoregion also supports large conce n

trations of un ique spec ies in isolated, relict Pleistocen e habitats,

a factor that complica tes conse rvation planning. For example,

less than 0 .03% of this arid landscape comprises spri ngs and

their ass ociated wetlands, but these habitats support more than

11% of the ecoregion's plant spec ies. Riparian habitat along the

Colorad o Rive~ and its num erous tributaries makes up <0.5% of

the landscape, but supports more than 35 % of plant and bird

species . Arct ic tundra exists as small moun tain top islands, bu t

supports a unique array of spec ies, including a poorly known

invertebrate fauna and ende mic plants such as the San Francisco '

Peaks groundse l. Development and implement ation of stra tegies

to protect local and regional ground and surface waters are a iop

priorit y. Global cl imate cha nge may great ly reduce spri ngs and

tund ra species diversity, a threat that makes long-term monitor

ing and site-speci fic conse rvation activiti es critically necessa ry.

With more than 9800 years of identifi ed human history in

Arizona, the Grand Canyo n Ecoregion has probably been altered

by humans since the late Pleistocene ami throughout the

Holocene epoc h. Thu s, interpretation of the "pris tine condition"

of this landscape must distinguish the human component. For

example, the extinction of the Pleistocene megafauna has been

primarily attributed 'to human hunt ing pressu re. Also, Native

American s may have greatl y contributed to the high frequ en cy of

forest fires detected in the dendrochron ological record , as man y

G ran d Can yon Ecor e g ion A mosaic of shaded

relief digital elevation models (US Geological Survey data)

shows existing protected areas in the ecoregion . Lightest gray

areas are American Ind ian lands; medi um gray are National Park

Service admin istered lands; dark·gray are designated Wilderness

(land ownership/status from AZ, NM, UT GAP data). Scale is

approximately 1:7,000,000 (1 inch = approx. 100 mi les).

human cultures ignite fire's to drive game animals or enha nce the

biological productivity of gras slands. GeheralI y, the legacy of

hu man occupation here is one of continuing habitat fragmen ta

tion and faunal extirpa tion and extinction. Althou gh pre-histori c

anthropogenic, influen ces might be conside red "natura l" conse 

qu en ces of human activiti es in this region over thousands of

years, modem humans and their tech nology opera te at rates and

scales of change that imperil many spec ies . Recognizing that

hum an impacts have been persistent th roughout the Holocene

epoch, one of the Grand Canyon Wildlands Coun cil's prim ary

goals is to halt human-induced extinction in the ec?region.

Although the landscape remains largely intact and biologi

cal 'diversity of thi s region is remarkabl y high, its eco logica l

future is precarious, parti cularly in relat ion to cha nging land use

and development. It is our hop e that with thi s wildlands assess

ment and the hel p ofscientists, conse rvationists, tribes, agen

cies , and communities, we will contribute to the es tablishment

of a sc ientifically credi ble r eserve network that s tems the tide of

species loss in the Grand Canyon Ecoregion. «

For more informa tion, contact Kelly Burke at the Grand

Canyon lViLdLands CounciL(PO Box 1594, FLagstaff, AZ

86002; 520-556-9306; wiLd Lalld®inf onwgiuom).
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POPULATION PROBLEMS

z

by Mark Lorenzo
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T he threats to ec~logical integrity resultin g ~rom the produ~tion of material g~ods, from

. resource extractIon thro~gh factory processmg and packaging, are well recognized. Less

well recognized is the destructive potential of consumption in the form of expansive

lifestyles. Development for new housing, recreation, and retailing, fed by growing populations

with rising aspirations, increas ingly converts farm fields, forests, and wetlands at the interface

of suburbia and wildlands i·nto sprawling, auto-depe ndent development. This phenomenon, com

monly known as "sprawl," is subjec ting species and ecosystems to death by a thousand cuts.

The destructive effects of sprawl include biological impacts such as habitat fragmentation

and associated biodiversity losses; environmental impacts such as degraded air and water; and

spiritual impacts such as loss of a unique sense of place, diminished cultural connections to the

land, and reduced opportunities for experiences in wild Nature. To counter sprawl, we must

articulate the immense-and in many ways irreplaceable-value of natural habitats and the

ecosystem services they provide. The burgeoning field of ecological economics can help.

Ecological economists estimate the dollar value of ecological processes and entities, a task

some conservationists consider impossible or even immoral, but others regard as increasingly

necessary. Quantifying the economic value of wildlands, for example; is certainly a method

ological challenge that requires an interdisciplinary understanding and synthesis of ecology

and economics.

Some objections to this approach seem based either on ignorance of common statistical

methods of valuation, or on a moral distaste for assigning a dollar value to something as "price

les~" as an old-growth forest. A discussion of the philosophical ramifications of such quantifi

cation is beyond the scope of this paper, but in practice, "priceless" resources are routinely

destroyed in favor of resource extraction or development for whi~h substantial economic value

is claimed. Ecological economists believe it may often prove more useful to attempt to fully

"price".the ecological goods and services at risk, than to be surprised and outraged when "price

less" translates effectively to "$0" in the political calculus of land-use policy.



The values and benefits of the ecological systems that are

the necessary foundation for all life on this planet can be

roughly categorized and partl y quantified in biological and

economic terms. We must be care ful, though, to remember that

the whole is far greater than the sum of all the parts. The art of

assessing part icular damages to well-defined parts of ecosys 

tems has made substantial progress, especially where threats

to human health and well-being are concerned. However, the

art of biological assessment and economic. valuation at land

scape scales and for complex interactive systems is only in a

formative stage.

In particular, assess ing and valuing the categories of great

est public importance-biological diversity and ecosystem ser

vices- remain the premier challenges for the emerging field of

ecological economics. There are synergistic, threshold, and

future effects that are especia lly difficult to assess rigorously,

but which are increasingly appa rent across North America's

fragmented landscape and prominent in public discussions of

the sprawl phenomenon. .

Using the be.st available methods, early estimates suggest

that the total public value of ecosystems and biological diversi

ty in situ far exceeds the more typically measu red values of con

sumption or "development" of the resource(s) in ques tion. This

finding justifies much more caution about further incursions

into remaining natural areas or wildlands. As Aldo Leopold put

it some fifty years ago:

illustrat ion by Barrie Mott ishaw

The outstanding discovery of the twentieth century is

not television or radio, butrather the complexity of the

land organism. If the biota, in the course of aeons, has

. built something we like but do not understand, then

who but a fool would discard seemingly useless parts?

To keep every cog and wheel is the fi rst precaution of

intelligent tinkering.

The Value of Ecosystems
The ecological values at risk fromecosystem degradation are large

ly in addition to the more thoroughly studied costs of pollution. Two

pioneering recent studies are instructive. The-first was published

in 1997 by a National Science Foundation (NSF) research team

organized by Robert Costanza of the University of Maryland.

Costanza and colleagues examined 17 categories of ecolog

ical value, includi ng generally recognized factors such as food

production, raw materials ("natural capital"), recreat ion, and

water supply, but also I~ss obvious ecological services, includ

ing regulation of climate and atmospheric gases, water cycling,

erosion control, soil formation, nutrient cycling, and the purifi

cation of wastes. The multi-disciplinary team estimated the

value of the world's ecosystems at $16--$54 trillion per year

roughly equivalent to the entire global GNP! The researchers

noted that the majority of value from ecosystem services is not

currently recognized by the traditional market system---of criti

cal importance in considering the costs of sprawl.
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Although some services , such as food production, water

supply, and raw materials, are traded in economic markets, most

ecosystem services are not. "This means that current market sig

nals are not adequately incorporating the value of these ser

vices," says Costanza. This finding of immense but largely "non

market" value! even just for the ecosystem services deemed

valuable to humans, holds tru e at all sca les. Therefore, while we

can assess some regional biological impacts and even attribute

some dollar costs to degraded waters, air pollut ion, or clear-cut

forests, the grea ter proportion of ecological value lost to sprawl- _

type development is not now rigorously measured or incorpora t

ed into land-usc-decision making.

The second study, led by Cornell University ecologist

David. Piment el, also exa mined ecosystem se rvices and

included estimates of their value to the United States alone.

Man y of the 20 categories used by Pimentel et al. are more

spec ific than those used by the Costa nza team, such as "nitro

gen fixation" (which is a sub-set of the NSF category of "nutri

ent cycl ing") or "c rop breeding" (a part of the NSF '.'genetic

resources" ca tegory). However, each category either corre-.

sponds to, or is a part of, ten of the 17 areas identifi ed by

Costan za et al.

The NSF categories not estimated by Pimentel 's team

include: climate regulation, disturbance regulation, water regu

lation, water supply, erosion control and sediment retention, fish

and wildlife refugia, and cultural value. Even without these

seven major categories of ecosystem services, Pimentel and his

colleagues found, for the United States alone, the total annual

economic _and environmental benefits of biodiversity to be

approximately $3 19 billion.

"We hope assessments such as this can serve as a founda

tion to develop strategies and policies to preserve biological

diversity and maintain ecosystem integrity," says Pimentel. "All

these services to humanity. are possible only because our planet

is such a diverse place. Every species that's losi diminishes that

vast resource and makes us all poorer for the loss." Costanza

and Pimentel present substantial and provocative es timates

although highly conservative in that each assesses only certain

subsets of values-i-of some ofth e ecological value at risk from

sprawl-type development .

Synergistic effects such as that between soil erosion and

degraded waters, threshold effects such as fish or wildlife popu

lation crashes, and future effects such as global climate change

are not assessed in these snapshot analyses . Neither are most of

the traditional human health concerns regarding environmental

pollution. Nonetheless, these studies offer useful measures of

biological and environmental values.
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Such global and national sca le assessments are not simply

acade mic exercises . Indi vidual, community, and state-level

decisions regard ing resource consumption and land use are

made daily based on highly deficient economic accounting sys

tems. These primarily incorporate short -te rm financial gains,

while ignoring most ecological losses that cumulatively drive

the global extinction crisis. Sprawl is a major faclor in local

extirpations of wildlife and plant spec ies . Vermont, where I live

and work, is generally -considered environmentally conscious

and relatively pristine. Nonetheless, in ] 998, eight more

spec ies, including the sedge wren and wild lupine, were pro

posed for addition to the state's already extensive list of ]87

Threat ened and Endangered species. Steve Parren , the

Coordina tor for Verm ont's Nongame and Natural Heri tage.

Program, notes that "when you look at all the species, we are 

continuing to use up their hab itat, with more roads, more road

traffic, and developmen t." Globally and locally we are daily

losing "cogs and wheels" in most basic- ecological processes,

yet we are only beginnin g to grasp the immense human and

intrinsic value of biodiversity.

Environmental Effects of Sp rawl
Sprawl-type development may destroy wildlife habitat and frag

ment natural ecosystems directly and indirectly from extensive

construc tion activity, water diversion, and ereation of.road and

other infrastructure networks. .Thus, many ecosystem services

become less productive, ecological integrity is diminished, and

biodiversity is lost. Conservation biology can help describe

causal mechanisms linking development, disturbances, and

resulting biological impacts; ecological economics can provide

methods for quantifying the actual or probable losses in eco

nomic terms.

A comprehensive framework to assess the environmental ·

effects of sprawl should include potential negative effects on: L)

human health ; 2) ecosystem health and biodiversity; and , 3)

recreational, aesthetic , spiritual, and future values:

Category 1: Hum an Heal th Impacts

• Ground-l evel drinking water pollution.

• Aquifer water pollution.

• Water resource pollution affecting swimmers, shellfish, and

fish consumers.

• Air pollution.

• Soil contamination, includin g bio-accumulative toxins.

• Noise-related stress factors, such as from traffic, construc

tion, or industrial sources.



I

According to United Nation s estlrnates - Oc tober 1 ~ ' ,1999 ,

marks the day the global human population passes the

six billion mark, What does "Y6B" mean for the' future of

human and nonhuman life on Earth ?

With the quadrupling of human pop ulation since 1900,

t~e Earth is experiencing the sixth mass extinction eve nt in

history. The primary cause of extinction is human- induced

habitat alteration , fragment ation , and destruction; other !mpor

tant ca uses are exotic species invasions, pollution , and over-'

hunting.

' While globa l biodiversity declines, human we ll-be ing is

- also threatened . Per capita cropland, irrigation water, and

grain harvests are declining-and 17% of the planet's soils

have been severely degraded . More than a billion people have

no access to clean water. The richest 20% of humanity con 

sumes 86% of all goods and services, while the poorest fifth

consumes just 1.3%. Burning of fossil fuels"has quintu pled .

since 19:"0, accelerating climate change.

Popu lation growth has slowed worldwide, but additional

growth is ensured because of demo graphic momentum; that

is, past rapid growth means roughly one billion youn g people

are now entering their rep roductive years. World popu lation

continues to increase by 78 million per year, and the UN pro

jects that anothe r four to five billion may be added before the

popu lation stab ilizes late next century. This assumes tha t

wealthy nations meet their commitments to fund ing popul a

tion programs, wh ich for the past five yea rs they have failed to

do; the United States is the leading deadbeat in this regard .

Even if pop ulation programs were fully funded starting

Calegory 2 : Impacts .0 11 Ecosyste m

Goods, Se rvices, a.)(1 Biodiversity

• Diminished , fragmented, or simplified habitat for resid ent

and transien t nongame wildlife populations, including

nurseries, stopovers for migratory species, or overwintering

grounds .

• Dimin ished production of consumable wild fish , game,

cro ps, nuts, or fruits accessible by huntin g, gathering, or

fish ing.

• Increased wildlife road kill.

• Dimini shed availability of raw materi als including sawtim

ber, fuel, or fodder.

• ' Impa ired disturban ce regulation including storm prot ec

tion~ flood control, an d other ec ological resp onses to

environmental variability, as mainly controlle d ~y vege 

tati on structure .

today, 'a substantial increase in the human popul ation for the

remainder ofou r lifetimes is unavoidable . The cha llenge,

then, is to provide a.mea ningful,.equitable, and healthy life fo r

six, eight, or ten billion peo ple wh ile simultaneously protect

ing and restoring the natural systems and biodiversity upo n

which all life depends .

Wheth er we can minimize additional eco logical damage

-on our way to popu lation stabilization depends in part on our

co mmitment to cre~ting sustainable hum an economies.

Human impac t depend s as much on per capita resource con

sumption and waste gene ration as on popul ation size . If

everyone alive today were to live like the average North. , -
American , and even if all land and ocean areas were devot ed

to human uses, we would still need at ~east two additiona l

uninh abited Earths to' provide the necessary resources and

waste sinks..Wasteful co nsumption and con sumption dispari

ties are a significant part of the 21st ce ntury eco logica l foot

print d ilemma.

As we reflect on the condition of the Earth on the eve of

the millenni um, we should renew our commitment to popu la- _

tion sta~i1ization worldwide, .to reducing wasteful consump

tion , and to "sav ing the pieces" through wildland s protect ion

and restorat ion . In the coming decades, funding for com pre

hensive population programs may be the best and the chea p

est insurance policy we have for the flourishing of future gen

erat ions of hum ans and non humans alike .

- b Y Ann i e Fa u I k n e r , coordinator of the New

England Coalition for Sust~inab/~ Population (PO Box 794,

Sullivan, NH'03445; 603-847-9798; d9cat@cheshire.net)

-

• Impaired gas regulation, es pec iallyr edu ced CO2 seques tra

tion and oxygen produ ction, and climate regulation, espe

cially of micro-climes including tempera ture and moistu re.

• Impai red regulation of hydrological flows and waters for

agriculture, indu stry, or transportation.

• Decreased storage and retention of water by waters heds,

reservoirs, and aquifers.

• Decreased erosion control and sediment retenti on within an

ecosystem. Increased losses of soil by wind , run off, or other

removal processes; s torage of silt in lak es and wetland s.

• Decreas ed nutri ent cycl ing including storage, internal

cycling, processin g, and acq uisiti on of nu trient s, es pec ial

ly nitrogen , potassium, and other elemental nutri ent cycles.

• Redu ced waste treatment , polluti on control, and detoxifica

tion by recovery of mobile nutri ents and removal or break

down of excess or mutageni c nutri ent s and compounds.
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• Reduced pollination and movement of floral gametes nec

essa ry for plant reproduction.

• Reduced biological control-and trophic-dynamic regulation
.' .

of populations. Loss of keystone predator control of prey

species, resulting in mesopredatorand herbivore (e.g.,

deer) overabundance.

• Depletion of genetic diversity that has evolved over millennia.

• Loss of unique bi~logical materials and products, ' medi

cines, products for materials science, and horticultural

varieties of plants.

Ca tegory 3 : Aesthetic, Recreational,

Spiritual, and Future Impacts

• Loss of agriculture-dominated landscapes.

• Loss of natural or wild landscapes.

• Altered viewsheds.

• Night sky pollution.

• Background noise pollution.

• Obnoxious or irritating smells.

• Reduced opportunities for ecotourism, birdwatching, hik

ing, bicycling, sport . fishing, hunting; ~nd other outdoor

recreational activities.

• LOst opportuniti es or "option" value for future noncommer

cial uses including aesthetic, artistic, educational, spiritu

al, and/or scientific values of ecosystems.

• Redu ced "legacy" value to future ' genera tions, 'from

impaired ecosystems and biodiversity losses.

• Reduced "exis tence" value due to loss of intrinsic value of

biodiversity, wildlands, and wildn ess.

A Formula to Evaluate the Environmental ,
Impacts of Sprawl
"SPRAWL" =AFu'nction of (I-M) x E

Qmpacts-Mitigationj(Ecological Value)

"IMPACTS" = A Function of (C1) + (C2) + (C3)

(Category 1: Human Health Impacts of Sprawl) + (!,;.ategory 2:

Impacts on Ecosystem Goods, Services, and Biodiversity from

Sprawl) + (Category 3: Aesthetic, Recreational , Spiritual, and

Future Impacts from Sprawl)

"MITIGATION" =A Function of (M1) + (M2) + (M3)

(Mitigation of Category 1 impacts, for example through pollu

tion prevention and control, vehicle miles traveled reduced by

fees or access to alternative transport, etc.) + (Mitigation of

Category 2 impacts, i.e., through habitat protection measures,

runoff management, etc.) + (Mitigation of Category 3 impacts,

i.e., through greenways, buried power lines, etc.)

"ECOLOGICAL VALUE" =A Function of (B) + (EGS) + (NA)

(B.iodiversity)(Ecosystem .Goods and Services)(Natural

Aesthetics)

When this formula is applied to potential land use, it sug

gests sprawl's effects will be most severe where both the envi

ronmental impacts and ecological values are relatively high; for

example, large developments in rural areas. In a continuum of

land development that ranges from relatively low environmental

impacts on less ecologically valuable sites, to relatively higher

impacts on more ecologically valuable sites, sprawl's conse

quences escalate with size and habitat quality. Even with miti

gation efforts, sprawling development chews up land , resultin g

in diminished biodiversity. For conservationists working to

. restore ecological integrity across landscapes, sprawl poses a

grave threat--especially as it fragments semi-wild areas and de ,

facto wilderness near protected lands.

Of course no techni cal analysis can put a definitive dollar

value on the environmental impacts of sprawl, for~either a single

site or a landscape; such assess ments are inherently subjec tive.

One person's invaluabie forested landscape appears to another

as a timber supply, or to another as a prim~ second home site.

However, for purposes of decisions about land use, it is

esse ntial to understand that publi c, nonconsumptive valueis an

additive function, whereas private consumptive value is subtrac

tive relative to the fundamental value of natural systems, includ

ing biodiversity. Development of sites in agricultural and forest

ed landscapes may provide profits to a few but unquestionably

diminishes great value for many. Increased application of eco

logical economics can help show the full costs of sprawl and

reinforce the case for wildlands protection and restoration. «

Mark Lorenzo is Northern Forest project managerf or the

National Wildlife Federation 's Northeast Natural Resource

Center (58 State St., Montpelier, VT 05602; 802-229-0650;

lorenzo@nwf org).
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,

Fire on the Plateau: Conflict and Endur ance in the American Southwest

" "

by Charles Wilkinson; A Shearwater Bookpublished by Island Press (1718 ConnecticutAve.

NW, Suite 300, Wash ington, DC20009); 1999;$24.95; 416 pp.

I magine a region in the American West whose heart-stopping beauty was reasonably protect

ed from human overexploitation by poor roads, inclement weather, and poverty. A region

settled in such low densities that it still fit Frederick Jackson Turner's definition of frontier. A

region nearly 80 million acres in size that was inhabited largely by Indian s and Mormons,

whose economies were marginal and therefore relatively sustainable. A landscape whose

administrative boundari es were divided mostly into public and triba l ownership , with a modest

amount in private lands. A region with vast quantities of minerals beneath its soils and more

water than it used. This was the Colorado Plateau after World War II.

Now, imagine this expans ive region rimmed by cities whose populations were small but

whose civic elders carried the credo of manifest destiny emblazoned on their chests. Where

Chambers of Commerce meetings opened with the collective chants ''There is no god but

progress; there is no success like growth." These were the cities of Tucson, Phoenix, EI Paso, "

Denver, Salt Lake City, Albuquerque, and Las Vegas, before a wave of population growth and

development would transform them.

Thu~ the stage was set for another American tragedy."Would the human and natural com

munities of another lonely region be prepared for the juggernaut of boomers and boosters?

Look what happened: Dams were built , coal-fired steam plants mushroomed, urani um and coal

were mined, and once-modest cities erupted into America's most rapidl y gr~wing metropolitan

areas. This growth, what Charles Wilkinson has termed the "Big Build-up," occurred because

cities on the perimeter of the plateau needed water and electricity to grow, and the potential
" .

resources to produce those engines of growth were largely unguarded.

In Fire on the Plateau, Charles Wilkinson presents a remarkably balanced account that is

sympathetic to the region's peoples and landscape while probing how communities are unpre

pared to-resist the sophisticated efforts of cities and industries that believe in the goodness of
\ "

growth. As important, in Fire on the Plateau Charles Wilkinson gives us his singular voice.

Certainly his past books, such as American Indians, Time andLaw, Crossing the Next Meridian,

and The Eagle Bird, were exemplary scholarship--but they were written in the inevitable style
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of acad~mic publicati ons. Here,

Wilkinson, perhaps the region's most

distin guish ed scholar, combines his

heart and head and writes in a style

that ca ptures the passion he has alwa ys

felt for this lovely region and its people.

Fire on the Pla teau is not only

wond erful rea ding, it is richl y informa 

tive. No matt er how weirrea ders kno w

the regio n, I suspect they will be

deli ghted at how much they leam while

enjoy ing thi s monumental book.

" Wh ether expla.ining the injusti ces of

Indi an sc hools, the double-dealing of

big city attorneys, the threat of indus

tri al- stren gth tourism , or the inequities

. be twee n rural and urban cultures, .

Wilkinson presents a gra nd synthes is

of the Colorad o Plateau that wiII leave

one both bett er informed ~nd more

committed to become involved in ongo

ingdiscussion s over its future. :

But ab ove all of thi s, readers will

be impressed by Charl es Wilkinson.

Cons ide ring what he knows ab out the

regio n, how he has been involved in its

con flic ts, how passionat ely he cares

about its human and natural communi

ties, it is a wond er that he writes so

thoughtfully. Wilkinson does not moral

ize; instead he a llows one to leam

ab out thi s grand geography and its

inhabitants, and along the way to th ink

deeply about the struggles that swirl

over its escarpments, that eddy along

its rivers, tha t storm over its moun

tains. In the end, Wilkinson leaves us

bett er than we were before. In telling

the Colorado Plateau 's s tory, Wilkinson

offers a testimony to the valu e of'

endura nce , that the land and its people

have a resili en ce that growth ca n erode

but, p~rhaps, not dest roy. .

Reviewed byUICIIARD L.

K N I GilT, professor ofwildlife

consercatio n at Colorado State University
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Primitives' in the Wilderness:
llcep Ecology and th e

Missing Human Subject

by PeterC: van Wyck; State

University ofNew York Press (Stale

University Plaza , Alba ny, N Y

12246); 1997; $17.95; 186 pp.

When Bash o wrote about Nature

500 yea rs ago, he wrote lik e

this: "Go to the pin e if you want to

leam about the pin e, or to the bamboo

if you want to learn ab out the bamboo."

Wh en John Muir wrote about Nature

100 yea rs ago, he wrote lik e thi s: " If a

war of the races should occ ur bet ween

the wild beasts an d Lord Man, I would

be tem pted 'to sympathize with the

bears." Wh en the author of the book

Primitives in the Wilderness, Peter van

Wyck, writes about Nature, he writes

like thi s:

A weal.. ecology is a hedge aga inst the

retro-futuristic moves of(Ill ecology of

depth. It is savvy to the tricks ofa reac

tionary ecology; an ecological algebra

of reversal , an ecology blind to its own

remainder.. . .

And thi s:

Rather, a weak strategy proceeds f rom

the understanding that even 'with the

deCLine ofTruth 's certitude, and the

decentering ofthe knoioing Cartesia n

subjec t, these traditions persist as ill-

. " nesses, traces, ghosts. The cyborg, we

could say, is a performance artist of

weak thought.

One would be hard pressed after

reading these passages to say that '

"progress" is the operative word here.

Th e sort of lucidit y that was expected

of pu blic intellectu als several decad es

ago (one thinks of Rach el Carson or

Lewis Mumford) has now been buri ed

und er a delu ge of cookie cutter flim

flam and blundering d rivel. All the

s tock buzz-word s and ph rases are trun

died out by van Wyck , and the read er

is left floating in the familiar detritus of

"continge nc ies and artifi ce," "zones of

traces,': and "semiotic negotiati ons,"

dismantl ing thi s and that signified sig

nifier. Likewise, the usu al bunch of

sus pec ts is rounde d up to represent

thi s new " rea lity" (always refer to reali

ty in qu otation mark s, it's exquisitely

' trendy): Oenida, Fou cault, Baudrillard ,

Lyotard, Haraway, and all the rest. .

' McGill doctoral ca nd ida te van

Wyck 's s ta ted purpose in writ ing th is

, book is to deconstruct deep eco logy,

' and repl ace it with his own "weak

ecology" (wea k being superla tive in

thi s case), coupled with a relentless,

almost worshipful deferen ce to the

"cyborg" theori es of Donna Harawa y,

along with their resp ectiv e opaque

, terminology.

To van Wyck , deep eco logy has

become "a kind of monster that squa ts

upon thought ," rep le te with its " reac

tionary consc ious ness" and "authori 

tari an res trai nts," not unl ike the condi 

tions that preced ed " the rise of

National Sociali sm," etc. There is

absolutely nothing new here; thi s is

nearly a word-for-word reiteration of

the groun? less charges made by

. Murray Bookch in and Alexander

Cockbum in the late 1980s.

Curi ously enough, eve n though

Arn e Naess, the exce ptiona lly gentle

founder of deep ec ology, resisted Nazi

violen ce as a young man and has writ

ten se veral books about Gandhian non

violence, know-nothings lik e van Wyck

confide ntly rep eat these tired asser

tions withou t a shred of evidence to

back them up. Eve n if we did tak e

se rious ly this pa ranoid fantas y that the

rise of deep ecology parall els the rise
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of National Socialism, it has been 25

years since deep ecology was first pro

posed by Naess, and nothing even

vaguely similar to what happ ened in

the 1930s and 40s has taken place .

Further, van Wyck doesn't even

attempt to engage books by Andrew

Mclaughlin or Robyn Eckers ley that

deal at length with the interplay

between deep ecology and political

theory.

From this inauspicious beginning,

van Wyck allempts to build the case for

his own "weak ecology," probably the

most appropriately named and inadver

.tent free-fall into self-parody in

decades. He makes fun of the "s ites of

resistance" of deep ecology advocates,

contrasting them with "Haraway's polit

ical analysis," which "tends to engage

the problem from the point of view of

the subjugated or marginalized."

Let me get this straight. So con

servat ionists around the world who

espouse a deep ecological worldview,

who are risking life and limb fighting

roads and clearculling and all manner

of Earth-destroying activities, are not

really "oppositional to structures of

power"; however, when van Wyck or

Haraway come out from the safety of .

their graduate lounges and start gab

bling away about "a planetary

Foucauldian administrative panapti

con," or "s ites for political and semi

otic negotiation,";they are true "t rans

gress ive" revolutionaries?Does van

Wyck really think that ju~t beca use he

can spell Trinh Minh-ha (thoug~l he 

misspells Theodore Roszak's name as

" Rozak" throughout), this makes him

some sort of spokesman for the Thi rd

\Vorld?

Then he gets to the heart of his

theory: Adherents of dee p ecology are '

so dumb , they haven't even caught on

. to the fact that "technology and the

body have converged." (And boy, just

intimel) Van Wyck cites another one of

his exemplars, Jean Baudrillard: "Am I

a man, am I a machine? .. the quality

of being human, as opposed to being a

machin e, is undecidable." Headers

might remember that Baudrillard is the

author of the now infamous' TIz~ Gulf

War Did Not Take Place, an exquisitely

condescending work that se riously

attempts to argue that the Gulf War

was "unreal," fought by decoys with

"s imulated losses and victims."

Van Wyck explains that, by the

saving grace of Mistress Harawa y, indi

viduals are interpreted " through the

grid of technologies which they inhabit,

and which inhabi t them." Her prefer

ence for the machin e is made clear in

this quote: "Our machines are dis

turbingly lively, and we ourselves are

frighteningly inert ." "The cyborg is our

ontology," says Haraway, " it gives us

our politics."

Now this last quotation is grimly

amusing in that it is the very sort of

thing van Wyck harshly criticizes deep

ecology advocates for. If it is inappro

priate to imply that enlightened politics

will simply emerge from a commitment

to Nature (and I tend to agree, this_

being one of the few strong points in

this incredibly bad book), then how is

it any better to imply they will sponta

neously ar ise from a cyborg identity?

Are the millions of young women

engaged in making computer chips in

Malaysia and other countries for star

vation wages und er dictatorial condi

tions a good example of how "merging"

with techn ology spells progressive poli

tics? ,Would Haraway and her ilk have

us believe that massive corporations

like Dupont or Monsanto--which are

now reengineering the very fabric of

life to sell back to us at a profit-are

friends and partners i!l "transgressive

bound ary cross ing"? One doesn't know

whether to laugh or cry.

This book is filled with such

howlers that it is a marvel it ever got to

press. The author soars on the rhetori

cal wings of an ostrich, again positing

his "weak" (read "cyborg") ecology

against "reac tionary" (read "dee p")

- ecology. He fumbles to a stop, ending

with a plea for us not to be swayed by

the "dystopic futures:' glimpsed by a

recent Star Trek movie devoted to

fighting "the Borg," a high-tech cyborg

race that e i the~ assimilates or extermi

nates whatever lays' in its path .

It shouldn' t be any surprise that I

disagree and think that in portraying

" the Borg," the writers at Star Trek got

it exactly right. Speaking of that, in an

unn erving interview publi shed in Wired

(February 199 7), entitled "You Are

Borg," Haraway argues that "we are

already ass imilated." The title page

features a pictu re of a hideous plasti c

mann equin stuffed with wires and

other junk . Now that's really something

to look forward to, isn' t it?

Reviewed by nIL L M c e o H M I C K ,

II writer who livesin Charlouesoille,
l'irginia
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Fire in America: A Cultural History

of Wildland and Rural Fire

by Step/zen]. Pyne,foreword by

William Cronon; University of

Washington Press (PO Box 50096,

Seattle, WA 98145); 1997; $24.95

paper; 680 pp.

North America, from sea to shin

ing sea, is a fire continent, and

no one is better able to convey the sub

tleties of American fire than Stephen

Pyne. The long-time crew leader'of

Grand Canyon's North Rim Longshots,

Pyne fought fire for 15 seasons before

becoming a professor of hi story and the

author of eight books (with two more in

the works) on the culture, history, and

management of wildland fire.

Pick a region and Pyne offers

information on the political and envi

ronmental history of its fire regime

Fire in America describes tll~ forest

clea ring fires lit by Native Americans

in the Northeast; the South's history of

under-buming that inspired today's

prescribed buming; the Northwest and

upper Midwest's post-logging and

drought-fueled conflagrations; the

doghair thickets of ponderosa regener

ation in the Southwest, the product of

decades of fire exclusion; the burning

brush of California and the burning

sagebrush (fed by the invasion of

cheatgrass) of the Great Basin; and the

landscape-scale fires of the Rockies in

the 1870s, 1910, and 1988.

This history begins with lightning,

which shaped the evolution of plants

and ecosystems as climates dried; it

continues with the addition of anthro

pogenic fires, ignited first by Indian s

and then by European settlers, who

adapted their field-buming agriculture

system with lessons learned from

Indian burners. In the 1880s, as the
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frontier edged towards closure, a light

burning (or native-style burn ing)

debat e nearly s~cceeded in launching

an ecologically sound fire policy: .. but

the huge bums in 1910 , when linked

with the military influence on park and

forest management, fostered a suppres

sion mentality from which we may

never fully recover.

To participate more knowledge

ably in the hazardous fuel loading

debate; or learn why managers elect

suppression on one fire but "wildland

fire use for resource benefits" on

another; or understand why prescribed

fire in the cooler off-seasons can often

make political and ecological sense; or

simply know why our parks and forests

look the way they do...start with the

comprehensive history of Fire in

America. Fire casts a shadow (as Plato

noted in his allegory of the cave) with

which we might see ourselves and our

landscape. As Pyne notes, "If man

alone can create fire, he alone can

extinguish it,deliberately. He can alter

a landscape as much by excluding fire

as by introducing it."

Reviewed byRON STEFFENS

(rsteffen@Sowhwestern.cc.or. us), a
seasonal wildlandfire monitorf or the

National Park Seruice

Blood Rites: The Origins and

History of the Passions of War

by Barbara Ehrenreich; Henry Holt

& Co. (115 W. 18th St. , New York,

NY 10011); 1997; $14.95; 256 pp.

Astudy of American children in

1965 found surprising little con

cern about practical threats such as

nuclear war, traffic, and genns..The

astonishing fact, concluded the author

of that study, was that children in our

urbaniz ed civilization most fear an .

exceedingly unlikel y source of danger:

wild animals. Eighty percent men

tioned snakes, lions, tigers, and bears.

BloodRites, despite its attention to the

origins and history of war; is of interest

to conservationists as we push for pub

lic discussion and support for large

predator recovery.

Why do we fear predators?

Various authors reflecting on the sub

ject suspect that it is probabl y not the

thought of being killed that most con

cerns us, but rather the thought of

being eaten as prey. This is the focus of

much of Ehrenreich's book; she looks

at our evolutionary history before our

"toothless, clawless, shivering species"

turned into the dominant predator. The'

first weapons (and artificial fire) came

into use relatively recently, around

15,000 years ago. With the invention of

weapons came man-the-hunter, Before

this, and for most of our evolutionary

history; the evidence is overwhelming

that we were mart-the-hunted; in those

times, when Homo sapiens ate meat it

was most likely gained by scavenging.

Thus the age before hunting was a

long dark era of fear. According to

Ehrenreich, this caused an "original

trauma" which was not a single event

but a long-standing condition of being

hunted and eaten. Human sacrifice



was perhaps a way of dealing with the

guilt of hunting and killing animals .

Or, perhaps, if during the hunt a com

rade fell prey to hungry carnivores, the

rest of the band would be safe. The

burial of the dead, .estimated to have

begun around 150,000 years ago, was

conceivably to "cheat the beast," to

refuse to accept the status of prey.

Grief, depression, helpl essn ess:

these are the expe riences of bein g

se ntient prey. And the obviou s way

out, acc ording to the author, is to

assum e 'the stance of predator-turn

grief to rage, go from listl ess mourn

ing to bustling preparation for offen

sive att ack.

Ehrenreich's research lead s her

to see the transformation from prey to

predator as the ce ntral story of the '

human narrative. Over eons, it has

been recount ed as myth, reenacted

as ritu al , and may be at the heart of

reli gion.

In our culture today "blood rites"

often mime predation . Commercial

entertainment is filled with stories of

men and women being "stalked by

killers." Contemporary war is no longer

about warriors b~t rather is filled with

preparati ons for battle (training, orga

nizing supplies, marching) and is hard

ly the scene of

ferocious aggres

siveness, whether

hot-tempered macho

or othenvise. But it

does offer the thrill of

ity, giving us an

enemy and a

team with which to

face that enemy, during

which "all anxiety dis

solves"- temporarily.

Today we are unaccus- ,

tomed to thinkin g of animals as

illustration by Margaret Pettis

; .

anythin g other than instruments of

human ambition or as pets. They are,
, \

according to Ehrenreich, buried in his-

tory with adjec tives modifying forins of

human culture, as in, "herding peo

ples, huntin g peoples, horse peoples,"

with the adjectival status of the animal

emphasizing its total subordination to

human needs. Urban people today

think of animals as useful servants or

as merely cute. Bears have been trivi

alized as teddy bears, etc. It is now

almost beyond our power as a species

to think of animal s as actors in their

own rights, following their own agen

das, much less as actors that have

shaped the course of human destiny.

The author of Blood Rites illumi

nates well our archaic phobias that

result from an evolutionary history as

prey. This insight may provide the

basis for a new relationship with the

other beings at the top of the trophic

ladder, a place a growing number of us

wish to share again with big wild ani ~

mals, restored to their native ranges

across the landscape.

Reviewed by LIN DAD R I SKI L L ,

a seasonal fire lookou:for the US Forest
Service and forest activist in eastern

Oregon

Maybe One:
A Persona l and Environmental

Argument for Single-Child Families

by Bill McKibben; Simon and

Schuster (1230 Avenue of the

Americas, New York, NY 10020);
, '-

1998; $12.95 paper; 254pp.

Maybe One addresses the popu

lation issue at the level where

the real decisions about childbea ring

are made: in the intimacy of home

and bedroom; within the knot of rela

tionships among lovers , spouses, par

ents, children, and extended family;

and within the human heart.

McKibben and his wife agonized for

years over the question of whether or

not to bring a child into an already

overburdened world. They eventually

became parents to a baby girl.

. Impelled by his deep love for his

daughter, McKibben's anxieties shift

ed to fears that as a,n only child , his

daughter would become the prover

bial "spoiled brat," or grow up lonely

and socially maladju sted. After much

soul-searching, and extensive

research into the child development

and.sociological literature,

McKibben was reassured-at least

intellectually-that an only child has

an even, if not a better, chance of

being a normal, happy, successful,

and caring human being. This decon

struction,of the myths surrounding

only children makes Maybe One a

valuable contribution to the popula

tion literature.

Population activists would do

well to heed McKibben's moderate

and nonjudgementalapproach. He

presents a familiar litany of grim sta

tistics on the status of the biosphere

and the impacts of population .

growth, but never champions dracon-
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ian solutions. Rather than douse his readers in guilt, he makes

a reasoned case for having one--and only one--child, thereby

making a significant contribution to population reduction. He

acknowledges that for many people, having just one child will

entail substantial sacrifice. Indeed, I personalIy believe that

even stronger than the anxieties that can drive parents to have '

subsequent children is the love most feel for their firstborn,

which they long to experience at least one more time with

another baby. McKibben does not dismiss this loss, but calls

on current generations to find other ways of nurturing "without

being parents of large families," suggesting that it is the Earth

itself that needs our love and our restraint.

Reviewed by biologist, writer, and mother lU 0 L LIE Y.

lUA T T E SO N

The Story of Vermont: A Natural and Cultura l History

by Christopher McGrory Klyza and Stephen ·C. Trombulak;

Middlebury College Press, published by University Press of

New England (23 So. Main St., Hanover, NH 03755-2055);

1999; $19.95; 240 pp.

Not since ihe glaciers retreated from the region 11,000

years ago has Vermont experienced such enormous land

scape-level changes as those wrought by colonial settlers and

their descendants during the past 200 years. The Story of

l~mlOnt: A Natural and Cultural History by Christopher

Mc<?rory KIyza and Stephen C. Trombulak examines the histo

ry of Vermont from the Precambrian to the present, focusing

.special attention on the period since European arrival in the

Champlain Valley. This excellent history of a peopled land

scape transcends a purely Nature-based approach, melds good

scholarship with an engaging, access ible style, and w~uld be a

great new addition to any conservationist's library.

The first release in the Middlebury College Bicentennial

Series in Environmental Studies, The Story of Vermont lays the

groundwork for forthcoming books on such topics as eastern

wolf restoration and rewilding the Northeas t. By illuminating

where Vermont is in the continuum of her past-not at the bust

stage of the late 1800s when forests and wildlife were desper

ately depleted, but at a boom state of ecological recovery tem

pered by new threats-the authors establish a cautious vision

of hope for Vermont's natural and cultural future.

Reviewed by A LI e I A DAN I E L , Associate Director ofthe
University of Vermont's Field Naturalist Program
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ANNO UNCEMENTS

G r iz z IY Rep 0 r t A new study, "W ilderness-based Ecosystem

. Protecti on in the US Northern Rockies"by Mike Bader, concludes that

delisti ng griizly bears (from Endangered Species Act protections) and

resumpt ion of hunti ng could destabil ize the Yellowstone and North ern

Cont inental Di vid e Ecosystem pop ulatio ns, further threatening the bears.

- The study found that the density of bear morta l ities has shifted from

. w ilderness to non-wilderness areas since legal hun ting ended.. Deli sting

grizzl ies would allow the resump tion of legal hunting, potentially shifti ng

the density of morta lit ies back .to the core habi tat. Bear mortal ity is also

linked to the presence of .roads, trail s, and major developme nts. Con tact

the All iance for the W ild Rockies at 406-72 1-5420 or email awr@wil

drockies.org for a copy. .

Road less Areas Th rea tened "Loopholes and

'Exemptions: Losing our Heri tage Forests," a new report released by the

Heritage Forest Campaign, doc uments how our nation's remainin g road

less w ild lands con tinue to be destroyed by logging, roadbuild ing, min

ing, and off-road vehicle use. In addition to exempting entire region s

from its announced moratorium on developing roadless lands, the US

Forest Servi ce is treating long-abandon ed logging roads and snowmobile

trail s as exist ing roads to permit continued timber extraction. For a copy

of the report, contact the Heritage Forest Campaign at 202-861-2242 or

visit the campaign website: www.ourforests.org.

Religious' Campaign for Forest
Con se rv a t ion A nation al strategic plann ing conference will be

held on Nov ember 19- 21, 1999, for church and synagogue leaders, cler

gy, forest activists, denom inational representatives, and others wh o wi sh

to better integrate the religiou s community into forest protection effo rts.

The gathering w ill take place at Blackw ater Lodge in Blackwater Fall s

State Park near Davis , West Virginia. For registration information, contac t

RCFC at 409 M endocino Ave., Suite A, Santa Rosa, CA 9540 1; 707-573

3162.

. W0 If Confer e n c e The International Wolf Center and

University of.Minnesota Duluth University Col lege will host-'Wolves: A

Global Sympo sium" on February 23-26, 2000 in Duluth , MN. The gath

ering of wol f advoca tes, agency personnel, bio logists, and NGOs w ill

feature presentations by scientists from around the wo rld on wolf recov

ery and management. For information, contact International Wo lf

Symposium, UMD-University College, 251 Darland, 10 Uni versity Dr.,

Duluth, MN 55812 ; 218-726 -6819; merickso@d.umn.edu.

Carnivore Conference Call for Papers
Defenders of Wildlife invites session proposals and paper and poster

abstract submissions for its November 12-1 5, 2000 , conference on

Predator Bio logy and Conservation in the 21st Century, to be held in

Denver, Col orado. Appropriate topics include biology, behavior, taxono

my, general eco logy, recovery, po licy, management, and economic

impacts of carnivo res. Session proposals are due by February 29, 2000 ;

paper and poster abstract deadlin e is M arch 30, 2000. For submission

guidel ines or to receive registration information, contact Carnivores

2000, Defenders of Wi ld life, 1101 14th St. NW, Suite 1400, Washington,

DC 20005; 202-789-2844 ext. 315; nfascionefsdefenders.org.

Call fo r Subm is sions The 1999/00 issue of Whole
Terrain, "Legacy and Posterity," is now avai lable. Ann Zwinger, Everett

Gend ler, and Simon Ortiz joi n others to reflect on the importance of

environmenta l legacy in our lives. For a cop y, send $7 to addressbelow.

"PLAY: the role of humor, wonder & freedom at wo rk" is the theme for

2000/0 1. Do you have an essay, poem , story, or artwo rk on how 'p lay'

has shaped or cou ld shape our workin the envi ronmental field? What

role do imagination, humor, and color play in the environmental move

ment ?Submit manuscripts (2000 word s max.) by February 15, 2000 . For

guidelines, contact Whole Terrain, Anti och New England Graduate

School, 40 Avon Street, Keene, NH 03431-3516 ; 603-357-3122 ext.

272; fax 603-357 -07 18; w holluerrain@antiochne.edu.
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milkweed.

org
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MILKWEED

.Ecology of a

Cracker
Childhood
Janisse Ray
"Ianisse
Ray knows
that her
region's
story and
her own
story are
insepara
ble; in
man y ways
they are th e
same story. .. . Well done
and very moving."

-Wendell Berry
"Ianisse Ray is a strong

and imaginative writer."
-Peter Matthiessen

~~
COLLEGE

Master of Science in Environmental Studies
Summer Intensive Program

June 26th - August 25th, 2000

This program offers summer courses and winter research
leading to the Master oj Science in Environmental Studies degree.

As environmental issues cut across academic disciplines,
• I

so should the training oj environmental proJessionals.

Graduate School of Environmental Studies
Bard College '

PO Box 5000 • Annandale-on-Hudson, NY 12504-5000

914-758-7073
e-mail: gsesinfo@bard.edu Web: http://www.bard.edu
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..we abuse land because we regard it
as a commodity belonging to us:

Whe1l we see land as a community
to which we belong, we may begin

to use it with love a~d respect."
-ALDO ' LEO POL D.

FRO M THE FO REWOR D T O

A SAND COUNTY A LMANAC (I949)

C\v ' .

THE ESSENTIAL ALDO LEOPOLD
Quotations and Co mmentaries

. Edited by Curt Meine & Richard L. Knight
Available at bookstores . Clo th $27.95
T ilE UN IVE RSIT Y OF WI SCON SIN PR ESS

www.wisc.edu/wiscominpress/

Wildlife in Winter
ADVENT CALENDAR

A delightful.way to celebrate the winter season!
Behind each nu~bered windowt'discover a different

woodland creature and learn how it ~dapts to winter:

black & white
wi red' border

created by
Wild Earth
contributing
artist Libby
Davidson

Send check or money order for $10.95 (includes shipping) to:'
Kinglet , Po. Box 77, Ripton, VT 05766 • 8021j88~4082

kinglet@together.net VI' reside~ts please add $.50 sales tax

Pl ea se inqu ir e abo u t .w h o le s a le rat e s for o r d e r s o f 5 o r mo r e

EVERE TT GENDLER

ANN ZWIN GER

the

D.E.E.P.
Ecostery
Residential
Intensive

D akubetede

E nvironmental

Education

Programs

P.o. Box 133 0
Jacksonville,
Oregon 97530

(541) 899-171 2

deep @mind.net

website : http://
mind.net/deep

graduate & undergraduate
• 17 credit residential Ecostery
• 5 cred it natural histo ry treks
• seasonal intern position s availabl e

with or without credit

~
Institute
IANlJRQtll

where can yOU...

earn 17 University credits living &
learning in the wilderness at a deep
ecology intentional community?

T ake a sabbatical, one semester off campus and treat
. yourself to total immersion in an interdisciplinary
curriculum at our Wilderness Ecostery* in the wilds of
the Siskiyou Mountains, a stronghold of biodiversity in
southwest Oregon. Study natural history to connect with
the biodiversity of wild nature; study applied conservation
biology to learn strategies and plans for protecting biodi
versity; study environmental ethics to examine your deep
ecology choices; study community studies and experience
Ecostery" as intentional community; study education and
create a wilderness education center.

*ECO STERY "is a facility, stewarded land, and Nature
sanctuary where EC OSOPHY (ecological wisdom'and
hannony) is learned, practiced, and taught."and

of

youth

PET ER BERG

SYLVIA CLOUD

WALLy 'N ELSON

JUANITA NELSON

.lAKE SWAMP wisdom

KEEHE HIGH SCHOOL e 1 de r s
Octobe r 16., 1 9 9 9

Anti och New Englan d

Gr a d u a t e Sc hoo l . Ke ene. NH

CONVAL HIGH SCHOOL

Environmental
L e ga c Y seeking
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BOOKS TO BUILD
A NEW SOCIETY

Farmageddon
Food and the Culture of

Biotechnology
Brewster Kneen

_Genetic engin eering is becoming the
21st cen tury equivalent of the nuclear
industry, but with no public debate:
Farmageddon is about the culture of
biot echnology and what is happen -
ing to our food supply.Written by

, Cana da's foremost expert on the
intern ational food system, this

engaging critique will be of major
interest to a wide range of readers, from
academics through activists and the

general reader.

240 pp. Pb $16.95 0-86571,-394-4
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-" In WildDuck Review the literary arts,
eco logical conciousncss and activism are
communicating, info rming each other. If
Wild Dud: Review isn 't cultural polit ics, I
do n' t know wh atis, Su bscribe . Read it."

- G ARY SNYDER

CASEY W AL KER, EDITOR & P UBLlSII ER

EO. Box 388 • NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
53°.478.0134 . Q UART ERLY · SAMPL E $4

That) right! Every call you make
supports \Vi!d Earth. Affiniry Corp., ou~
-Iong-d istance fundraising partner, will
•return 5% of your long-distance calls
to ?ur savings fund.

Two Competitive Residential, ." '
Flat Rate P!allS'
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A superb guide for the conserration ac ivist, agehcy employee.

planner. or citizen who wants to know someth ing about

ecosystem management without poring through ~------

stacks of books, scientific articles. and

agency reports. •:. 36 pages with

supporting tab les and figures .

Produced in collaboration

with Wild Earth.

LlhlelGrowtnuSlon.

The Growth Illusion
How Economic Growth Has

Enriched The Few,
Impoverished TheMany &

Endangered The Planet
Richard Douthwaite

This fully updated and revised edi 
tion of Richard Douthwaites critically

acclaimed, award-winning The
Growth Illusion demonstrates why
economic growth is a prescription

for disaster and suggests how to redi-
rect our capitalist system toward

more positive ends.

400 pp. Pb $20.95 0-86571-396-0

Orders or full catalog:
1-800-567-6772/ www.newsociety.com
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We list here only the major articles of each issue, by partial
title or subject. For a more compl ete listing, requ est a
comprehensive Back Issues List (see form on last page).

,8 A C K

l /Spring 1991 • Ecological Foundations for Big
Wilderness, Howie Wolke on The Impoverished
Landscape, Reed Noss on Florida Ecosystem
Restoration, Biodiversity & Corridors in Klamath
Mtns., Earth First! Wilderness Preserve System, GYE
Marshall Plan, Dolores LaChapelle on Wild
Humans, and Bi ll McCormick's Is Population
Control Genocide?

2/Summer 1991 • Dave Foreman on the New
Conservation Movement, Ancient Forests: The
Perpetual Crisis, Wolke on The Wild Rockies,
Grizzly Hunting in Montana, Noss on What
WildernessCan Do forBiodiversity, Mendocino NF
Reserve Proposal, Christopher Manes on the
Cenozoic Era, and Part2 of McCormick's Is Popula
tion Control Genocide?

3/Fa1l 199l • SOLD OUT (butphotocopies of arti
cles available). The New Conservation Movement
continued. Farley Mowat on James Bay, George
Washington National Forest, the Red Wolf, George
Wuerthner on the Yellowstone El k Controversy, The
Problems of Post Modern Wilderness by Michael P.
Cohen and Part 3 of McCormick's Is Population
Control Genocide?

4/Winter 1991/92 • Devastation in the North, Rod
Nash on Island Civil ization, North American
Wilderness Recovery Strategy Wilderness in
Canada, Canadian National Parks, Hidden Costs of
Natural Gas Development, A View of James Bay
from Quebec, Noss on .Biologists and Biophiles,
BLM Wilderness in Al, Wilderness Around the '
Finger Lakes:AVision, National ORV,Task Force

5/Spring 1992 • Foreman on ranching, Ecological
Costs of Livestock, Wuerthner on Gunning Down
Bison, Mollie Matteson on Devotion to Trout and
Habitat, Walden, The Northeast Ki ngdom,Southern
Rockies Ecosystem Protection, Conservation is
Good Work by Wendell Berry, Representing the
Lives of Plants and Animals by Gary Paul Nabhan,
and 'The Reinvention of the American Frontier by
Frank and.Deborah Popper

6/Summer 1992 • The Need for PoliticallyActive
Biologists, US Endangered Species Crisis Primer,
Wuerthner on Forest Health, Ancient Forest Legisla
tion Dialogue, Toward Realistic Appeals and
Lawsuits, Naomi Rachel on. Civil Disobedience,
Victor Rozek on The Cost of Compromise, The
Practical Relevance of Deep Ecology, and An
Ecofeminist's Quandary

7/Fall 1992 • How to Save the Nationals, The
Backlash Against the ESA, Saving Grandfather
Mountain, Conserving Diversity in the 20th
Century, Southern California Biodiversity, Old
Growth in the Adirondacks, Practicing Bioregion
alism, Biodiversity Conservation Areas in Al and
NM, Big Bend Ecosystem Proposal, George Sessions

. on Radical Environ~ental ism in the 90s, Max
Oelschlaeger on Mounta'ins that Walk, and Mollie
Matteson on The Dignityof Wild Things

8/Winter 1992/93 • Critique of Patriarchal Man
agement, Mary O'Brien's Risk Assessment in the
Northern Rockies, Is it Un-Biocentric to Manage?,
Reef Ecosystems and Resources, Grassroots
Resistance in Developing Nations, Wuerthner's
Greater DesertWildlands Proposal, Wolke on Bad

Science, Homo Carcinomicus, Natural Law and
Human Population Growth, Excerpts from Tracking
& the Artof Seeingand Ghost Bears

Wildlands Project Special Issue #1 • TwP (North
American Wilderness Recovery Strategy) Mission
Statement, Ness's Wildlands Conservation Strategy,
Foreman on Developing a Regional Wilderness
Recovery Plan, Primeval Adirondacks, Southern
Appalachians Proposal, National Road less Area
Map, NREPA, Gary Snyder's Coming into the
Watershed, Regenerating Scotland's Caledonian
Forest, Geographic Information Systems

9/Spring 1993 • The Unpredictable as a Source of
Hope, Why Glenn Parton is a Primitivist, Hydro
Quebec Construction Continues, RESTORE: The
North Woods, Temperate Forest Networks, The Mit
igation Scam, Bi ll McKibben's Proposal for a Park
Without Fences, Arne Naess on the Breadth and
Limitsof the Deep Ecology Movement, Maryde La
Valette says Malthus Was Right, Noss's Preliminary
Biodiversity Plan for the Oregon Coast, Eco-Porn
and the Manipulation of Desire

10/Summer 1993 • Greg McNamee questions
. Arizona's Floating Desert, Foreman on Eastern

Forest Recovery, Is Ozone Affecting our Forests?, ,
Wolke on the GreaterSalmon/Selway Project, Deep
Ecology in the Former Soviet Union, Topophilia,
Ray Vaughan and Nedd Mudd advocate Alabama

.Wildlands, Incorporating Bear, The Presence of the
Absence of Nature, Facing the Immigration Issue

11/Fall 1993 • Crawling by Gary Snyder, Dave
Willis challenges handicapped access develop
ments, Biodiversity in the Selkirk Mtns., Mono
culturesWorth Preserving, Partial Solutions to Road
Impacts, Kittatinny Raptor Corridor, Changing
State Forestry Laws, Wild & Scenic Rivers Act,
Wuerthner Envisions Wildland Restoration, Toward
[Population) PolicyThat Does Least Harm, Dolores
LaChappelle's Rhizome Connection

12/Winter 1993/94 • A Plea for Biological Hones
ty, A Plea for Political Honesty, Endangered
Invertebrates and How to Worry AboutThem, Faith
Thompson Campbell on Exotic Pests of American
Forests, Mitch Lansky on The Northern Forest,
Human Fear Diminishes Diversity in Rocky Mtn.
Forests, Gonzo Law #2: The Freedom of Informa
tion Act, Foreman on NREPA and the Evolving
Wilderness Area Model, Rocky Mtn. Nat. Park
Reserve Proposal, Harvey Locke on Yellowstone to
Yukon campaign

13/Spring 1994 • Ed Abbey posthumouslydecries
The Enemy, David Clarke Burks's Place of the Wild,
Ecosystem Mismanagement in Southern Appala
chia, Mohawk Park Proposal, RESTORE vs. Whole
Tree Logging, Noss & Cooperrideron SavingAquat
ic Biodiversity, Atlantic Canada Regional Report,
Paul Watson on Neptune's Navy, The Restoration
Alternative, Intercontinental Forest Defense, Chris
McGrory-Klyza outlines Lessons from-Vermont
Wildemess

14/Summer 1994 • Bil Alverson's Habitat Island of
Dr. Moreau, Bob Leverett's Eastern Old Growth
Definitional Dilemma, Wolke against Butchering
the Big Wild, FWS Experiments on Endangered
Species, Serpentine Biodiversity; A~dy Kerr pro-

motes Hemp to Save the Forests, Mapping the Ier
iain of Hope, A Walk Down Camp Branch ,by
Wendell Berry, Carrying Capacity and the Death of
a Culture by William Catton Ir., Industrial Cultu re
vs. Trout .

15/Fall 1994 • BC Raincoast Wilderness, Algoma
Highlands, Helping Protect Canada's Forests,
Central Appalachian Forests Activist Guide,
Reconsidering Fish Stocking of High Wilderness
Lakes, Using General Land Office Survey Notes in
Ecosystem Mapping, Gonzo Law #4: Finding Your
Own Lawyer, The Role of Radio in Spreading the
Biodiversity Message, Jamie Sayen and Rudy 
Engholm's Thoreau Wilderness Proposal

16/Winter 1994/95 • Ecosystem Management '
Cannot Work, Great Lakes Biodiversity,' Peregrine
Falcons in Urban Environments, State Complicityin
Wildlife Losses, How'to Burn Your Favorite Forest,
ROAD-RIPort #2, Recovery of the Common Lands,
A Critique and Defenses of the WiIderness Idea by
J. Baird Callicott, Dave Foreman, and Reed Noss

17/Spring 1995 • Christopher 'Manes pits Free
Marketeers vs. Traditional Environmentalists, Last
Chance for the Prairie Dog, interview with tracker
Susan Morse, Befriending a Central Hardwood
Forest part 1, Economics for the Communityof Life:
Part 1, Minnesota Biosphere Recovery, Michael
Frome insistsWilderness Does Work, Wilderness or
Biosphere Reserve: Is That a Question], Deep
Grammar by l.Baird Callicott

18/Summer 1995 • Wolke on Lossof Place, Dick
Carter on Utah Wilderness: The First Decade, WE
Reader Survey Results, Ecological Differences
Between Logging and Wildfire, Bernd Heinrich on
Bumblebee Ecology, Michael Soule on the Health
Implications of Global Warming, Peter Brussard on

. Nevada Biodiversity Initiative, Preliminary Colum
bia Mtns. Conservation Plan, EnvironmentalConse
quences of Having a Baby in the US

19/Fa1l1 995 • SOLD OUT(but photocopies ofarti
cles available) . Wendell Berry on Private Property
and the Common Wealth, Eastside Forest Restora
tion, Global Warming and The Wildlands Project,
Paul J. Kalisz on Sustainable Silviculture in Eastern
Hardwood Forests, Old Growth in the Catskills and
Adirondacks, Threatened Eastern Old Growth,
Andy Kerr on Cow Cops, Fending of SLAPPS, Using
Conservation Easements to save wildlands, David
Orton on Wilderness and FirstNations

20/Winter 1995/96 • nvp Special Issue #2.
Testimony fromTerry TempestWill iams, Foreman's
Wildeiness: From Scenery to Strategy, Noss on
Science Grounding Strategy and The Role of
EndangeredEcosystems in TWp, Roz McClellan ex
plains how MappingReserves Wins Commitments,
Second Chanceforthe NorthernForest: Headwaters
Proposal, Klamath/Siskiyou Biodiversity Conserva
tion Plan, Wilderness Areas and National Parks in
Wildland Proposal, ROAD-RIP and TWP, Steve
Trombulak, lim Strittholt, and Reed Noss confront
Obstacles to Implementing TWP Vision

'21/Spring 1996 • Bill McKibben on Finding
Common Ground with Conservatives, Public Nat
uralizationProjects, CurtSteger on Ecological Con
dition ofAdirondack Lakes, Acid Rain inthe Adiron-
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dacks. Bob Mueller on Central Appalachian Plant
Distribution, Brian Tokar on Biotechnology vs. Bio
diversity, Stephanie Mills on Leopold's Shack, Soule
asks Are Ecosystem Processes Enough?, Poems for
the Wild Earth, Limitations of Conservation Ease

.ments, Kerr on Environmental Groups and Political
Organization .

22/Summer 1996 • McKibben on Text, Civi lity,
Conservation and Community, Eastside Forest Res
toration Forum, Grazing and Forest Health, debut of
Landscape Stories department, Friends of the
Boundary Waters Wilderness, Private Lands in
Ecological Reserves, Public Institutions Twisting the
Ear of Congress, Laura Westra's Ecosystem Integrity
and the Fish Wars, Caribou Commons Wilderness
Proposal for Manitoba

24/Winter 1996/9 7 • SOLD OUT(but photocopies
of articles available). Opposing Wilderness Decon
struction: Gary Snyder, Dave Foreman, George
Sessions, Don Waller, Michael McCloskey respond
to attacks on wilderness. The AldoLeopold Founda
tion, Grand Fi r Mosaic, eastern old-growth report,
environmental leadership. Andy R·obinson on grass
roots fundraising, Edward Grumbine on Using
Biodiversityas a justification for Nature Protection,
Rick Bass on the Yaak Valley, Bill McCormick on
Reproductive Sanity; and portrait of a Blunt-nosed
Leopard Lizard

25/Spring 1997 • Perceiving the Diversity of Life:
David Abram's Returning to Our Animal Senses,
Stephanie Kaza on Shedding Stereotypes, Jerry
Mander on Technologies of Globalization, Christo
pher Manes's Contact and the Solid Earth, Connie
Barlow Re-Stories Biodiversity by Way of Science,
Imperiled Freshwater Clams, WildWaters Project,
eastern old-growth report, 'American Sycamore,
Kathleen Dean Moore'sTravel ing the Logging Road,

.Mollie Matteson's Wolf Re-story-ation, Maxine
McCloskey on Protected Areas on the High Seas

26/Summer 1997 • Doug Peacock on the Yellow
stone Bison Slaughter, Reed Noss on Endangered
Major Ecosystems of the United States, Dave

.Forernan challenges biologists, Hugh litis chal
lenges abiologists, Vi rginiaAbernethy explainsHow
Population Growth Discourages Environmentally
Sound Behavior. Gaian Ecology and Environmenta
lism, The Bottom Li ne on Option Nine, Eastern Old
Growth Report, How Government Tax Subsidies
Destroy Habitat, Geology in Reserve Design, part 2
of NPS Prescribed Fires in the Post-Yellowstone Era

27/ Fa1l 1997 • SOLD OUT(but photocopiesofarti
cles available). Bill McKibben discusses job and
Wilderness, Anne LaBastilie values Silence, Allen

Cooperrider and Davidjohnstondiscuss Changes in
the Desert, Donald Worster on The Wilderness of
History, Nancy Smith on Forever Wild Easements in
New-England, George Wuerthner on Subdivisions
and Extractive Industries, More Threatened Eastern
Old Growth, part 2, the Precautionary Principle,
North and South Carolina's jocasseGorges, Effects
ofClimate Change on Butterflies, the Northern Right
Whale, Integrating Conservation and Community in
the San juan Mtns., Las Vegas Leopard Frog

28/Winter 1997/98 _. Overpopulation Issue\
explores the factors of the I=PAT model: Gretchen
Daily & Paul Ehrlich on Population Extinction and
the Biodiversity Crisis, Stephanie Millsrevisits nulli
parity, Alexandra Morton on the impacts of salmon
farming, Sandy Irvine punctures pro-natalist myths,
Will iam Catton jr. on carrying capacity, Virgin ia
Abernethy considers premodern population plan
ning, Stephanie Kaza on affluence and the costs of
consumption, KirkpatrickSale criticizes the Techno
logical Imperative, McKibben addresses overpopu
lation One (Child)Family at a Time, Interview with
Stuart Pimm, Resources for Population Publications
& Overpopulation Action, Spotlight on Ebola Vi rus

29/Spring 1998 • Interview with David Brower,
Anthony Ricciardi on the Exotic Species Problem
and Freshwater Conservation, George Wuerthner
explores the MythsWe Live By, forum on ballot ini
tiatives, john Clark & Alexis Lathemconsider Electric
Restructuring, Paul Faulstich on Geophilia, critiques
of motorized wreckreation, Mitch Friedman's Earth
in the Balance Sheet, Anne Woiwode on Pittman
Robinson, Peter Friederici's Tracks, Eastern Old

. Growth, Connie Barlow's Abstainers

30/Summer 1998 • Wildlands Philanthropy tradi
tion discussed by Robi n Winks, john Davis on
Private Wealth Protecting Public Va lues, Doug
Tompkins on Philanthropy, Cultural Decadence, &
Wild Nature, SweetWater Trust saves wildlands in
New England, ATime Line of Land Protection in the
US, Rupert Cutler on Land Trusts and Wildlands
Protection, profiles of conservation heroes Howard
Zahniser, Ernie Dickerman, & Mardy Murie,
Michael Frome recollects the wilderness wars,
David Carle explores early conservation activism
and National Parks, and Barry Lopez on The
Language ofAnimals

31/ Fall 1998 • Agriculture & Biodiversity exam
ined by Paul Shepard, Catherine Badgley, Wes
jackson, and Frieda Knobloch, ScottRussellSanders
on Landscape and Imagination, AmySeidl address
es exotics, Steve Trombulak on the Language of
Despoilment, George Wuerthner & Andy Kerr on
livestock grazing, Rewilding paper by Michael

Soule & Reed Noss, Gary Nabhan critiques the
Terminals of Seduction, Noss asks whether conser
vation biology needs natural history, Y2Y part 2,
profile of Dan Luten

32/Winter 1998/99 • A Wilderness Revival per
spectives from Bill Meadows on the American
Heart, juri Peepre on Canada, jamie Sayen on the
Northern Appalachians, and john Elder on the edge
of wilderness, Louisa Willcox on grizzlies, politics
from Carl Pope, Ken Rait's Heritage Forests, jim
lontz's Big Wilderness Legislative Strategy, Debbie
Sease & Melanie Griffi n's stormy political forecast,
Mike Matz's Domino Theory, Wilderness campaign
updates from Oregon, California, Nevada, Grand
Canyon, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah,
NREPA, focal species paper by Brian Miller et al.

33/Spring 1999 • Coming Home to the Wild Flo
Shepard, Paul Rezendes, Glendon Brunk, and
Kelpie Wilson imagine rewilding ourselves, Paul
Martinand David Burney suggestwe Bring Back the
Elephants! and Connie Barlowdiscusses Rewilding
for Evolution, Freeman House on restoring salmon,
john Davis on Anchoring the Millennial Ark, Chris
Genovali exposes risks to Canada's Great Bear
Rainforest, Madsen and Peepre on saving Yukon 's
rivers, Bryan Bird on roads and snags, George
Wuerthner on population growth, Brock Evans uses
wild language, and john Terborgh and Michael
Soule's "Why We Need Megareserves: Large-scale
Networks and How to Design Them"

34/ Summer 1999 • Carnivore Ecology and
Recovery"The Role ofTop Carnivores in Regulating
Terrestrial Ecosystems" by Terborgh et aI., Todd
Wilkinson on the Yellowstone Grizzlies Delisting
Dilemma, Wolves for Oregon, Carnivores
Rewilding Texas, fire ecologist Tim Ingalsbee sug
gestswe Learn from the Burn, David Orr continues
the Not-50-Great Wilderness Debate, Tom
Fleischner on Revita lizing Natural History, Northup
remembers Wildlands Philanthropist joseph Battell,
the Continuing Story of the American Chestnut

Additional WildEarth Publications

OldGrowth in the East: A Survey
by Mary Byrd Davis

Special Paper#1: How to Design an Ecological
Reserve System by Stephen C.Trombulak

Special Paper #2: While MappingWildlands,
Don't Forget theAliens by Faith T. Campbell

Special Paper#3: A Citizen's Guide to Ecosystem
Management by ReedNoss

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Please complete form and return w ith payment in enclosed envelope. Back issues are $8/ea .
for WE subscribers, $1Olea. for nonmembers, postpaid in US. (. denotes issue is sold out)

1

$- -

$--

$'---

# back issues (@ $8 or $10)

# photoco pied articles ($3/each)

TOTALSpring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Summer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fall • 0 0 0 • D. 0
Winter 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0

o Wild Earth's first special issue on
The Wildlands Project (1992i

o com prehensive Back Issues List (free)

photocopied articles :

;"ue #l_title _

___________________~~ J
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Cacalia tuberosa

American conservation is, I f ear, still

concerned for the most part with show

pieces. We have not yet learned to think

in terms ofsmall cogs and wheels. Look

at our own backyard: at the prairies of

Iowa and southern Wisconsin. What is the

most valuable part ofthe prairie? The fat

black soil, the chernozem. Who built the

chernozem? The black prairie was built by

the prairie plants, a hundred distinctioe

species of grasses, herbs and shrubs; by

the prairie fungi, insects, and bacteria;

by the prairie mammals and birds,

all interlocked in one humming

community ofco-operations and

competitions, one biota.

- Aldo Leopold *

illustration by Gary Eldred

S p o tli g h t

l~herous Indian Plantain, a perhaps

uncharismatic but integral member of

the prairie biota, was once common

in the tallgrass prairie, ranging from

southern Ontario to Minnesota and
l

Nebraska and south to Texas and

Louisiana. Its current status is sadly

diminished, reflecting the destruction

of its habitat (roughly 96% of the tall

grass prairie has been lost, primarily

because of fire suppress ion and con

version for agriculture). In Leopold's

beloved Wisconsin, Cacalia tuberosa

is listed as Threatened. The plant ,

which may grow 2-5 feet tall, has

large, oval basal leaves that feel

"rubbery" to the touch; its whitish

flowers blossom in July and August. ({

Gary Eldred, a longt ime Wild Earth contributing arti.<t, i.< the president of Southwest \VlSconsin Prairie Enth usiasts (4192 Sleepy Hollow Rd., Boscobel, W153805).

*From Round River: From the Journals of Aldo Leopold, edited by Luna B. Leopold; used with permission of Oxford Universily Press.



B
ecause of their public appea l, a few charismatic species such as the
grizzly bear and gray wolf receive considerable conservation action .
Efforts to protect these species are essential, but hundreds of lesser

known imperiled species also deserve vigorous conservation advocacy.

Few people have heard of-much less sought protection for-the
small rock cress plant (Arabis pllsilla) or Berry's mou ntainsnail (Oreohelix
stligosa benyO. And who looks out for Wyoming's disappearing native
fish such as the bluehead sucker (Catostomus discobolllS)?

We do.

Focusing on the forests, prairies , and rivers of Wyoming, northern
Colorado, and the Black Hills of South Dakota , Biodiversity Associates
uses public education, research, and litigation to achieve real protec tion
for historically overlooked species and their habitat. Help us help the little
things that run the world by supporting our Wild Species Campaign.

For information, or to make a tax-deductible contribution, contact:

Biodiversity Associates
P.O. Box 6032
Laramie, WY 82073
(07) 742-7978
email:biodiversity@mindspring.com

photo of clustered ladys-shppe r (Cypnped,um jas(l( ula'um) by Shelly Elhs
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